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Inventing the Conch Republic:
The Creation of Key West as an Escape from
Modern America
by William C. Barnett

K?

ey West has been a popular tourist destination for over seventy years, and visitors are struck by its distinctive sense of
lace and by its sense of a lingering past. Various slogans
call attention to its remote island location-100 miles south of
mainland Florida, but only 90 miles north of Cuba-and emphasize its geographic and cultural separation from modern America.
Tourism boosters call it "America's Southernmost City,"
"Margaritaville," "The Last Resort," and "the Conch Republic,"
and each label promises a place apart from the rest of the nation.
The constant use of the words "escape" and "getaway" in tourism
ads shows that many travelers seek a temporary retreat from modern society, and Key West's name now carries this meaning. The
island offers the idea of a getaway in time as well as space, as its
quaint, nostalgic built environment provides a sense of traveling
back into the past. But the romantic images presented to tourists
hide dramatic changes in Key West's environmental orientation
and give a false sense of a community frozen in time. When the
seaport was converted into a vacation destination in the 1930s, the
William C. Barnett is an Assistant Professor of History and the Coordinator of the
Environmental Studies program at North Central College in Naperville, Illinois.
He received his B.A. from Yale University, his M.A. from the University of Texas at
Austin, and his Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. His dissertation
was a comparative environmental history of three American seaports: Key West,
Florida; Galveston, Texas; and Ketchikan, Alaska. He is working on a book manuscript, to be titled From Gateway to Getaway, based on this research.
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economy shifted from commerce and production to tourism and
consumption. Key West was reinvented as a getaway, which
required a reshaping of the town's popular history.
Key West is one of many communities where the past feels
vividly present because layers of history remain visible in the built
environment. The town's distinctive architecture and layout play
a major role in its appeal to tourists, but few newcomers are aware
of the combination of economic downturns and historic preservation efforts that created this urban landscape. Visitors do not
often learn many details about the city's complex social and economic history, but they find the colorful waterfront, the maritime
atmosphere, and the old homes with porches and shutters to be
nostalgic and attractive. Tourists enjoy the picturesque seaport
because it feels so different from the modern urban and suburban
landscapes they left behind. The scale of the town is small, with
Duval Street stretching just a mile from the Gulf of Mexico to the
Atlantic. Cars do not seem to belong in the maze of narrow oneway streets, nineteenth-century wooden houses, and tropical gardens, and the town still feels oriented to the harbor. Tourists
experience Key West as a walking city, finding that its lanes and
alleys, laid out long before the rise of America's car culture and little changed since then, are best navigated on foot or by bicycle.
The built environment seems to be remarkably intact, particularly
in Old Town, which gives many newcomers the feeling of arriving
in a nineteenth-century seaport frozen in time.'
Visitors are told stories that support this sense that Key West's
past remains alive, and many travelers arrive carrying romantic
ideas. Tourism has driven the economy for over seven decades,
and John J. Audubon, Harry Truman, and Jimmy Buffett are all
used to represent the island to outsiders, but the patron saint of
Key West tourism is Ernest Hemingway. All four men were sporadic visitors, not permanent residents, but tourists are encour-

1.

The best travel guide to Key West is Joy Williams, The Rorida Keys, From Key
Largo to Key West (New York: Random House, 198'7). See also Sharon Wells,
The Walking €3Biking Guide to Historic Key West (Key West: Island City Heritage
Press, 2000). On local architectural history, see Erick Valle, American Urban
Typologies: Key West, FZorida (Miami: Village Publishers, 1995); William Carl
Shiver, "The Historical Architecture of Key West: The Triumph of the
Vernacular in a Nineteenth Century Florida Town,"(Ph.D.diss., Florida State
University, 198'7);Susanne Hupp and Laura Stewart, Histuric Home of Rorida
(Sarasota:Pineapple Press, 1995).
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aged to follow in their footsteps, rather than in the footsteps of any
native sons. Vacationers rarely learn about local fishermen, wreckers, or cigar makers, who remain in obscurity while these notable
tourists are celebrated. Hemingway, Key West's most famous
adopted son, was a seasonal visitor in the 1920s and 1930s, yet he
continues to play a major role in the local economy. Year after
year, visitors pay to tour his home and to drink rum at bars he is
said to have frequented. Many tourists arrive carrying To Have and
Have Not or The Old Man and the Sea, his novels about Key West and
Cuba, and there is an annual Hemingway look-alike contest. Few
U.S. towns are so strongly identified with a visiting writer, and two
that are-Monterey with John Steinbeck's Cannery Row, and
Nantucket with Herman Melville's Moby-Dick-are also tourist centers seeking to establish a popular history based on a vanished maritime era.*
Hemingway's prominent position in Key West tourism is ironic, because he detested the changes it brought, while refusing to
recognize his role in publicizing the island. Hemingway,John Dos
Passos, Elizabeth Bishop, and other writers began visiting in the
late 1920s, when Key West was a struggling fishing port with many
Bahamian and Cuban residents. These writers felt a sense of
authenticity, exotic color, and pre-industrial simplicity that they
found lacking in much of modern industrial America. Hemingway
spent his time writing, sport fishing, and drinking, and he came to
identify with local fishermen, or "Conchs," and to resent tourists.
These ideas run throughout To Have and Have Not, the story of a
gritty fisherman and smuggler in 1930s Key West. It was the
island's pivotal decade, because a local economic crisis combined
with the Great Depression to pave the way for Key West's reinvention as a vacation de~tination.~
2.

3.

On these men in the Keys, see Kathryn Hall Proby, Audubon in Florida (Coral
Gables: University of Miami Press, 1974);James McLendon, Papa: Hemingway
in Key West (Key West: Langley Press, 1990). Other popular histories include
Maureen Ogle, Key West: History of an Island of Dreams (Gainesville:University
Press of Florida, 2003);Joan and Wright Langley, Key West: Images of the Past
(Key West: C.C. Belland & E.O. Swift, 1982).
Ernest Hemingway, To Have and Have Not (1937;New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1970), 81, 85, 187, 260; On Hemingway and Dos Passos, see Linda
Patterson Miller, ed., Letters From the Lost Generation: Gerald and Sara Murphy
and Friends (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1991), 9,12,68. On the
writer's colony, see George Murphy, ed., The Key West Reader: The Best of Key
West's Writers, 1830-1990 (Key West: Tortugas Ltd., 1989);Williams, The Horida
Keys, From Key Largo to Key West, 168-177.
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Hemingway left for Cuba in 1940 because he hated the
changes that tourists brought, but he and other writers were the
leading edge of tourism. Their "discovery" of Key West as a place
apart-as an escape from modern urban-industrial America-created a new way to locate the island in time and space. Later
decades would bring new celebrities, such as Tennessee Williams
and Jimmy Buffett, and new slogans, such as "Margaritaville" and
the "Conch Republic," but the basic formula was set. Key West was
no longer a community striving to be part of the American mainstream. Instead, it was reinvented as a special place on the nation's
periphery, offering an alternative to the dominant economic and
cultural patterns.
Ideas of Key West as a place apart still underlie its appeal to
modern tourists, and recent slogans like the "Conch Republic"
suggest that the island is almost a separate nation, but this was
nothing like the way that nineteenth-century islanders understood
their location. For the first century of Key West's existence-from
the 1820s through the 1920s-island residents worked to connect
their port with the rest of the nation. They labored to produce
commodities they could sell to mainland U.S. cities, and they
sought to become an important commercial port. In the late nineteenth century, their goals were being realized, as local fishermen
shipped valuable catches to New York City, and steamship lines
sailing from New York to Galveston and New Orleans stopped in
Key West as they rounded Florida. The seaport was also a hub that
linked the U.S. to Cuba and the Bahamas, with regular sailings to
Havana. In that prosperous era, Key West had a central location
in the web of maritime trade that linked Atlantic Coast cities, Gulf
of Mexico ports, and Caribbean islands, and it was one of Florida's
largest cities. In this seafaring age, nobody viewed Key West as the
end of the road, or the "Last Resort."
Public perceptions about a city's spatial relationships and environmental orientation can be revealing, but popular views can be
mistaken. Today's tourists perceive Key West and similar coastal
towns from Nantucket, Massachusetts, to Monterey, California, as
nineteenth-century seaports frozen in time, despite the fundamental changes that have occurred in all three locations. Tourism
boosters try to obscure these changes by promoting the idea that
the seafaring past is still present-and
that the ghosts of
Hemingway, Melville, or Steinbeck can still be seen on the waterfront. In one sense, the past is still present, since much of the his-
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INVENTINGTHE CONCHREPUBLIC
toric built environment remains. But most romantic stories about
such ports are false, because their basic environmental orienta
has been remade. These old ports are no longer central to .
America's economic production and trade, because the fisheries
collapsed and trading vessels no longer fill their harbors. When .
the nineteenth-century maritime world declined, these fo
trade centers found themselves on the nation's periphery.
Key West, Nantucket, and Monterey have been reinvented as
escapes from modern America, and this has been possible because
of the ways their urban landscapes have been preserved and their
historical memory has been reshaped. These island and coastal
towns missed the industrial boom that railroads and then cars
brought to most U.S. cities. As a result of this failure, their built
environments feel distinctive. These communities developed as
maritime centers over a century ago, and tourists today find the
idea of visiting pre-industrial America very appealing. But that
nineteenth-centuryworld does not actually exist, except as a historical memory created by tourism boosters. However, the system
that replaced it, the landscape of industrial cities and suburbs that
dominated twentieth-century America, is strikingly absent in these
seaports today. Modern Key West, Nantucket, and Monterey represent a third type of landscape. They are difficult places to
define, but in their complex and creative blend of past and future,
and in their economic leap from maritime production past industrialization to tourism and consumption, these vacation destinations are windows into post-industrial America.

,
'

.

#

'

'

A Maritime Center
U.S. settlers founded Key West in the 1820s, and throughout
the nineteenth century, the community was defined by its role as a
seaport. When Spain ceded Florida to the United States in 1819,
various Americans assessed the territory's environments and envisioned what they might become. Most settlers crossed from
Georgia or Alabama into northern Florida to expand the antebellum South's cotton plantations. But a few men evaluated the
opposite end of Florida, five hundred miles to the south. The men
studying the Keys were not seeking farm land when they examined
maps, because they had a maritime view of the world. Key West's
founders were northern merchants, not southern planters, and
they had sailed along the Keys on the way to Havana and New
Orleans. These men searched nautical charts for deep natural har-
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bors near trade routes. They envisioned a settlement at Key West
because it was a day's sail from Havana and it sat astride the maritime highway between the nation's Atlantic and Gulf Coast ports.4
John Sirnonton, a New Jersey merchant, bought the entire
island from its Spanish owner in Havana in 1821, and explained
his vision of its future as a seaport in a memorial to Congress.
Simonton praised Key West's critical asset, saying, "it affords a
Harbour large and commodious perfectly easy of access and quite
Safe for Vessels of any size." He argued that a good harbor at such
a strategic location should become a port and navy base, writing,
"an Establishment at this island would be of great importance to
government as well as to Merchants.... it being one of the most
commanding places on the Florida coast for the protection of that
very large proportion of American Commerce carried on thro [sic]
the Gulf of Mexico." It was a risky venture because it was far from
other U.S. settlements, but with federal support, the port would
become a base for U.S. expansion on an important maritime frontier.5 Rhode Island merchant Welcome Greene was not
Simonton's partner, but he knew Cuba and Florida well, and he
analyzed Key West in his journals. He reported that Simonton had
"made a purchase of an island called Key West on the Florida
shore opposite to Havana which he, in his usual sanguine manner,
describes as a mine of wealth." Greene summed up Simonton's
booster efforts, stating, "He represents it as.. . a fine harbour having 28 feet of water on the reefs at its entrance, and from its vicinity to Havana (something less than a hundred miles) promising
one day to be a place of much bu~iness."~
Simonton was full of praise for his settlement, but some visitors
were harshly critical, and their central argument was that yellow
4.

5.
6.

On New Englanders in Key West, see "Commercial Cities and Towns of the
United States: Key West, Florida,"Hunt's Merchants' Magazine,January 1852,
58; Clarence E. Carter, ed., The TerritorialPapers of the United States: The Territory
of flom'da, 1821-1824 v. 23 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1956),
700-702. On North Florida cotton planters, see Michael Gannan, Rorida: A
Short History (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1993), 26-31; Gloria
Jahoda, Rorida: A History (NewYork: W.W. Norton, 1984), 46-54, 6'7-71;Mark
Derr, Some Kind of Paradise: A Chronicle of Man and the Land in Flom'da
(Gainesvillt:University Press of Florida, 1998), 2'74281, 29431 1.
Carter, ed., The Tern'torial Papers, v. 22, 352-353.
Alice E. Smith, ed.,Journals of WelcomeArnold Greene:Journeys in the South, 18221824 (Madison: State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 1957), 54. The island
was actually four miles by one mile. Greene was not related to Pardon Greene,
a prominent Key West resident.
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fever made Key West a very unhealthy place. A century later, the
island would be promoted as a place to travel to for health purposes, but in its first decade, it was nearly abandoned. The U.S. Navy
sent Commodore David Porter to the island in 1823 to protect U.S.
shipping from pirates, and his reports were very damaging. He
complained, "A frigate or a large sloop of war is indispensable to
us, and we cannot exist with anything like comfort without one.
Thrown, as we are, on a barren and desolate island that does not
even supply water." Porter's assessment of Key West was decidedly
negative, as he thought the island created miasma, or bad air,
which was believed to cause yellow fever. He wrote about "the poisonous vapor which arises from the ponds," and blamed the island
itself, saying "the disease with which we have been afflicted being
altogether local." Porter judged Key West in summer to be "an
unfit residence for man," and abandoned his post.7
A controversy raged within the Navy, as Commodore John
Rodgers contradicted Porter. Rodgers called Key West "too important an object in a political and commercial point of view to be suffered to remain unoccupied," and judged its health risks
manageable, calling the climate "similar to that of the West Indies
generally." Yellow fever did return, and did slow the town's
growth, but the Secretary of the Navy believed Rodgers, not Porter,
gave the best assessment. Rodgers extolled Key West's location,
declaring, "Nature has made it the advance post, from which to
watch and guard our commerce passing to and from the
Mississippi; while at the same time, its peculiar situation and the
excellence of its harbor point it out as the most certain key to the
commerce of the Havana." There were several dozen deaths in the
worst years, as newcomers continued to get sick, but the port overcame its reputation as an unhealthy place.8
These very early accounts reveal that from its start, Key West
was defined by its strategic location at the crossroads of the
Atlantic, the Caribbean, and the Gulf of Mexico. Both Rodgers
and Greene said the essential link was with Cuba, and Greene
7.

8.

U.S. Congress, American State Papers, Class W, Naval Affairs v. 1 (New York:
Arno Press, 1979), 111 0 , l I12, 1116. See also Benjamin Strobel, "Sketchesof
Florida - No. 8: Health of Key West," Charleston Mercury, 12July 1833; Albert
W. Diddle, "Medical Events in the History of Key West," Tequesta v. 1 (1946),
1421; E. Ashby Hammond, "Noteson the Medical History of Key West, 18221832,"Flurida Historical Quarter4 v. 46 (October 1967), 93110.
U.S.Congress,Amem'canStatePapersv.1,1119,1121.
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viewed Havana as a place of high rewards but high risks. He wrote
in 1818, "I this morning take leave of Havana, having but little to
say in its favor, except to a man who seeks only for gain who may
here very soon acquire a fortune-if his constitution will bear seasoning to the ~limate."~
But Simonton was a man who downplayed
risks, including yellow fever, to concentrate on economic rewards.
Simonton did not discuss fishing or farming, but said that salt
ponds would yield a valuable commodity and that wrecking, or salvaging shipwrecks, would become lucrative.1°
All three businesses that Simonton envisioned-maritime
trade, salt, and wrecking-depended upon Key West's location
along environmental borders. Its position at the juncture between
the Atlantic, the Caribbean, and the Gulf was critical to trade and
created a platform from which to exploit the coral reefs. The most
basic border was between dry land and deep water, and once the
settlers built docks in the harbor, ships could load and unload
cargo. Key West's fine harbor was the reason for its existence, and
gave it an advantage over other Florida towns. Early settlers also
established control over the boundary between land and sea when
they turned salt ponds into salt works. They built floodgates and
canals to control seawater's flow into areas where brine could evaporate and salt could dry in the sun. Salt production continued into
the 1870s, although it was not highly profitable. But the wreckers,
who salvaged cargo from frequent shipwrecks on the jagged reefs,
brought great wealth to Key west."
Wrecking thrived from the 1820s through the Civil War era due
to its specialized adaptation to the local maritime environment.
The warm Gulf Stream waters gave the Keys the nation's only coral
reefs, which combined with frequent tropical storms and unpredictable currents to cause many shipwrecks. To passing vessels, the
submerged reefs presented a jagged knife's edge, but Key West's
9.

Howard Greene and Alice E. Smith, ed.,Journals of WelcomeArnold Greene: The
Voyages of the Brigantine Perseverance, 1817-1820 (Madison: State Historical
Society of Wisconsin, 1956), 107.
10. Carter, ed., Territorial Papers v. 22, 38'7-388, 352.
11. On the salt ponds, see William Whitehead, "Map of the Town of Key West
Together with the Island," 1829, Map Collection, Monroe County Public
Library, Key West; Rembert W. Patrick, ed., "William Adee Whitehead's
Description of Key West," Tequesta v. 12 (1952), 66-68. See also Joe Knetsch,
"EvaporatingProfits: A Brief History of the Key West Salt Ponds,"FZom'du Keys
Sea HeritageJournalv. '7, no. 1, (Fall 1996), 1-'7,1415;Florida Keys Land Trust,
The Salt Ponds of Key West (Key West: Florida Keys Land Trust, 1984).
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seafaring people lived on this knife's edge and turned these dangerous conditions into an advantage. They took great risks sailing out
into storms to rescue passengers and either pull ships off the reef,
unload cargo before ships sank, or dive for sunken cargo. Most
early wreckers were white Bahamians who relocated to Key West
after 1825,when the removal of wrecked goods from Florida to foreign ports was outlawed. These men gambled on a few big paydays,
when their sloop reached a stranded ship first. They did not work
for wages, but instead earned a share of the cargo awarded to their
vessel. The business provided more reliable income to local lawyers
and merchants, as every salvage operation led to a court case to
award a percentage of the cargo to the wreckers. This unpredictable array of goods was warehoused and auctioned off, giving
local merchants significant revenue.12
Wrecking and its high profits generated controversy, as some
visitors praised the skill and daring of Key West sailors, while others denounced the business as little more than piracy. One 1854
visitor wrote, "It is an open trade of villainy-as wicked a beginning
for a new community as was ever made," and said captains made
corrupt deals with wreckers to intentionally strand vessels. In
defense of the wreckers, the N m York Times said, "Much wrong has
been done to the reputation of the Florida wreckers," and argued,
"True, their business grows out of the misfortune of their fellow
men; but so does the healing art, and the physician is not more
welcome to the sick man, than the wrecker to the tempest-tossed
mariner."13 Criticism continued, but federal law stood behind the
12. A leading localjudge published the best legal study of wrecking: William Marvin,
A Treatise on the Law of Wreck and Salvage (Boston: Little, Brown, 1858).On wrecking's impact on daily life, see William Randolph Hackley, Diary of William R.
Hackley, Typescript, Special Collections, George A. Smathers Libraries,
University of Florida, and William Marvin, Aut&Biography, Typescript, Special
Collections, George A. Smathers Libraries, University of Florida. For reports on
individual salvage cases, see "Wreck Reports for Apalachicola, Fernandina, Key
West, Jacksonville, Pensacola, and Tampa, Florida," v. 1, December 31, 1873 to
January 4,1882, Records of the Bureau of Customs, Record Group 36, National
Archives, Washington, D.C. The best scholarly review is still Dorothy Dodd, "The
Wrecking Business on the Florida Reef, 1822-1860,"Florida Historical Quarterly v.
22, no. 4 (April 1944), 171-199.
13. N. Parker Willis, Health Trip to the Tropics (NewYork: Charles Scribner, 1854),
300; "Population and Trade of Key West," Nau Yorlz Times, 7 July 1854, 3. See
also "Wrecks, Wrecking, Wreckers, and Wreckees, on Florida Reef," Hunt's
Merchants' Magazine, April 1842, 349; Benjamin Strobel, "Sketches of Florida
No. 2," Charleston Courier, 4 May 1837; Benjamin Strobel, "Sketches of Florida
No. 12," Charleston Courier, 20 May 1837.
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wreckers. Simonton asked Congress to establish a court to rule on
maritime cases, arguing that it would "guard and regulate the
immense wrecking business of the Florida reef & coast, and ... the
interest of humanity and commerce." In 1828, Key West gained a
District Court, a Customs House, and became a port of entry,
securing its position as a maritime hub.
The wrecking industry was colorhl and unique, and it was central to the island economy for half a century, but it is not a significant part of the historical memory presented to tourists. Other
major events in the nineteenth century are also all but forgotten in
these narratives, which focus on the island's famous tourists. Thus,
visitors learn more about Ernest Hemingway, Harry Truman, and
Jimmy Buffett than about Key West's founders, salt ponds, and
pirates. Although wrecking was very profitable, it was a business
that relied on the Keys as a maritime frontier whose shipping lanes
were busy but not yet safe. After the Civil War, better nautical
charts, lighthouses, and steamboats made the route less hazardous,
and wrecking faded away.14
The reefs that created the wrecking boom were also the basis
for three unique fisheries that islanders established between 1840
and 1870. The coral reefs supported hundreds of species of fish
and an array of shellfish, sea turtles, and sponges. Yet John
Simonton had not envisioned fishing as part of Key West's economy, because it was so difficult to deliver such a perishable commodity to distant markets in a hot climate. But the Bahamians who
moved to Key West and brought wrecking also initiated new fisheries based on clever environmental adaptations. Fresh fish spoiled
even during a single day's sail to Cuba, so Key West fishermen built
ships with "live wells." New Englanders owned most of the sloops in
this new fishery, which transported live reef fish to Havana in holds
filled with salt water that flowed through holes in the hull.15
14. Carter, ed., Temz'tom'alPapersv. 23, 1032-1033. On the wrecking court and customs house, see Walter C. Maloney, A Sketch ofthe History of Key West (1876:
Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1968), 12-17.
15. For an introduction to the Florida Keys ecosystems, see Dan Gallagher, ed., The
Hmida Kqrs EnvironmentalStory: A Panorama oftheEnvironment, Culture, and Histoty
of Monroe County, Florida (Big Pine Key, Fla.: Monroe County Environmental
Education Advisory Board, 1997). On fishing, see Silas Steams, "The Havana
Market Fishery of Key West," in George Browne Goode, et d,The Fisheries and
Fish Industries ofthe United States, sec. 5, v. 1 (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1887), 592-594; "Key West," Daily National Intelligencer, 17January 1838;
"Key West," Daily National Intelligencer, 8 August 1843.
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Key West's maritime businesses were fluid, as many vessels pursued both wrecking and live-well fishing, and gradually switched to '
turtle or sponge fishing. These new fisheries also began in the
Bahamas, and like wrecking and live-well fishing, were not pursued '
from other American seaports. Sea turtles and sponges were rare .in most U.S. waters but abundant in the Keys, and could be transported long distances to market. Turtles breathed air, so they
stayed alive on deck, and islanders sent them to markets as distant
as New York and London, where elites ate turtle soup and turtle
steaks. Turtling began as a sidelight to wrecking, which offered
richer paydays, but after the Civil War, turtle fishing boomed.
Sponges were first exported from Key West in 1849, and were
quickly recognized as a valuable commodity. Local men plucked
them from shallow water with long poles and scraped away flesh
from the absorbent skeletons. The 1850s, 1860s, and 18'70s were
the boom years, when wreckers became spongers, and many black
Bahamians relocated to Key West after slavery ended. In 1855, the
N m Ymk TimeS noted that the reefs created Key West's prosperity,
stating, "Everything is coral here, or rather everything is based on
coral-the keys ... the sponges, the harbors, the reefs, and the
wrecking business." Key West had an array of businesses, all based
on bringing unique maritime resources to markets.16
Many visitors said Key West men were unparalleled sailors,
with remarkable knowledge of local reefs and marine life. One
writer said, "The wreckers are bred to the sea," and a second wrote,
"They are indeed an amphibious race, having been known to dive
in 90 feet of water." These men were often called "Conchs, "and a
third visitor declared, "I'll show you how to find a turtle's nest.
The Conchs taught me; and what they don't know about fishing,
turtling, and egging, isn't worth knowing."17 Wreckers and fishermen were required to know the reefs well, but educated men like
William Hackley, a lawyer, and Benjamin Strobel, a physician, also
had a rich knowledge of local environments. Hackley's diaries are
16. "KeyWest Enjoyments,"N m York Times, 30 March 1855. See also John James
Audubon, "Three Florida Episodes," Tequesta (January 1946), 56-68;
Gallagher, The Flon'da Keys Environmental Stmy, 131-132.
17. George Harding, "Wreckersof the Florida Keys,"H a w ' s Magazine,July 1911,
283; Anonymous, "What I Saw in Key West," New York Weekly Tribune, 1 May
1852; Richard Meade Bache, The Young Wrecker on thenorida RaeJ Or, the Trials
and Adventures of Fred Ransom (1869: reprint, Key West: Ketch & Yawl Press,
1999), 181.
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full of fishing and hunting stories, and he regularly gathered turtle eggs, grew tropical fruits, and shot exotic birds. Strobe1 went
further as a naturalist, publishing articles on mangroves and sewing as Audubon's 1832 guide.18
It was impossible to live in nineteenth-century Key West without
being a part of its maritime world, which meant being connected to
coral reefs and to ports like Havana. Foods reveal environmental
links, and islanders ate turtle steaks and fish such as grouper and
grunts more than meat, ate turtle eggs more than chicken eggs, and
bought plantains, sapodillas, grapefruit, and avocados. Key West's
isolation made imported food expensive and encouraged the use of
local foods, but exotic goods salvaged by wreckers also gave the city
a cosmopolitan flavor. Judge William Marvin reported that 499
wrecked vessels were brought into Key West between 1848 and
1857, an average of fifty a year. Cotton was the most common
cargo, but wreckers also brought in rice, tobacco, and lumber from
the U.S. South; coffee, sugar, rum, cigars, fruit, and mahogany from
the Caribbean; and manufactured items and luxury goods like wine
from Europe. This cornucopia of goods demonstrates that the
islanders who were so closely tied to the local environment were
also at an international trade network's crossroad^.^^
Antebellum Key West was tied to distant ports by the unpredictable wrecking business, but after the war, the island became a
regular stop on the steamship lines linking that maritime world
together. In 1890, the M d a Times-Unionreported, "there is scarcely a day in the year that a steamer does not arrive and depart. There
are often two or three a day, besides a score or more of large
schooner-rigged vessels." Before the war, the Morgan steamships
connected Key West to Baltimore, Havana, and New Orleans; in
1873 the Mallory steamship line made Key West its main stop
between New York and Galveston; and in 1887 Henry Plant's ships
linked Tampa, Key West, and Havana. By 1890, almost seventy
years had passed since John Simonton had envisioned a busy seaport, and his goal had become a reality. Wrecking was largely gone,
but Key West was thriving due to maritime trade, sponging, turtling,
18. Hackley, Diary of William R. Hackley. On hunting and fishing, see January
1831, May 1845, December 1853, and October 1856; and on fruits, see March
1854, August 1854, and April 1856. Benjamin Strobel, "Sketchesof Florida No. 7: Key West," Charleston Mercu~,11 July 1833, and Strobel, "Sketches of
Florida - No. 4: John J. Audubon," Charleston Mercury, 28 June 1833.
19. Marvin, A Treatise on the Law of Wreck and Salvage, 2-4.
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and a new business, cigar making, and it had a diverse workforce of
black and white Bahamians, Cubans, and A m e r i ~ a n s . ~ ~
The stories about Key West's past created for tourists say little
about wreckers, and these popular histories also ignore commercial
fishermen. Tourism boosters do focus on sport fishing-and the
chance to follow in Hemingway's footsteps. Many ports tell romantic
stories about commercial fishermen to visitors, such as Nantucket's
focus on whalers, but Key West spongers and turtlers are nearly forgotten. Perhaps the story is difficult to tell, since the collapse of
sponge and sea turtle populations contradicts the typical depiction of
the Florida Keys as a rich, thriving marine ecosystem. Cigar making
is another one of Key West's boom and bust businesses that is overlooked in the simplified narratives told to tourists. Cuban cigar makers dominated the island's culture for decades, just as Bahamian
wreckers once had, but a century later, this era is almost invisible.
When Key West was a thriving commercial port, it had deep ties to
Cuba and the Bahamas, but these links have been all but erased. In
today's tourism economy, the critical link is to mainland America,
and Cuba might as well be a thousand miles away.
During the late nineteenth century, Key West was one of
Florida's largest urban centers, but it had little in common with
the great industrial cities remaking the U.S. landscape. Its population grew from over 3,000 in 1860 to over 10,000 in 1880, and with
more than 18,000 people in 1890, Key West was the state's largest
city. However, New York, Chicago, and even southern cities like
Atlanta were using industrialization to redefine what it meant to be
a city. Key West had little in common with those booming railroad
centers, as the islanders pursued maritime trade, not industrial
production. In following an early nineteenth-century plan for
urban growth, Key West resembled seaports like Nantucket,
Charleston, and Galveston, which prospered in a maritime era, but
struggled in the new age of railroads, coal, and steel. The islanders
fought to adapt to urban-industrial transformations, but efforts to
modernize turtle and sponge fishing would lead to rapid depletion. Key West gained a new industry with cigar manufacturing,
20. "Key West, Florida," florida Times-Union (Jacksonville)January 1890 Trade
Edition. On Key West's steamship lines, see Maloney, Histmy of Key West, 2830; Jefferson B. Browne, Key West: The Old and the New (1912: reprint,
Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1973), 80-81; and Benjamin W.
Labaree, et aL, America and the Sea: A Maritime Histmy (Mystic, Conn.: Mystic
Seaport Museum, 1998), 377-379.
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Americans celebrate transportation changes like the steamboat,
the railroad, and the "Model T" Ford, but Key West and some other
ports were hurt by the shift to more efficient, standardized transport.
The modernization of shipping, including the switch from sail to
steam and the construction of lighthouses, had caused the decline of
wrecking in the Keys. Hunt's Merchants' Magazine noted this in 1852,
stating, "Various causes are now in operation, which must lead to the
diminution of the wrecking business. When the coast survey and the
thorough lighting of the Florida Reef, both of which are now progressing, shall be completed, the two prominent causes of wrecks will
be removed." An 1874 visitor saw the results, saying wreckers were
"compelled to take to sponging for support, since the erection of the
light-houses and beacons on the reef," and quoting a Key West skipper who declared, "I wish them d
4 lights was sunk below the
sea." Wreckers had exploited the risks created by the reefs, but the
increased value of ships and cargo made it imperative to modernize
this shipping route and eliminate its inefficiencies.**
Key West's turtle and sponge fisheries went into sharp declines
in the century's last decade, because modernization hurt these traditional businesses. The greater intensity and efficiency of industrial methods, including the use of steamboats, drastically reduced
sponge and turtle populations in the Keys. Sea turtles were highly
vulnerable to over-fishing because they surfaced to breathe and
went ashore to lay eggs. Little depletion was seen in mid-century,
when Key West sloops combined wrecking, turtling, and fishing,
and an 1843 report stated, "some hundred thousand pounds of
green turtle are brought in from the bays and reefs, half of which
are exported, and the other portion consumed." But by 1890, that
catch had tripled to 297,000 pounds, and production grew to
410,000 pounds in 1895 and 546,000 pounds in 1897.23

'

I

Anglo-American sailors. See Marcus Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue
Sea: Merchant Seamen, Pirates, and the Anglo-American Maritime World (NewYork:
Cambridge University Press, 1987), 45, 77-115.
22. "Commercial Cities and Towns of the United States: Key West, Florida,"
Hunt's Merchants'Magazine,January 1852,56; F. Trench Townshend, Wild Life
in Florida, With a Visit to Cuba (London: Hurst & Blackett, 1875), 230.
23. "Key West," Daily National Intelligencer, 8 August 1843. "Statisticsof the Fisheries
of the Gulf States, 1902," in U.S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, Rqbort of
the Commission for the Year EndingJune 30, 1903, 443. See also "Green Turtles,"
New Ymk Times, 21 July 1890; "How Turtles are Caught," New YorJz Times, 21
December 1890; Frederick W. True, "The Turtle and Terrapin Fisheries," in
George B. Goode, et aL, TheFisheries and Fishery Industries of the United States sect.
5, v. 2 (Washington:Government Printing Office, 1887), 497-498.
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A turtle soup cannery opened in Key West in the 1890s, and it
soon became obvious that local turtle populations could not keep
up with the soup's popularity in Gilded Age cities. By 1899, Forest
and Stream magazine was calling for laws protecting sea turtles in
U.S. waters. In 1903 the Fisheries Commission noted that U.S.
turders had been forced to shift to distant waters, reporting,
"Quite a fleet engage in it, and fish.. . the Honduras, Yucatan, and
Mexican coasts." In 1912, a local writer said of the Granday
Canning Company, "Its outpost is about two hundred quart cans a
day. It is limited to this quantity, not for lack of demand, but from
the difficulty in securing turtle." A 1914 author chronicled the
rapid decline, stating, "At the time the industry was first started,
Mr. Granday secured his turtles from the waters about Key West,
but they have become so scarce in these waters that the turtles used
in the manufacture of the soup are now caught in the Caribbean
Sea, along the coast of Mexico, with some from off the coast of
Nicaragua." In just a few decades, intensified turtle fishing had
devastated local turtles, and by the 1930s, the cannery, with its pens
of live turtles, was mainly a tourist a t t r a ~ t i o n . ~ ~
New industrial methods also caused the rapid depletion of
sponges. Key West spongers, like turtlers, expanded their territory, and the move to a "bay fishery" in west Florida seemed to be
progress. But it revealed that Keys sponges were depleted, and the
Fish Commission reported in 1897, "the sponge grounds are on
the whole much less productive than formerly," and warned,
"There has been a complete abandonment of some grounds formerly productive." New grounds were limited because sponges
require warm water, and sponger Carlos Barker wrote, "Every year
they pushed up further north until at last they got to St. Mark's and
the sponges ended."25 This move also encouraged residents of
west Florida to challenge Key West's sponge monopoly. The pivotal event came in 1905, when Greek immigrants in Tarpon
24. "Florida's Fishing Interests," Fmest and Stream, v. 52, 29 April 1899, 331;
"Statisticsof the Fisheries of the Gulf States, 1902,"in U.S. Commissioner of
Fish and Fisheries, Report of the Commission fm the Year Ending June 30, 1903,
443; Norberg Thompson, "TheTurtle Industry and its Development,"in J.A.
Willis, Kqr West, Nm-da:A Gem of an Island (Key West: Key West Board of
Trade, 1914); Browne, Key West, 110. The 1973 Endangered Species Act protected Florida turtles and banned imported sea turtles.
25. Hugh Smith, "The Florida Commercial Sponges," BzcZktin of the US. Fish
Commission fm 1897, v. 1, 228, 230. Carlos Barker, "FiftyYears of a Sponge
Fisher's Life," The Independent (New York) 21 April 1904, 887.
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The sponge fishing fleet and dried sponges in Key West's harbor. Image courtesy of
the M d a State Archives, Talbaksee.

Springs used helmets and air hoses to breathe underwater. These
divers could harvest sponges in 30 to 150 feet of water, far deeper
than Key West men could reach with poles, and the Greeks seized
control of the fishery. Diving for sponges was banned in the Keys,
allowing a small local fishery to survive into the 1930s, when diseases ravaged sponge beds and the invention of synthetic sponges
completed the collapse. Intensified fishing to meet the U.S. consumer market's massive demand devastated the vulnerable sponge
and turtle populations and killed off Key West's fisheries.26
Tourism promoters often depict the Florida Keys as a pristine
marine environment, leaving no room for discussion of failed commercial fisheries. Key West's visitors are presented with photographs of the trophies of visiting sport fishermen like Ernest
Hemingway, instead of stories of the struggles of commercial fish26. On sponging, see Richard Rathbun, The Sponge Fishery and Trade," in
Goode, et al., The Fisheries and Fishery IndusCries of the United States sect. 5, v. 2,
822-829; Charles Pierce, "The Sponge Fishing Industry," in Willis, Key West,
Flarida; William C. Schroeder, "Fisheries of Key West," in Report of the U S .
Commissioner of Fisheries for the Fiscal Year 1923, 5455; W.N. Witzell, "The
Origins of the Florida Sponge Fishery," Florida Keys Sea Here'tageJournal v. 9,
no. 3 (Spring 1999). On Tarpon Springs, see Caroline J. Comnenos,
"Florida's Sponge Industry: A Cultural and Economic History," (Ph.D. diss.,
University of Florida, 1982).
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ermen. The idea that coral reefs were the foundation of a unique
maritime economy is lost, and they are now presented as destinations for snorkeling trips. In the modern tourist era, ships are used
for sunset cruises, not hard physical labor, and the docks are full
of cruise ship passengers and tour guides, not fishermen and longshoremen. The ocean is an important backdrop for vacationers,
but most of them never visit the coral reefs.
The cigar industry differed from other businesses, as it was not
based on coral reefs and the sea, but used Cuban immigrants to
roll cigars from imported tobacco. This boom began in the 1870s
and temporarily remade the island's geographic orientation, as the
focus shifted from the Keys to Cuba. Cigar making in Key West
began in 1831, but did not grow large until after the Civil War.
During Cuba's Ten Years War from 1868 to 1878, many Cuban factories relocated to Key West, which still had access to tobacco and
skilled cigar makers from Havana. Key West factories boomed for
three decades, as the island became the largest U.S. producer of
quality cigars, and the overall population grew even as fishing
declined. In 1889, the N m York Times said the city had "130 cigar
manufacturies, employing 9,000 Cubans and Americans, which last
year shipped 90,000,000 cigars," but by that date, a dangerous rival
had emerged.*'
Don Vincente Martinez Ybor closed his large Key West factory
in 1886 after a series of strikes, and founded Ybor City, an industrial center on the outskirts of Tampa, which became the island's bitter rival. Tampa was a mainland port, with more aEordable real
estate and with railroad links to U.S. cities; by 1900, Tampa more
than doubled Key West's cigar exports. Key West cigar making
went into decline, and a Depression-era WPA tourist guide stated,
"the cigar industry which once employed more than 10,000 workers, had gone elsewhere, and only a few minor factories known as
'buckeyes' remained." Cubans used Key West as an escape from
war, but then they escaped from the Keys. For a time, cigar making appeared to be the industry that would modernize Key West,
but it also fit the port's old pattern in its use of unique resources
and traditional methods. When rivals with better transportation
links and more efficient methods emerged, Key West cigar makers
27. "The Key West Cigar," New Ymk Times, 27 October 1889, 17. On Key West
cigars, see "Our Cigar Factories,"Daily Equator-Democrat, Trade Edition 1889,
18-19; Maloney, Histmy of Key West, 25; Browne, Key West, 128.
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and spongers could not compete. Eventually, Tampa and Tarpon
Springs also declined, as the dictates of industrial capitalism won
out, and hand-made cigars and natural sponges were replaced by
cheaper mass-produced substitute^.^^
Cigars appeared to be a bridge from Key West's maritime past
to a new industrial era, and the next vision of modernization
involved railroad bridges across the Keys. Henry Flagler, who
made millions in Standard Oil, decided to connect Key West with
his Florida East Coast Railway. Flagler had created booms in
Jacksonville and Miami, and he hoped to make Key West into the
center of U.S. trade with Latin America. A local man summed up
this dream, saying, "The ultimate end of all railroad building in
Florida is to reach deep water at an extreme southern terminus,
and Key West is the only place that fills the requirement."
Construction of the "Over-Sea Railway" lasted from 1905 to 1912,
and cost $40 million and the lives of 200 workers. Workers laid
roadbed across the Keys, constructed steel and concrete bridges
between islands, and dredged 134 acres of land for Key West's terminal. A 1912 editorial revealed local hopes, stating, "just a few
short years ago old ocean rolled where today are great wharves,
warehouses, railroad yards, and all the accompaniments which
make for commercial greatness."2g
Henry Flagler predicted the population would double to
50,000 people, but no boom occurred. The 1910 population was
19,945, but it fell to 18,749 in 1920 and plummeted to 12,831 in
28. Writer's Program of the Works Projects Administration, A Guide to Key West
(1941; New York: Hastings House, 1949), 51. On Ybor City, see L. Glenn
Westfall, Don Vincente Martina Ybw, the Man and his Empire (NewYork: Garland
Publishing, 1987), 36-46; Gary R. Mormino and George E. Pozzetta, The
Immigrant World of Ybor City: Italians and their Latin Niighbws in Tampa, 18851985 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1987), 6470. On machine-made
cigars and cigarettes, see Writer's Program, A Guide to Key West, 51; Westfall,
Don Vincente Martina Ybor, 168-169; and Gannon, Rmz'da, 95.
29. Jefferson Browne to Miami Herald, 20 September 1935, quoted in David Leon
Chandler, Henry Ragler: The Astonishing Life and Times of a Visionary Robber
Baron Who Founded Rorida (New York: Macmillan Publishing, 1986), 127.
"Realization Comes But Slowly," Key West MorningJournal, 16 May 1912, 4. On
the railroad, see "Building the Overseas Railroad: Newspaper Clippings," v. 13, William J. Krome Key West Extension Papers, 1902-1909, M96-1, Florida
States Archives; Roland M. Harper, "Completion of the Railroad across the
Florida Keys," Bulletin of the American GeographicalSociety v. 44, no. 2 (1912),90;
Gallagher, ed., The Florida Keys Environmental Story, 142-148. The project was
originally called the "Over-Sea Railway," but it was also called the "Overseas
Railroad" and other variations on this theme.
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1930. The collapse of sponging and turtling and the exodus of
cigar makers devastated the city, and the Navy base also shrank
after World War I. With economic output dwindling, Key West did
not need fast transportation, and no surge in Latin American trade
came. Mayor J.N. Fogarty gave a wish list in 1914, stating, "Key
West would be an ideal location for a sugar refinery.. . a large fish
canning factory. .. more cigar factories," but the island did not
attract new capital. Flagler's railroad raised hopes for recovery,
but it came too late to rescue Key West. The city got a rail link to
America, but it had been on a different path for too long to integrate with the new U.S. economy. Half its residents had never seen
a train when it arrived in 1912, and in that decade, transportation
was remade, as the car became the new symbol of modernity.30
The town that fascinated Hemingway and Dos Passos in the
1920s had been in a downward spiral for decades, and the distinctive culture and atmosphere created by those hard times provided
the feeling of authenticity that appealed to them. Key West
seemed older, life seemed slower, and the urban landscape had
not been remade by cars. Visitors saw that the islanders had a
strong local culture that defied authority and tolerated vice, particularly during Prohibition. In the 1920s, US. cities were growing
much more homogeneous due to mass production, consumer culture, and the car, and Key West's idiosyncratic culture and landscape appealed to visitors seeking an escape. The old seaport had
never developed into an industrial metropolis, and this failure contained the seeds for its new direction as a tourist de~tination.~'
Reinvention and Recovery
A few Americans visited Key West for pleasure in its first century, but a dramatic shift in orientation would occur with its 1930s
conversion from commercial seaport to island getaway. Early visitors noted features that would be important in the coming travel
boom, but the island was not yet dedicated to tourism, leisure, and
consumer culture. Yellow fever discouraged antebellum travelers.
Civil War officer John Wilder of Massachusetts was troubled by
30. Flagler's prediction is quoted in Chandler, Henry Hagler, 258. J.N. Fogarty,
"What Key West Needs," in Willis, ed., Key West, M d a .
31. For an examination of the efforts of early twentieth-century elites to use vacations to escape from the nation's car culture, see Paul Sutter, Driven Wild: How
the Fight Against Automobiles Launched the Modern WildernessMovement (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 2002).
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deadly disease in such an idyllic setting, stating, "It seems hard to , ,
realize that so delightful and sunny a land on which the smile ofA:
God seems visibly to rest should be so deadly and deceitful." In the
postwar era, these fears faded, and the island became a potential
destination for health-seekers, with H a w ' s magazine stating in
1871, "Key West would be a paradise for the sick or invalid were
there decent accommodation^."^^
A variety of visitors offered critical accounts of their brief stops
in port, finding fault with the city's facilities, and with its ethnic
diversity. An anonymous 1886 travel account said, "accommodations for visitors are meager," and attacked local restaurants for
"greasy, smoky walls," and "Cubans in ... greasy undershirts," saying
"spread all over [was] a thick layer of flies and mosquitoes and a
heterogeneous odor of decaying fmit, olive oil, coal oil, tobacco,
garlic, and coffee." An 1894 Sm'bner's writer was gentler, calling Key
West "a dusty old town" and declaring "there is very little of interest
here to hold the tourist," while noting, "It is a thoroughly Spanish
city... made up for the most part of Cubans, Spanish-speaking
Negroes, and Bahamians." These Gilded Age writers viewed Key
West as unable to keep up with modern America, and they saw no
benefits in ethnic diversity or in being behind the times.33
By the 1920s, however, a number of visitors praised aspects of
Key West that previously had been seen as shortcomings, revealing
major changes in American ideas about place and the past. A few
local boosters had tried to present the island as exotic, such as an
1890 writer who said, "The stranger is forcibly impressed with the
tropical appearance of the City and wonders to himself if he is really in the United States," and promoted Key West as "the Italy of
America." But most islanders continued their efforts to attract
commerce and industly, and the push to re-envision Key West as a
tourist destination came from outsiders, especially those seeking
an escape from bustling cities. Many of their comments could only
come from visitors, such as the 1918 guide to Florida that called
32. John A. Wilder, Letter to Eben Loomis, 2 August 1864, Family Papers, Misc.
Florida Manuscripts, George A. Smathers Libraries, University of Florida.J.B.
Holder, "Alongthe Florida Reef,"Harper'sNew Monthly Magazine, March 18'71,
526.
33. Anonymous, "KeyWest, Florida, Before the Fire of March 30,1886: A Sketch,
A Criticism, A Burlesque," (1886;reprint, Key West: Key West News Company,
1899), 6; Charles Dodge, "Subtropical Florida" Scribner's Magazine, v. 15,
January-June 1894,350.
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Key West "quaint and interesting," and said "it has long been the
most remote and most incongruous town within these United ,;"
States." A 1926 New York Times essay also praised Key West for its
lack of development and standardization, stating, "Key West is
quiet and it is unique, two qualities rare in any part of the United
States and doubly rare in F l ~ r i d a . " ~ ~
For decades, islanders had been striving to keep up with other
cities' advances, without success, while the visitors who saw Key
West as fundamentally unlike the rest of America grew more persuasive. Journalist Elmer Davis praised Key West's atmosphere in
order to criticize 1920s America. He described "the peculiar languid charm of this flat gray town, a fusion of the old Southern
leisureliness with Latin ease; utterly unlike.. . the frantic flurried
life of the mainland." Davis also wrote, "culturally, Key West has
always been something apart.. . Key West is not Florida, not United
States. It is largely ~ u b a n . "He
~ ~criticized Florida's 1920s real
estate boom, and was pleased it had not reached Key West, saying
islanders "have lived a life of their own, materially different from
the life of continental Floridians.. . a life that was eminently satisfying to them, as well as agreeably novel and refreshing to visitors."
But Davis saw modernization coming, saying Key West was "already
beginning to be ironed flat, and in that process it will lose half its
charm," and he blamed "letting in the automobile and the standardized civilization of interchangeable parts which the automobile.. . has given to this country."36
Davis, like Hemingway and Dos Passos, was critical of the 1920s
culture of materialism, and as more writers discovered Key West,
an artists' colony emerged. Dos Passos wrote, "I've forgotten
whether I first told Hem about Key West or whether he found it on
his own. I had been talking it up to my friends ever since I first saw
34. "Present Condition and Future Prospect of Key West,"Daily Equator-Democrat
(Key West) 1889 Trade Edition, 9; Nevin Winter, Hmida: The Land of
Enchantment (Boston: Page Company, 1918), 326, 325; Elmer Davis, "Sleepy
Florida Keys Go to Booming Now," New York Times, 7 March 1926, XX4.
35. Elmer Davis, "Another Caribbean Conquest," Harper's Monthly Magazine,
January 1928, 172,168-169.
36. Davis, "Sleepy Florida Keys Go to Booming Now," XX4; Davis, "Another
Caribbean Conquest," 168. On the 1920s Florida land boom, see George
Brown Tindall, The Emergence of the Modem South, 1913-1945 (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1967), 104109; Raymond Arsenault, St.
Petersburg and the Ebrida Dream, 1888-1950 (Norfolk: Donning Company,
1988).
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the place." Dos Passos was searching for authenticity, and liked the
town, describing "shady streets of unpainted frame houses" where
"automobiles were rare." He was fascinated by the radical Cuban
cigar makers, noting, "They had a habit of hiring somebody to
read to them.. . They listened with avidity not only to the Socialist
newspapers, but.. . to translations of Dostoevski and Tolstoi." Dos
Passos immediately liked Key West, and his friend, who identified
with Conch fishermen rather than cigarworkers, forged an even
stronger bond. Dos Passos said Hemingway "had gotten to be a
Conch himself," and explained the appeal, writing, "Spaniards ran
good little restaurants well furnished with Rioja wine. Nice colored nurses were available... Nobody seemed to have ever heard
of game laws or prohibition. The place suited Ernest to a T." He
emphasized diversity, affordability, and defiance of authority, all of
which added to the idea of Key West as a world apart.37
The poet Elizabeth Bishop captured a different sense of the
island in the late 1920s and 1930s, as she portrayed it as a place of
great beauty and extreme sadness. Several of her Key West poems
examine poverty and racial inequality, as "Cootchie" wonders
about the experiences of a black female servant, and "Jeronimo's
House" looks to understand a poor Cuban man through the meager belongings visible through his window. The collapsing local
economy was the source of much of this beauty and poverty, as it
left the built environment intact, but left people withoutjobs. The
1930 census confirmed a dramatic drop in population, and as the
Depression deepened, there was little hope that cigar making or
fishing could recover. Key West's decline was widely known, due
in part to visiting writers, and not long after Roosevelt's 1932 election, a group of influential outsiders began plans to revitalize the
destitute
The rest of the nation learned of Key West's economic crisis in
July 1934 when the City Council announced the city was bankrupt
and declared in a remarkable resolution, "we hereby surrender to
the Governor all legal powers." The Depression hurt many cities,
37. John Dos Passos, The Best of Times: An I n f m a l Memoir (New York: New
American Library, 1966), 198-199, 202, 199.
38. Elizabeth Bishop, Selected Poems (London:Chatto & Windus, 1967), 31,26. On
Bishop, see Gary Fountain and Peter Brazeau, Remembering Elizabeth Bishop: An
Oral Biography (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1994), 78-84. On
local writers, see Williams, The l%rida Keys From Key Largo to Key West, 168-177;
and Murphy, ed., The Key West Reader, 17-24.
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but Key West's collapse and the response were unprecedented.
The resolution reported that the majority of the population was
unemployed, property owners could not pay taxes, the city had no
payroll funds, and it was unable to borrow more money. It also
claimed "about half the population" was on federal relief rolls, and
judged existing programs a failure, stating, "the present system is
inadequate and affords very little relief." Mostjournalists depicted
the city's abdication of power to the state as a surprise, but it had
been planned by local, state, and federal officials to get press coverage.
Julius Stone of the Federal Emergency Relief
Administration was the man who formulated and led the plan, and
his goal was to reinvent Key West by converting its economy to
tourism.39
Stone presented his program as an experimental New Deal
effort to rehabilitate a city. His men saw no hope for a simple
recovery, and one said, "This wasn't a place where pumppriming
would work. The damned pump was busted, and besides, there
wasn't any water in the well." The crisis gave the New Dealers the
freedom to take bold risks, and they set out to remake the city's
basic economic and geographic orientation. Stone declared, "The
city undoubtedly has a charm all of its own. Why can't we capitalize on that charm? Why not make it the Bermuda of Florida?" He
was following one of Roosevelt's principle New Deal tenets, as the
President had declared, "the country demands bold, persistent
experimentation.. .. Take a method and try it: if it fails, admit it
frankly and try another. But above all, try ~ o m e t h i n g . " ~ ~
Stone acted fast, asjust three days after this resolution, the Key
West Citizen reported that FEW had studied the crisis, identified
three options, chosen one, and launched the program. Stone's
first option was continued federal relief, but he rejected it because
there was no end in sight, while his second option was to withdraw
39. "Resolution of City Council of Key West," 2 July 1934, in Key West
Administration, Key West in Transition: A Guide Book fm Visitors (Key West: Key
West Administration, 1935), 59-61. See also "Key West Asks for Aid in
Economic Crisis," New Ymk Times, 5 July 1934, 19. For a brief historical
overview, see Durward Long, Key West and the New Deal, 19341936," Rmida
Historical Quarter4v. 46 (January 1968),209-218; Durward Long, "Workers on
Relief, 19341938, in Key West," Tequesta no. 28 (1968), 53-61.
40. Richard Rovere, "End of the Line," New Ymker, 15 December 1951, 85;
Franklin D. Roosevelt, "Address at Oglethorpe University," 22 May 1932; on
Julius Stone, see Rovere, "End of the Line," 8384. "Key West Now Under
State Control," Key West Citizen, 5 July 1934, 1.
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relief funds, which he said "would necessarily have resulted in the
evacuation of the island." Stone considered evacuation and relocation, but he believed that the islanders' ethnic diversity ruled it
out, stating, "Key West contains people of three races about equally divided-Nordics, Latins, and Negroes," and asking, "Where in
America can a Latin population be transplanted so that it will not
still be on relief and its economic plight not be aggravated by social
difficulties?" Having rejected these options, Stone said he would
"attempt to rehabilitate the people of Key West in their own homes
by bringing a new, non-manufacturing means of livelihood to Key
West, namely, the tourist business."41
The conversion from commerce to tourism depended on the
remaking of Key West's physical landscape and the reinvention of
American views of the island. The project began with a massive
cleanup, since garbage collection had stopped months earlier.
Work crews hauled away trash, tore down dilapidated shacks,
cleared vacant lots, and built parks. The next step was to renovate
homes to house tourists, instead of building hotels, with FERA
funding the repairs and giving homeowners half the rent to help
get them off relief. Journalist Frank Lovering praised this
approach, stating, "The city in its rehabilitation is not to be re-cast.
The job is one of preservation rather than of demolition," and saying, "The quaint houses.. . will not be harmed.. . The indigenous
architecture which is Key West's charm.. . is being preserved." A
few new facilities were built, including a beach, a pool, an aquarium, and an art gallery, but nothing to rival booming Miami's huge
amusement parks and racetracks. Stone described Key West's
intended visitors as "People who seek peace and quiet, who are
attracted by an Old-World charm... who are seeking a change
from a standardized tourist
41. Key West Administration, Key West in Transition, v-vi; "Key West is to Be
Restored by Free Labor of Her Citizens," N m Ymk Times, August 12, 1934,
XX9. See also "Many Projects to Be Included in New Program," Key West
Citizen, 5 July 1934, 1; "Sholtz and Stone Outline Program for Key West," Key
West Citizen, 6 July 1934, 1.
42. Frank Lovering, Reporter in Paradise (KeyWest: Key West Sunprint, 1934), 303,
Otto Richter Library, University of Miami; Key West Administration, Key West
in Transition, 1. On the cleanup, see "Key West Under the New Deal," Florida
Motorist, October 1934, 2425; John Janney, "Recovery Key," American
Magazine, v. 119, May 1935, 46; Key West Administration, "Hospitality Hints
for the Key West Resident," (Key West: Key West Administration, 1935) in
Florida Collection, Monroe County Public Library; Bernard C. DeWitt, Key
West Guide Book (Key West: Key West Administration, 193'7).
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FERA workers renovating a Key West cottage for tourists i n 1935. Image courtesy of
the Nmomda
State Archives, Tallahassee.

After preparing the island for tourists, a marketing effort was
needed to attract visitors. From the start, the campaign presented
Key West as a place apart from urban-industrial America and a
place where the past was still present. A brochure titled, "Key
West-Where the Tropics Begin" called the island, "saturated in
the atmosphere of a romantic history" and described "brave maritime pursuits... [and] a traditional culture forgotten in other
parts of America." It presented the town as "a peculiarly healing
and relaxing haven from the turbulence of our present-day civilization," and a second brochure declared, "Here one forgets the
cares of city life, its endless hurry and complexity." The author
also turned racial diversity into an attraction, stating, "An OldWorld atmosphere pervades here. Spanish is heard as conversation
drifts from porch to porch until one forgets he is in the United
States. The Bahamian Negro.. . adds to the illusion that you are in
a foreign land." The brochure linked ethnic diversity with sexual
freedom, stating, "The young Cuban blades stand along the edges
of the sidewalk, the handsome girls parade up and down." These
depictions of a traditional, unhurried, and exotic place were
directly in line with the way Hemingway and Dos Passos saw the
town, and they reveal a major shift in the island's image. Key West
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had been criticized as too old and too foreign in the Gilded Age,
but now these attributes supplied its nostalgic atmosphere."
The program to remake Key West had critics, including
Hemingway, but most islanders rallied behind it, performing
prodigious amounts of work as volunteers and in paid relief programs. In late 1934,journalist Frank Lovering judged it a success
because of local support, writing, "inside of two months after the
unique experiment.. . was inaugurated the plans were surging forward with the thoughtful and generous co-operation of nearly
every citizen." Elmer Davis, who had worried about cars bringing
standardization to the island, was also supportive, writing in 1935,
"It was certainly accomplishing something-something much better than what had been there before." Like Hemingway, Davis
knew tourism could ruin the island's charm, but he recognized
that islanders were suffering and needed help, declaring, 'You
cannot ask people to starve for the sake of being quaint." Davis
praised Stone's sensitivity, saying, "Stone happened to be one of
the people who can appreciate Key West." Almost twenty years
later; Davis attacked people who complained about Stone when
they looked back, writing, "Some people squawked about what
Julius did, they were the few who were not on relief; I have heard
others squawk about it since who would have starved to death if he
hadn't done it."44
FERA took charge of Key West in July 1934, and the program
was going well until September 2, 1935, when a major hurricane
put the recovery in jeopardy. The city itself suffered little damage,
but there was terrible destruction in the Upper Keys, where the
wind and waves killed hundreds of people and destroyed large portions of the railroad. From the 1820s to 1912, the island was reachable only by boat, but the harbor grew quieter as the maritime
economy faded, and the train became the key transportation link
for tourists. However, the Florida East Coast Railway Company
had gone into receivership in 1931, so it was unlikely to rebuild
43. Key West Administration, "KeyWest - Where the Tropics Begin," (1936?),2,
6; and Key West Administration, "KeyWest," (1936), '7, 3. Both brochures in
Department of Special and Area Studies Collections, George Smathers
Library, University of Florida.
44. Lovering, Reporter in Paradise, 303; Elmer Davis, "NewWorld Symphony: With
a Few Sour Notes," Harper's Magazine, v. 1'70, May 1935, 642, 644, 652; Elmer
Davis, "GhostTown,"in Burt P. Garnett, ed. Martello Towers and the Stoly of Key
West (Key West: Key West Art and Historical Society, 1953), p. 21.
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miles of destroyed track. Months went by, and as doubts that the
railroad would ever run again grew, residents backed proposals to
make its abandoned roadbed into a highway. The Upper Keys
already had several bridges, and car ferries ran between some of
the islands in the Lower Keys, but major construction would be
needed to build a highway all the way to Key West.45
New Deal funds came to the rescue again in 1936, when
Roosevelt approved Public Works Administration loans to replace
the railroad with a highway. The $57 million project proceeded
rapidly, and the road opened on March 29, 1938. On that day,
hundreds of motorists drove from Miami to Key West, completing
in four hours what had been a twelve-hour trip with car ferries.
There was a wave of publicity, and writers built upon Stone's nostalgic depiction of Key West. Nina Putnam reported for Collier's,
stating, "what struck us most forcibly was the atmosphere, of which
the quaint buildings and flower-hung lanes were merely contributing factors." She explained, "Key West has a completeness which
is remarkable for any American city. There are no ragged edges,
for even the wharves and the boat terminals have been in place for
so long that they are an integral part of the picture ... It's just
there-unique, a perfect unit." She admired the fact that Key West
did not sprawl along the road, but was instead built around the
harbor, and she knew the long absence of cars helped create this
appealing urban l a n d ~ c a p e . ~ ~
Putnam praised Key West because it was scarcely touched by
cars while also celebrating the new highway, yet she failed to note
45. On the storm, see "Hurricane Strikes Hardest Along Florida Keys," Key West
Citizen, 3 September 1935, 1; "Great Loss of Life and Heavy Property
Damage," Key West Citizen, 4 September 1935, 1; "Air Survey Shows Havoc on
the Keys," New York Times, 5 September 1935,4. On the railroad, see "Railroad
Fate in Doubt," New Ymk Times, 16 September 1935, 12; "A Key Wester
Defends the Overseas Railroad," Key West Citizen, 23 September 1935, 2;
"FloridaKeys Line May Be Abandoned," N m York Times, 12 February 1936,31.
On the road, see "Advocates Repairing of East Coast Railroad To Be Used for
New Automobile Route," Key West Citizen, 9 October 1935, 1; "United We
Stand, Divided We Fall," Key West Citizen, 10 October 1935, 1; "County
Commission Favors Completion of Highway as First Paramount Objective,"
Key West Citizen, 1'7 October 1935, 1.
46. Nina Wilcox Putnam, "South from Miami," Collier's, 18 December 1937, 34.
See also "Key West Turns Out in Full to Celebrate on Learning of Approval
of Bridge Project," Key West Citizen, 1 June 1936, 1; "Railroad Abandonment
Approved," Key Wat Citizen, 26 September 1936, 1; "Key West Host to
Thousands," Key West Citizen, 29 March 1938, 1; "History of the Overseas
Highway," Key West Citizen, 2 July 1938, IB.
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that these ideas were in conflict, and that the road had the potential to destroy the island's charm. In the 1920s, Elmer Davis had
noted the car's ability to standardize every place it touched, and he
realized that Key West's conversion to tourism involved complex
tensions. He cautiously supported FERA's project, but warned,
'Julius Stone fell in love with Key West-the old Key West, as it was;
and it may prove that Oscar Wilde was right when he said that each
man kills the thing he loves." The highway was not part of Stone's
original plan, but after the railroad was destroyed, the road
became critical to the island's recovery, with 417,000 people driving across the new bridges in the first year, and more every ensuing year. The automobile era had arrived in Key West, and the
ability of Americans to drive to the island sealed its shift to tourism
and consumer culture.*'
The island had thrived as a port during the nation's maritime
age, but then struggled to take part in the urban-industrial era in
part because it was not linked to the national network of railroads
until 1912. A new era began in the 1930s, and with the construction of the Oversea Highway, all the pieces were in place for Key
West's reinvention and recovery. In its first century, the community was oriented toward the coral reefs and Cuba, with the harbor as
the crucial point of connection. But after 1938, the island's economy was firmly based on tourism, and the highway to Florida
defined this new economic and environmental orientation. After
decades of economic stagnation and population decline, the town
began to grow again in the 1940s. During the Cold War decades,
as the nation enjoyed remarkable prosperity, Key West tourism
continued along the profitable path laid out by Julius Stone during the Depression.

Key West and Modern America
Seventy years have passed since the highway arrived in 1938,
and Key West is still defined by tourism, and still grapples with tensions originating with Stone and the automobile. Some people in
the 1930s feared tourism's impact, and decade after decade, visitors have voiced this fear, yet tourism has continued to thrive.
Twenty years after Julius Stone arrived, a group of local writers put
47. Davis, "New World Symphony," 652. See also "Metamorphosisfrom Railway to
Highway," Key West Citizen, 2 July 1938, 1C; "Over Florida's Keys," New York
Times, 13 March 1938, 177.
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together an eclectic book of essays that ana
ture. Virtually all the contributors praised Stone's good intentions, but they debated whether or not tourism had ruined the
town by 1953. Colin Jameson identified three groups, describing
moderates who saw Key West as becoming too much like Miami,
and mocking hardliners who "despise fresh paint" and "are convinced that nothing will save the Rock except sinking the Navy and
hanging all promoters of tourist enterprises." Jameson sided with
a third group, writing, "The motto of this devil-may-care outfit is
'Key West is Key West is Key West.' Which being interpreted
means that, like ancient China, this island has always swallowed all
invaders and always will." A New York Times writer noted this same
resiliency in the 1950s, declaring, "If all this activity seems in danger of changing the character of Key West it should be said that the
diehards have been saying this about every improvement since
Julius Stone came here in 1933."48
Tourism's longevity depends upon finding a middle ground in
three sets of opposing forces. To succeed as a getaway, a balance
must be maintained between remoteness and accessibility,
between exotic flavor and familiarity, and between preservation of
the past and development. Stone stressed the first theme in each
pair, depicting Key West as distant, foreign, and nostalgic. He
reshaped American images of the island, and remade the popular
historical memory. But the other end of each spectrum also mattered, as the city must be accessible and familiar, and Stone's program opened the door to development. Depictions of "America's
Southernmost City," "the Conch Republic," and "Margaritaville"
make visitors want to come, but the road makes the trip feasible.
The island's position at the highway's dead end still makes it both
accessible and remote, leading Charles Kuralt to write in 1995,
"Key West is the greatest of all the end-of-the-road towns. .. The
island is full of dreamers, drifters, and dropouts."4g
This ongoing tension between opposing forces creates a feeling
of contradiction and even paradox, and contributes to the idea that
Key West is both a place and a state of mind. Many Americans
imagine Key West to be a foreign country, but it is an island they
168

'.

.-

48. Colin G. Jameson, "Irregular Monotony," in Burt P. Garnett, ed. Martello
Towers and the Story of Key West, p. 3'7; "KeyWest Exploits Her Growing Fame,"
New York Times,13 January 1952, XX10.
49. Charles Kuralt, CharlesKuralt's America (New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1995)
p. 28.
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can drive their cars to on U.S. highways, without passports or currency exchange. Novelist Joy Williams wrote an excellent guide to
the Keys in 1987, and she noted this sense of contradiction,writing,
"Key West is now a tourist town, one million people visit it each
year, but it is still a town of contrast and contradiction, threat and
carelessness and charm." She described the city's unique feel, saying, "There is a sense of adventure here, of excess and individuality. It's odd. Actually odd. It is a rather dirty town and has very little
dignity, but it has style." In mentioning excess and individuality,
Williams was referring to Key West's artists, its gay community, and
its tolerance for alcohol and drugs. Her comment on style without
dignity suggests that visitors know Key West tourism is based on perception, not reality, but embraces its paradoxes and a b s ~ r d i t i e s . ~ ~
The idea of promoting Key West as an escape from America
remains constant, but over seven decades there have been variations, and a notable one is the island's growth into a major destination for gays and lesbians. The gay community had roots in the
writers' colony, and Elizabeth Bishop, Tennessee Williams, and
Truman Capote were key figures in the gay scene, and are fondly
remembered today. Williams arrived in 1941, soon after
Hemingway left, and he wrote, "This is the most fantastic place that
I have been yet in America. It is even more colorful than Frisco,
New Orleans, or Santa Fe. There are comparatively few tourists and
the town is real stuff. It still belongs to the natives." The young
playwright felt he had found an authentic town, despite FERA's
program, and he bought the house he would own for thirty years.
Even then, Key West had a reputation for tolerance and openness
about sexuality, and its remote location helped to provide safety.
The dead-end location made it unlikely that anyone arrived there
by accident, and Provincetown,Massachusetts, and Fire Island, New
York, two other significant gay beach retreats, are also situated at
the end of the road, apart from mainstream A m e r i ~ a . ~ ~
50. Williams, The FloridaKeys From Key Largo to Key West, 117, 115. See also "InKey
West, They Like to Live on the Edge," US. News €3 World Report, 9 April 1984,
6465; Frank Deford, "The Florida Keys: Paradise with Attitude," National
Geographic, v. 196, December 1999, 32-53.
51. Albert J. Devlin and Nancy M. Tischler, eds., The Selected Letters of Tennessee
Williams, Volume I, 192@1945 (Sewanee, Tenn.: The University of the South,
2000) p. 304. See Esther Newton, Cheny h e , Fire Island: Sixty Years in America S
First Gay and Lesbian Town (Boston: Beacon Press, 1993) and Karen C.
Krahulik, "Cape Queer: The Politics of Sex, Class, and Race in Provincetown,
Massachusetts, 1859-1999,"(Ph.D. diss., New York University, 2000).
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Other variations on the idea of escape are seen in the use of
Harry Truman and Jimmy Buffett as local symbols. Truman made
the island his presidential retreat, bringing national press coverage
and making him Hemingway's rival. In 1951, during Truman's
tenth visit in five years, Richard Rovere depicted Key West as the last
exit on a dead-end road, without noting its earlier role as a maritime trade hub. He wrote, "Key West's remoteness, its position at
the end of the line, has always had an attraction. In theory, the
President comes here as a vacationer.. . In fact he comes here as a
man on the lam. He is running away, as every President must.. . It
is really almost as if he were out of the country." Rovere said Key
West was not quite part of the United States, and others called it
"the Last Resort." A decade later, Castro's rise to power isolated
Key West in a new way, because the U.S. shut down the ferries to
Havana. When the century-old link to Cuba was severed in 1960,
Key West no longer had to compete with Havana and boosters
could market it as a Caribbean island safely within U.S. borders.52
Truman remains an important part of the local landscape, as
his "Little White House" joins Hemingway's home on tourist itineraries, but Jimmy Buffett does not yet have a tour. Fewer and
fewer visitors remember Truman, but several generations know
Buflett's 1970s songs "Margaritaville," "Cheeseburger in Paradise,"
and "Boat Drinks." Novelist Thomas McGuane described his
friend's role in Florida Keys tourism, writing, "Buffetthas.. . made
a world of open roads, sailboats, rental cars, and bars, set against a
curiously romantic fleabag vista." Buffett updated Hemingway's
swashbuckling image for new generations, and his Key West is a
tropical paradise of tequila and sunsets, where blue-collar
Americans can relax. Buffett's songs celebrate the Keys as an
escape but also celebrate consumer culture, and "Margaritaville"
uses a product that tourists buy to sum up the idea of a tropical getaway. While Hemingway rejected his role in tourism, writing an
angry article in Esquire about his house being listed on FERA's map
of local attractions, Buffett embraced his role, opening a
"Margaritaville Cafe" r e ~ t a u r a n t . ~ ~
52. Rovere, "End of the Line," 75. See also "Key West Greets Truman as Hero,"
New York Times, 8 November 1948, 1; "Ferry to Havana Ends Run," N m Yoriz
Times, 2 November 1960, 77. On the phrase "the Last Resort," see Murphy,
ed., The Key West Reader, 13-17.
53. Thomas McGuane in Jimmy Buffett, Songs You Know By Heart: Jimmy Buffett's
GreatestHits (MCA Records, 1985). See "JimmyBuffett, Traveling Salesman of
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Modern Key West's theme restaurants, T-shirt shops, and raucous bars reveal the impact of consumer culture, but many visitors
are able to look past these changes to see a nostalgic seaport.
Decades of tourism have strengthened this skewed historical memory. Newcomers do not know how much the community has
changed, so they fail to recognize that mass tourism has remade its
basic environmental connections. Ideas of Key West as a place
apart and a place where the past still lives are remarkably resilient,
since they are based on popular perception, and change is relative.
Even as the island has modernized, the larger nation has changed
much faster. Sprawling cities and suburbs have redrawn America's
landscape, and Key West, in comparison, still feels distinctive. In
1991, after a dozen years on Key West, novelist Philip Caputo
described the Keys much as they were described in the 1920s and
1930s, declaring, "Above all, the islands offered solitude and sanctuary from the jangling, overcrowded 20" century."54
Tourism is central to Key West today, and community celebrations show its place in the local culture and historical memory.
Every April, islanders celebrate "Conch Republic Days" to commemorate a truly odd event: Key West's tongue-in-cheek secession
from the United States in 1982. During Reagan's war on drugs,
federal agents set up roadblocks to search cars driving from the
Keys to mainland Florida, causing huge travel delays. As an act of
protest, a group of islanders declared that if Key West was to be
treated like a foreign country, with a border checkpoint, then it
would become an independent nation: the "Conch Republic."
The islanders declared war on the U.S., surrendered, and requested foreign aid. The event was presented as the counterculture versus the establishment, but it was a conservative public relations
effort by the Mayor, Chamber of Commerce, and Tourist
Development Board to defend tourism because the roadblock discouraged motorists from visiting the Keys. Press coverage was so
favorable that local businesses sponsor an annual celebration, and
the "Conch Republic" rivals "Margaritaville" as a tourist slogan. It
Leisure," New Ywk Times, 21 February 1999, AR44; Gallagher, ed., The Florida
Keys Environmental Story, 169-170. On Hemingway's anger, see Ernest
Hemingway, "The Sights of Whitehead Street: A Key West Letter," Esquire,
April 1935, 25. Richard Rovere aptly described Hemingway as "an outsider
who deeply resented the presence here of other outsiders,"Rovere, "End of
the Line,"87.
54. Philip Caputo, "LostKeys,"New York Times, 15 December 1991, SM55.
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captures the idea of a place apart, but it also
islanders had developed a sense of ownership of tourism half a
century after it was imposed upon their town.55
Since Julius Stone, historic preservation e
tourism boosters maintain a nostalgic atmosphere and mask Key
West's economic and environmental changes. The Old Island
Restoration Foundation was formed in the 1950s to protect and
restore buildings such as Audubon House and Hemingway House,
and this work continues fifty years later. The Customs House
became an art gallery, the few surviving warehouses and cigar factories are now tourist shops, and many historic homes became
guesthouses. All across Key West, old buildings were put to new
uses, as locations of labor and production have been remade as
places for leisure and consumption. The urban landscape has
been packaged to give tourists a sense of traveling back into the
past, and these efforts obscure the dramatic shifts that occurred
when this maritime gateway became a tourist getaway. Present-day
Key West, with its lack of both nineteenth-century maritime production and twentieth-century industrial production, and its devotion to tourism and consumption, is an example of post-industrial
America and the power of consumer culture.56

!

55. See "KeyWest: The Conch That Roared," Chicago Tribune, 24 April 1982, A3;
"KeyWest, In Protest, 'Secedes' From U.S.,"New Ywk Times, 25 April 1982, 12.
56. See "Restoration is the Key to Success in Key West," New Ywk Times, 30
September 1962, XX3; "Hemingway House Becomes a Museum," New Yo&
Times, 2 February 1964, XX3; Williams, The A?widaKeys From Key Largo to Key
West, 146-150, 1'72-1'7'7.
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The Florida Fight for Equality: The Equal
Rights Amendment, Senator Lori Wilson and
Mediated Catfights in the 1970s
by Kimberly Wilmot Voss

I

n 1977, the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) required ratification by three more states before it could be added to the U.S.
Constitution. Florida was considered a battleground state and
as the vote deadline loomed, pro- and anti- forces held marches
and protests while celebrities and politicians visited the state to
rally each side. In the midst of the heavy media coverage stood
Florida Senator Lori Wilson-one of the few women in the legislature and a sponsor of the ERA. This study examines the fight leading up to that 1977 Florida defeat of the measure by looking at the
media's coverage of the ERA battles, women-versus-women themes
and Senator Wilson's mediated representation. It concludes with
the current status of the ERA in Florida.

I,

-

Introduction
The Equal Rights Amendment consists ot three parts:

Section 1.Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or by any state on account of sex.
Section 2. The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article.
Section 3. This amendment shall take eflect two years after the
date of ratzjication.
Kimberly Wilmot Voss is an Assistant Professor in the Nicholson School of
Communication at the University of Central Florida.
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The above amendment to the United States Constitution was
first introduced into both houses of the United States Congress in
1923 by a senator and a representative from Kansas. The legislation
was the brainchild of Alice Paul who recognized the need to protect
the rights of women in addition to enfranchising them. The amendment was reintroduced each year until 1971 when the savvy U.S. representative from Michigan, Martha Grifiths, took the lead in the
fight for ratification. Finally, in 1972, after nearly five decades, both
houses of Congress passed the Equal Rights Amendment. The next
step was to gain state ratification. Initially, rati£ication proved relatively easy as states rushed to approve the amendment. Progress
slowed by 1977 and growing forces rallied against its passage.
The proposed amendment's history in Florida demonstrates the
various delaying actions and out-right opposition that stalled the ratification momentum. In 1972, the Florida House voted 91 to 4 to ratIfy the ERA but the action was not brought before the Florida Senate
that year after the Senate president "lost" the bill.' The ERA proposal
was brought before the state Senate for the first time in 1974, under
the sponsorship of Senator Lori Wilson. It failed by a vote of 21 to 19.
The action failed in the House by a vote of 6454. The amendmentwas
again before the Florida legislatures in 1977 in the midst of marches,
debates and protests both for and against ratification. The state never
ratified the amendment, but an examination of the victories and
defeats in the fight for gender equality reveals a complex confluence
of personalities and media presentation of events.
The Florida ERA battleground was important to the South, as
well as to the rest of the n a t i ~ n Pro-ERA
.~
organizers considered
Florida the "most cosmopolitan state in the deep South" and
believed, that with so many politically active women in the state,
few outside resources would be needed for ratifi~ation.~
The acting president of the lobbying group Common Cause, David
1.

2.
3.

The speaker of the House sued the Senate president in the Florida Supreme
Court and won but by then the session was over. Roger Williams, "Women
Against Women: The Clamor Over Equal Rights," Saturday Rauiew Magazine,
25 June 1977. The president of the state Senate claimed to have misplaced
the bill and thus it did not come to a vote. The speaker of the House sued
the Senate president in the Florida Supreme Court, but before the case was
heard, the session ended and the lawsuit was never heard.
Fourteen states failed to ratiq the ERA. Only Tennessee and Texas, among
the former Confederate states ratified the amendment.
Richard White and Peggy Shaw, "Behind the Scenes of the E.R.A.'s Florida
Defeat," Accent, Tampa Tribune, 6 July 1975.
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Cohen, said at the time: "Make no mistake about it, Florida is crucial. As Florida goes, so goes North Carolina and I think that would
provide the momentum for passage in Illinoi~."~
An unnamed
White House insider agreed, stating, "Florida is as pivotal to the
ERA as it was to (President)Jimmy Carter's primary campaign."5
As important as this issue was politically, it was also very personal for the women on both sides of the aisle. For those in support of the amendment, the change was "a concise formula for
legal reform." For those in the opposition, it was "loose language
disguising radical thought."6 As the country began to recognize
women's issues, it was the previously mentioned Florida Senator
Lori Wilson who initially sponsored the ERA ratification measurea lone female voice in that legislative body.
Joan S. Carver, a political science professor, studied the fate of
the Equal Rights Amendment in the Florida legislature. Using
educational, occupational, and election statistics, she claimed that
during the 1960s, Florida had "moved to the forefront of the
Southern states in the progress made by women."' Although
observers expected ratification, Florida legislators frequently shifted their support under pressure from lobbying efforts by pro- and
anti-ERA forces and votes on the amendment were "closely divided" despite the ultimate failure of the lawmakers to ratify it.8
Carver's work on the Florida experience fits well within the historiographical context of national and state scholarship on voting
analysis and pressure group politics in the fate of the E m 9
Missing from the analysis of the Florida fight for ratification is the
role of the media in reporting the events and determining the out4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Ibid.
Anne Groer, "ERA Supporters Make Quiet Push for Florida Victory," Sentinel
Star, 27 February 1977.
Richard White and Peggy Shaw, "Behind the Scenes of the E.R.A.'s Florida
Defeat,'' Accent, Tampa Tribune, 6July 1975.
Joan S. Carver, "Women in Florida," The Journal of Politics Vol. 41, no. 3
(August 1979),941-955, quote on p. 945.
Carver, "The Equal Rights Amendment and the Florida Legislature," E h i d a
Historical Quarterly Vol. 60, no. 4 (April 1982),455481C, quote on p. 455.
For example, see: Theodore Arrington and Patricia Kyle, "Equal Rights
Amendment Activists in North Carolina," S i p , Vol. 3 (Spring 1978): 666680;
Sarah A. Soule and Susan Olzak, "When Do Movements Matter? The Politics
of Contingency and the Equal Rights Amendment," American Sociological
Review," Vol. 69, no. 4 (August 2004), 473497; Joan Huber, Cynthia Rexroat
and Glenna Spitze, "A Crucible of Opinion on Women's Status: ERA in
Illinois," Social Forces, Vol. 57, no. 2 Special Issue (December 1978), 549-565.
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come. By focusing attention on a pivotal figure and casting the
battles between women as "cat fights," the media lost the opportunity to engage in the larger role of explaining the impact of the
ERA and facilitating broader public discussion.
The media's coverage of the Equal Rights Amendment fight in
Florida in the 1970s often highlighted the story of Senator Wilson.
In Florida, the region's history and Wilson's messages shaped
much of the media's rhetoric, and she symbolized the negotiation
that southern women faced in a space that was not quite their own.
Although thirty women had been elected to the Florida legislature
between 1920 and 19'78, Wilson was the only woman in the state
senate when the fight for the ERA was first waged.1° As a 1973 profile of Senator Wilson noted: "Some people are more equal than
others and the woman who may play a pivotal role in moving the
Equal Rights Amendment through the (Florida) State Legislature
is one of them."ll
The media's use of the "the catfight" framework or womenagainst-women presentation marginalized the concept of feminism
and shaped the way journalists covered the battle. The confrontational battleground coverage ignored the middle ground where
women grappled with feminism in everyday life. As popular culture historian Susan Douglas has written,
The media referees insist on putting feminism in one corner and antifeminism in the other, as if feminism could
never be in the middle, but what they fail to recognize is
that feminism is the middle ground. It may be filled with
ambivalence and compromise, tradition and rebellion,
but the space between the two cats-the space where we,
the girls are-is what feminism is all about.12
Sources for undertaking a media-based study of the Florida
battle over the Equal Rights Amendment are scattered across the
South. Much of the material for this study comes from the Miami
Herald's coverage of the Equal Rights Amendment in the 19'70s.
With its statewide circulation, the Herald had a wide impact, and its

10. Carver, "Womenin Florida,"94'7.
11. Pat Sealy, "'Senator Lori' Is Pivotal Vote on Senate Panel,"Miami Herald, 6
April 19'73.
12. Susan Douglas, Where the Girls Are: Orowing Up Female with the Mass Media (New
York: Random House? Time Books, 1995), 244.
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coverage of the Equal Rights Amendment was collected for the
New Direction for News Study in the 1980s. The raw data for that
study is located in the Western Historical Manuscript Collection at
the University of Missouri. Further coverage was collected through
the national evening news coverage located at the Vanderbilt
University Television Archive. Other Florida newspaper articlesparticularly those appearing in the Gannett-owned Tallahassee
Democrat-were located at the Smathers Library at the University of
Florida and the Schlesinger Library at the RadclZfe Institute for
Advanced Study. Media images were also found at the State
Archives of Florida in Tallahassee.

Background of the Equal Rights Amendment
The fight to ratify the simple words that make up the ERA
began in 1923. Former suffragistAlice Paul spearheaded the movement to add the amendment to the constitution. She initially introduced what she called the "Lucretia Mott Amendment" in 1923 in
Seneca Falls, the historic site of the first women's rights convention
in 1848. As one of the leaders for female enfranchisement when
the lgth Amendment was added in 1920 (The role of Paul was
played by Hillary Swank in the 2004 acclaimed HBO movie, Iron
Jawed Angels), Paul knew how long the battle could take. After all,
it required more than '70 years (1848-1920) for the suffragists to
obtain the right to vote. She also knew how bitter the battle could
be-she had been jailed for a peaceful protest and endured a
painful hunger strike. Finally, Paul recognized the divisions that
can occur among women fighting for the same goal. With women
denied rights in so many areas, there were many battles to fight.
The fighting methods were also a matter of contention-from
moderate, policy questions to radical, attention-seeking protests.
In the years following national female enfranchisement, the
Depression, World War I1 and the Civil Rights Movement, among
other events, overshadowed the fight for the ERA. But the country's growing awareness of women's roles in society brought the
issue to the forefront as the "women's liberation" movement leaders gained media attention. Historians credit a mix of groups for
the revived feminist movement, from the educated suburban
homemakers who read Betty Friedan's 1963 Feminine Mystique to
the college students who created consciousness-raisinggroups and
worked for civil rights. Later historians expanded that list to
include women like Cosmopolitan magazine editor Helen Gurley
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Brown whose focus on sexuality disqualified her in the eyes of
some earlier feminists.l3
In 1970s Florida, divisions among feminists were quite apparent. Longstanding Miami feminist leader Roxcy Bolton, a national officer in NOW (National Organization for Women), often
spoke out in support of the ERA in ~1orida.l~
Yet, when major
demonstrations took place, she was reduced to a secondary role in
a manner that recalled the split between old and new guard suffragists decades earlier. In 1975, during an ERA rally, Bolton was told
that her statements would have to be approved in advance by
young feminist leaders. As Bolton explained to a Miami Herald
reporter she was led to believe that she was supposed to act the
role of "an elder stateswoman" and no longer be a visible part of
the protests. Coverage of the story of her rejection could not be
found in the news section, where political articles usually appear,
but instead it was reported in the "Living Today" section of the
newspaper, the traditional space for women's society news.15
Several women's leaders objected to the placement of ERA coverage in the so-called women's pages as 'these segregated sections
were not considered a place for reporting significant news.16
Media recognition and coverage of feminist events proved
instrumental in furthering the social movement. The women's
movement leaders and the print and broadcast media fluctuated
between supportive and confrontational positions. Some events,
such as consciousness-raising groups, translated poorly to television newscasts. The actions that typically drew media coverage,
such as protests and marches, presented women as adversarial and
"unladylike" and invited public criticism. Furthermore, some leaders such as Friedan were portrayed as having a divisive personali13. Jennifer Scanlon, Bad Girls Go Evaywhere: The Life of Helm Gurlqr Brown (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2009).
14. Roxcy Bolton's pro-ERA activism was noted in several articles including:
Margaria Fichtner, "400 Give Equal Cheers, Boos to Give Women's Rights
Measure," Miami Herald, 16 February 1973; Pat Sealey, "House Rules Shift
Aids ERA Debate," Miami Herald, 4 April 1973; Louis Salome, "ERA in
Trouble, Legislators Say Here," Miami News, 9 March 1973; Joe Oglesby,
"Equal Rights Fight: 'Too Close to Call," Miami Herald, 9 March 197'3.
15. Ena Naunton, "Bolton to Bow Out of NOW Group," Miami Herald, 16April 1975.
16. Kay Mills, A Place in the News: From the women's Page to the Front Page (NewYork:
Columbia University Press, 1990), 117-118.
17. Articles in major news magazines described Betty Friedan as an "angry battler for
Movement
her sex." Marcia Cohen, The Sisterhood: The I72sid.e Stmy of the Ws-'
and the Leadars Who Made It H a w (NewYork: Fawcett Columbine, 1988).
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ty17 and too removed from "typical women" to represent their
views. In her book on American feminism, Deborah Seigel devoted a chapter to what she described as "The Battle of Betty."18
Wading into the "battle," Susan Brownmiller noted, regarding
Friedan: "Visionaries by nature are difficult, impatient people."1g
Furthermore, as historian Carolyn G. Heilbrun has written: "To
denounce women for shrillness and stridency is another way of
denying them any right to power."20It was not until the media had
anointed the attractive Gloria Steinem a leader that the spotlight
focused on women's issues in a more balanced manner.
As Steinam's star rose, more favorable images of intelligent
women who expected to be-taken seriously replaced the stereotypical shrill, angry woman. As Rachel DuPlessis and Ann Snitow
wrote: "Beginning about 1970, for a few years, media attention
spotlighted feminism. This created an atmosphere of glamour
around a white, free, young, pretty, gutsy few."21It was not a new
phenomenon as can be seen through the imagery of the attractive
suffragette Inez Milholland on a white horse.22 In the Florida
struggle for the ERA, Senator Wilson's beauty provided an element
that played into the new assessment of modern feminism and
would have been especially important to the television cameras.
Although feminist scholars traditionally claimed that the fashion
media industry's focus on beauty objectify women, more recent
scholarship, including that of Linda Scott, suggests that women
embrace fashion as a vehicle of self awareness and personal creativity-an insight that conceptualizes fashion coexistant with equality.23 Taken from that perspective, it's not surprising that images of
Senator Wilson speaking appeared on two of the three national
newscasts during the 1977 vote. A headshot of a smiling Senator
Wilson often appeared with stories in which she was barely quoted.
18. Deborah Siegel, Sisterhood Interrupted: From Radical Women to &Is Gone Wild
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 71-93.
19. Susan Brownmiller, In Our Time:Memoir of a Revolution. (NewYork: Dial Press,
1999), 59.
20. Carolyn G. Heilbrun, W t i n g A Woman's Life (New York: Ballantine Books,
2002, Norton, 1998), 16.
21. Rachel Blau DuPlessis and Ann Snitow, The Feminist Memoir Project:Voices Ji-om
Women's Liberation (New York: Three Rivers Press, 1998; Rutgers University
Press, 2007), 15.
22. Linda J. Lumsden, Inez: The Life and Times of Inez Milholland (Bloomington,
Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2004).
LA Linda M. Scott, Fresh Lipstick: Redressing Fmhion and Feminism (New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2006).
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Senator Wilson represented a media-friendly image that allowed
for a mainstream examination of the ERA.
During this time of change for women on numerous fronts,
the ERA gained momentum on the one hand, but developed fissures in the push for passage of the act on the other hand. Initially,
the amendment was backed by the National Federation of Business
and Professional Women. Marguerite Rawalt worked toward the
ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment as Operation
Buttonhole, a 1950s project of the NFBPW, when she was president of the organization. She spoke in support of the legislation at
the organization's National Convention in Miami Beach in June
1956.24 Richard Nixon attended the event. In the developmental
years of the National Organization for Women, Friedan insisted on
full support for the passage of the ERA. Some of the members
resigned over the stance.25Yet, a majority of feminist activists in
the late 1960s had not heard of the ERA.^^
On a basic level, it appeared that this amendment would lead to
equality by setting aside the many state and national laws existed that
made women second-class citizens. In several states, women were
prevented from owning land, taking out a mortgage and having
credit in their own names. In Florida, for example, until 1968, a
woman who wanted to go into business on her own had to petition
the court to demonstrate her competence and good character.27
Business practices also reinforced gender inequity. Many newspapers publishedjob ads divided by gender. As late as 1970, NOW had
to push United Airlines to ends its "men-only" executive flights from
New York and Chicago. Those in support of ERA believed the legislation would rec* the gender inequities in the law.
Some groups, however, worried the language of the ERA was a
slippery slope that would take away "protections" for women, such
as exemption from being drafted into the military. More than 450
national organizations supported the legislation, including the

24. Judith Paterson, Be Somebody: A Biography of Marguem'te Rawalt (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1990), 117-118.
25. Cohen, The Sisterhood, 141.
26. Jo Freeman, "The Origins of the Women's Liberation Movement," The
AmericanJournal of Sociology, Vo1. 78, no. 4 (January1973), 803.
27. Dorothy Jurney, untitled talk to Knight-Ridder newspaper executives, Point
Clear, Alabama, 1976. Papers of Dorothy Jurney, Western Historical
Manuscript Collection, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri. Hereafter
cited as Jurney Papers.
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AFL-CIO, the Y.W.C.A. and the American Jewish Committee.
Groups against the amendment included Fundamentalist
Christian churches, the Moral Majority, the John Birch Society, the
Mormon Church, and the American Farm Bureau. Religious
groups were often active participants in the discussion, particularly in the question over women's roles in society.28
Among the arguments raised against the ERA were concerns
regarding the creation of unisex bathrooms, the elimination of
alimony and the legalization of homosexual marriage. The two reasons most frequently cited in the media for opposing the ERA were
conscription of women into military service and the breakdown of
the family. A sign one anti-ERA member wore symbolized the position of anti-ERA forces. It read: "Adam's Ribbers, not Women's
Libbers. For Mom, Apple Pie, Home, Mamage, Family."29 Many of
the claims against the ERA were based on fear, not a realistic appraisal of the effects of the legislation, but the media treated every claim
equally and did not scrutinize the validity of the anti-ERA activists.
In their examination of the ERA battle in North Carolina,
Donald Mathews and Jane Sherron De Hart showed that in the
South feminism competed for space within a public rhetoric still
struggling with issues of race. For example, ERA supporters who
advocated for government-supported daycare centers were decried
as "anti-family." However, opponents embedded the anti-family
rhetoric within the context of contemporary concerns regarding
school integration, claiming that the centers created by the ERA
"would take children away from their familiesjust as busing had literally taken children away from their families in the process of
d e ~ e g r e ~ a t i o nThis
. " ~ ~claim would be repeated throughout the
decade as the legislative fight continued.
Thomas I. Emerson, professor of law emeritus at Yale Law
School, defended the ERA before the Connecticut General
Assembly in March 1977, in an effort to counteract the push by
some states to rescind ratification. His testimony appeared in a
28. Religion has often played a complicated role in the debate for women and
equality. A good analysis can be found in Vivian Gornick, The Solitude of Seg
Thinking About Elizabeth Cady Stanton (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
2005).
29. Photo accompanying Ena Nauton, "House Approves ERA In Narrow 61-58
Vote," Miami Herald, 11 April 1975.
30. Donald G. Mathews and Jane Sherron De Hart, Sex, Gender; and the Politics of
ERA: A State and the Nation (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990), 156.
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story that ran in newspapers across the country including the
Miami Herald. Emerson dissected each of the Stop-ERA statements
and concluded: "out of the 19 statements about the ERA, I count
12 as wholly false, six as partially false or seriously misleading, and
one as substantially correct. This is a sorry record." He also went on
to note that while the "fear rhetoric" continued, there was evidence that none of the dire predictions had come true in the states
that had already ratified the ERA. He testified:
In no state have any of the dire predictions of the ERA
opponents been borne out. In no state has the ERA been
constructed as allowing husbands to leave their wives without support. No establishment of coed restroom has been
mandated. No homosexual marriages have been sanctioned. No police department has been required to hire
women on a one-on-one basis with men. No vast volume of
litigation has occurred. On the contrary, the state ERAS
have worked smoothly and effectively.31

As both sides in the contest solidified their positions, it was already
becoming clear that the Florida experience would mimic national
and regional trends-with ERA advocates simultaneously battling
misperceptions about the amendment and efforts to trivialize the
claims to equality while struggling for balanced media presentation and against divisions within the feminist cause.

The Intersection of the Media and a Social Movement
Social movement leaders need the media to spread their messages. The media, of course, frames the messages in ways that can
reinforce the importance of that message or in ways that can dismiss that message. Among the numerous studies that have ana31. Statement of Thomas I. Emerson before the Government Administration and
Policy Committees of the Connecticut General Assembly on Proposed
Resolution to Rescind Connecticut's Ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment. March 1977. Governor's Commission on the Status of People,
University of Nevada Las Vegas Special Collections. It should also be noted that
the anti-ERA groups also tried to use Emerson's testimony to their benefit.Janet
Chusmir, "Emerson Cited by Both Sides on ERA," Miami Heraki, 20 March 1973.
32. See Patricia Bradley, Mass Media and the Shaping of American Feminism, 1963 to
1975. (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi: 2003); Brownmiller, In Our
Time,136-166; Laura Ashley and Beth Olson, "Constructing Reality: Print
Media's Framing of the Women's Movement, 1966-1986,"Journalism and Mass
Communications Quarterb, Vol. 75, no. 2 (Summer 1998), 263277.
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lyzed the intersection of the media and the women's movement,32
most found the representations of feminism were negative. For
example, in a study of the print media's framing of the women's
movement from 1966 to 1986, researchers Laura Ashley and Beth
Olson found that the descriptive coverage of feminists often delegitimized their goals. On the other hand, anti-feminists were listed
as well-organized and attractive." It reinforced what media
researchers Maurine Beasley and Shelia Gibbons wrote earlier:
Many people, knowing only what the mass media told
them about the movement, lacked sufficient information
to judge the movement's significance. What they thought
of the movement was generally a reflection of what they
had read or heard or were shown about. And indeed, most
reporting on the 'second wave,' as modern-era feminist
activism was known, trivialized the issues and mocked the
movement's leaders.34
One of the national events that came to represent the feminist
movement was the Women's Strike for Equality on August 26,
1970. The strike was in many ways symbolic as many women could
not simply walk away from their jobs. Instead, there were sit-ins,
lunch-hour rallies and a march down Fifth Avenue in New York. It
was the largest women's protest in U.S. history.35Those within the
movement considered the event a success, although media coverAccording to historian Ruth
age was largely condes~ending.~~
Rosen, the media used the march to "sensationalize and discredit
the women's movement."37For example, ABC began its coverage
by quoting Spiro Agnew: "Three things have been difficult to tame.
The ocean, fools and women. We may soon be able to tame the
ocean, but fools and women will take a little longer."38On CBS,
33. Ashley and Olson, "ConstructingReality."
34. Maurine Beasley and Sheila Gibbons. Taking TheirPlace: A Documentary History
of Women and Journalism. (Washington, D.C.: The American University Press,
1993), 150.
35. Carol Mueller, "ConflictNetworks and the Origins of Women's Liberation,"
N m Social Movements: From Ideology to Identity, Eds. Enrique Larana, Hank
Johnston and Joseph Gusfied (Philadelphia:Temple University Press, 1994),
253.
36. Douglas, Where the Girls Are, 17'7.
37. Ruth Rosen, The Wo~ldSplit Open: How the Modemz Women's Movement Changed
America (NewYork: Viking Penguin, 2000), 296.
38. Rosen, 296.
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anchor Eric Sevareid said, "The plain truth is, most American men
are startled by the idea that American women generally are
oppressed, and they read with relief the Gallup poll that two-thirds
of women don't think they're oppressed either."39
In her memoir of the women's movement, Susan Brownmiller
doesn't mention the negative press but rather demonstrates ways in
which the media responded to issues for the first time. She wrote of
the Women's Strike for Equality Day: "For the first time since the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment, newspapers and magazines
seemed to expect women to stand up for their rights."40Historian
Carol Mueller also theorized that the media's coverage of the strike
was a unifylng force in the development of the movement.41
Journalist David Broder agreed that impact of the strike was significant. He wrote, "The tactic worked. The agenda of causes was spelled
out in full, and for the first time, debated."42Florida's Senator Wilson
remarked that some in the feminist movement were not in favor of
public demonstrations, yet "during a long history of struggle, there
may be controversial methods inspired by impatience.""
It was within this framework that the fight for the Florida ERA
was also presented. There were protests, marches, and rallies.
Celebrities made appearances. Both sides organized by colorgreen for the pro-ERA group and red for those opposed. The
media treated the assertions of each side equally and did not analyze the truth of the claims. In a talk to Knight-Ridder newspaper
executives, former Miami Herald women's page editor Dorothy
Jurney addressed the myths that poor reporting perpetuated. She
cited a particular article in which the reporter did not question a
John Birch Society speaker about her statements against the ERA,
in which she asserted that there was no inequality. As Jurney noted,
the speaker "fails to point out that there is a discriminatorypractice
applied against women who want to join the military. A woman has
to be a high school graduate; a man does not; a woman has to score
40 points higher than a man in qualifying exams."" The Miami
Rosen, 297; also quoted in Douglas, 163-164.
Brownmiller, In Our Time, 147.
Mueller, "ConflictNetworks and the Origins of Women's Liberation,"255.
David Broder, Behind the Front Page: A Candid Look at How the News is Made
(New York: Simon & Schuster, 1987), 127.
43. Frances Spatz Leighton, "Has Women's Lib Gone Too Far - Or Not Far
Enough?"Family Weekly, 9 June 1976, p. 4.
44. Dorothy Jurney, untitled talk to Knight-Ridder newspaper executives, Point
Clear, Alabama, 1976, Box Professional Series, folder 58, Jurney Papers.

39.
40.
41.
42.
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News, while listing several examples of discriminatory workplace
laws," also included a storyjustlfylng the practice by quoting a male
anthropologist who vindicated the legislation by claiming that
women needed protection: "The psychology of men was dedicated
to putting up with more suffering than that of women."46 The pres
entation of both claims without analysis allowed for a simplistic representation of the fight for and against the ERA.
While the media used text and photographs to create a
"women-against-women" image, surveys of citizen views provided
clear cut evidence of support for female equality. For example, the
national polling firm William Hamilton and Staff found that 71.9
percent of the 800 Florida residents surveyed in 1974 backed the
passage of the ERA.^^ Two surveys conducted in 1977 both found
a majority of voters supported the ERA. A survey by the
Democratic National Committee found that 62 percent of the
state's registered voted were for the amendment and 21 percent
were undecided.48It should be noted that the story about this poll
ran above a photo of a Stop-ERA rally. A 1977 survey by the
Gannett News Service of 1,000 registered voters found that 48 percent preferred ERA passage and that 37 percent preferred defeat.
Despite these numbers, Senate President Lew Brantley was quoted
in the newspaper saying: "without any doubt in my mind the people of Florida don't want" the ERA to pass.4g
Letters to the editor in newspapers about the ERA typically
featured one letter for ratification and one letter against.50As the
battle for ratification extended over several legislative sessions,
The Miami Herald editorials routinely supported ERA passage. In
a typical example, the Hirald's February 25, 1974 editorial concluded with: "The ERA would further fair play for all. Certainly
that would promote a healthy trend for our society."51 The St.
45. Nicolette Handros, "ShevinLists ERA Effetcs,"Miami News, 26 August 1973.
46. Rick Eyerdam, "ERAFails to Pass Florida Senate Committees,"Miami News, 20
March 1975.
47. "71.9 Pct. Back ERA - Poll," Miami Herald, 17 December 1974.
48. Roland Page, "Poll Shows 62 Per Cent Of Voters Support ERA,"Post, 6 April
1977.
49. John Hanchette, "Majority in Poll Wants ERA Passed," Pensacola Journal, 5
April 197'7.
50. Sharon Burress, "ERA Isn't For Women," and Kathryn L. Prevatt "Adoption
of ERA Necessary,"Lakeland Ledger, 5 April 1977.
51. "A Deserved Second Chance For State's ERA Ratification,"Miami Herald, 25
February 1974.
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Petersburg Times' editorial page also championed women's rights
and supported passage of the ERA.^^ The news side, bound by
the journalistic practice of objectivity, often featured professional women who opposed the ERA.^^ It should be noted however,
that media support or opposition was framed by male journalists,
as female journalists typically played a limited role in the creation of mainstream media messages. Newsrooms, especially
in the South, hired few female reporters for the newsroom, and
limited female journalistic contributions to the so-called
women's pages.54

Florida ERA Media Coverage
The power of women's page editors had been reduced by the
time the ERA came up for Florida ratification as these sections had
been replaced by lifestyle sections often edited by men. For example, Marjorie Paxson, who was a women's page journalist at the
Miami Herald in the 1960s before becoming the women's page editor at the St. Petersburg Times, lost her job to a man when the
women's page was recast as a features section.
By the 1970s, much of the limited media coverage of
women's issues and the emerging feminist movement was now
found on the news and editorial pages where events were framed
in rhetoric that was often hostile. Coverage frequently focused on
women's roles as mothers. Anti-ERA claims that proposed legislation would lead to the destruction of the family warned of potential problems for both male and female children. In an April
197'7 Tallahassee Democrat story, a retired Navy lawyer claimed the
ERA would mean the end of the sport of football: "He doesn't
believe most mothers want to see the elimination of such sports
in which their sons might
In addition to fear that
female equality meant the elimination of male sports, opposition

52. 'Year of the Women," St. Petersburg Times, 18 November 1976.
53. Terry Johnson King, "Lib's a Trial to the Lady Lawyer," Miami HeraZd, 10
October 1974.
54. Beasley and Gibbons. Taking TheirPlace; Kay Mills, A Place in the Nms: From the
Women S Pages to the Front Pages (New York: Columbia University Press, 1990);
Kimberly Wilmot Voss and Lance Speere, "A Women's Page Pioneer: Marie
Anderson and Her Influence at the Miami Herald and Beyond," %da
Histm'cal Quarterlj Vol. 85, no. 4 (Spring 2007): 398-421.
55. David Cook, "ERA Approval Would Mean Federal Edicts," Tallahassee
Democrat, 12 April 1977.
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Marlene Taylor and daughter picketing for ratification of ERA. Image courtesy of
Florida State Library and Archives, Tallahassee.

forces perpetuated the belief that ratification of the ERA would
force women into military service. The caption that accompanied a photo for another anti-ERA story crystallized the concerns
of many: "AprilKramer poses with parents Charlotte and Robert
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in Tallahassee. They came to fight an amendment they fear
would send April into combat."56
Motherhood provided strong visual images, particularly when
picketing became the protest option of choice for both sides. In
the midst of the pro-family, anti-ERA argument that roiled
Tallahassee, an April 17, 1973, wire photo showcased Marlene
Taylor, in tie-dyed jeans and wild hair, holding her daughter with
a "Go ERA" sign above their heads, as the two picketed the capitol
in support of ratification. The mixed message of motherhood and
radicalism reinforced the critical nature of equality for women
across the generations. On the other side, an April 1975 wire
photo out of Tallahassee depicted women in proper skirts and classic hairdos carrying signs that read "ERA Attacks Marriage, Family
and Society" and "ERA: No Way in the USA." One sign showed a
drawing of a male and female child above the statement: "There's
a Difference." The battle between "difference" and "equality" was
regularly cited by advocates but rarely examined by the media.
A February 11, 1973 Miami Herald article presented as a series of
questions that were answered by pro-ERA and anti-ERA representatives, the article offered readers an opportunity to evaluate the positions of both sides. Once again each side was permitted to state its
position without hrther analysis. Among the questions was one that
asked whether the ERA was a n t i ~ d . The
~ ? pro-ERA advocate said
the legislation was not anti-God but that the Bible was written by a man
and interpreted by men. For that reason "Perhaps we should take
another look at it." The anti-ERA respondent said that while she did
not personally think the legislation was anti-God, there were some
people who did believe that.58 Weeks later, comments by a
Tallahassee opponent to the ERA made the connection between religion and gender roles clear: "Man has been the spear carrier and
woman has been the protector of the cave. I didn't set that up. God
did."59Nor were questions about the ERA and religion confined to the
South. In Montana, an anti-ERA lawmaker said: "IfJesus wanted people to be equal, he would have had six men and six women apostles."60
As the rhetoric heated up, religion continued to be part of the debate,
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

Pat Harbolt, "ParentsFighting ERA," Tallahassee Democrat, 5 April 19'77.
"Some Questions on ERA," Miami Herald, 11 February 1973.
"Some Questions on ERA,"Miami Herald, 11 February 1973.
Pat Harbolt, "ParentsFighting ERA," Tallahassee Democrat, 5 April 1977.
Associated Press, "Equal Rights Amendment Inches Toward Ratification,"The
Lincoln Star (Montana), 9 February 19'73.
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ERA opponents in Dade County tied proposed legislation in that
county to address gay and lesbian rights to support for the Equal
Rights Amendment. According to stop-ERA advocate Shirley
Spellerberg, the proposed law "went a long way in shaking the church
people out of their lethargy."61Pro-ERA advocates typically countered
that God created all equally and thus was in support of the legislation.
In one unique counter to the religion argument, a pro-ERA activist
noted that "Christ often challenged the prevailing custom of his
time."62
What is almost jarring about many of the stories is the lack of
critical reporting. In most articles, sources on each side made unverified claims and reporters seldom included outside experts to provide context for the claims or explain the impact of the legislation.
For example, a story about the ERA'Simpact included the claim that
passage would lead to the end of male contact sports.63The use of
one source in a story-especially on a controversial topic-goes
against acceptable journalistic practice. It is likely that the need to
appear objective undermined substantive analysis of the issues.
As the battle for the ERA gained momentum, the typical strategies of social protest emerged. One of the more visible Florida ERA
events was the April 1975 march in Tallahassee that attracted approximately 2,000 men, women and children. Young girls carried signs
stating: "Girls want blue ribbons, too" and "Equal ribs, equal rights."
A preschool girl carried a balloon stating, "Me for President."
Senator Wilson joined the marchers and spoke at the event. As she
reflected on the day's activities, she framed her remarks in the language of protests, stating, "I thought it was a very positive expression
of grassroots people support for the proposition of quality under the
law for all people. I think they sent the leaders in Tallahassee a message and only time will tell whether they were listening."64
The St. Petersburg Times' coverage of the march was a compilation of wire reports. In an interesting element, the Times placed
the story next to an article about Jeanne Malchon and her induc61. Associated Press, "ERA Saga Tenses," Lakeland Ledger, 3 April 1977.
62. Rachelle Delaney, "Why Some Want It ..." Times-Union andJournal (Jacksonville),
27 March 1977.
63. David Cook, "ERA Approval Would Mean Federal Edicts," Tallahassee
Democrat, 12 April 1977.
64. Tom Sander, "ERA Marchers Adopt 'Dumpsey' the Pig," Flom'da Today, 15
April 1975.
65. Robert Hooker, 'Jeane Malchon Given Dockerty's Commission Seat," St.
Petersburg Times, 15 April 1975.
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April 19'/5 March in Tallahassee in support of ERA. Image courtesy of Horida State
Library and Archives, Tallahassee.

tion as the first woman on the Pinellas County Commi~sion.~~
The
Times coverage of the march focused on the "emotionally chargedn
speeches, including a plea from the governor for passage. In the
continuation of the story, the views of 6-year-old marcher James
Carver of Tallahassee are offered either as comic relief or as the
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burdens of males in the age of women's rights: "I don't like girls,
but my momma made me come." The male reporter also noted
that marchers wore "tiny ERA tee-shirts without bras" and quoted
an unnamed source, “‘I usually don't like parades, but this one is
okay,' said one spectator as the bra-less marchers passed by."66The
overall impression was one of dismissal and ridicule on the part of
the reporter and the observers.
Celebrities Alan Alda, Betty Friedan and Marlo Thomas
attended the event and lent their support.67Alda acknowledged
that he considered himself a feminist but offered the view that a
person did not need to be a feminist to be pro-ERA. Instead, he
;aid a person only need to be alive and an American. As his eyes
welledip with tears, the actor explained, "I'm making myself crywhen ERA passes, it'll be officially okay for men to
Thomas,
That
G
i
r
l
,
later
addressed
the star of the popular
television
series
the state senate saying it was an "outrage that we have to beg and
plead for women's rights. The credibility of us as a free nation is at
stake here. The credibility of the Declaration of Independence is
at stake."6gSenate President Dempsey Barron condescendingly
introduced the accomplished actress as "Danny Thomas' daughter."70(Pro-ERAwomen occasionally mocked Barron with a papermachk pig "Dumpsey," named for the senator. The pig wore the
sign: "Be a person, not a pig."71) On the other side, Donald
Tucker, speaker of the House of Representatives, was a supporter
of the ERA. His cousin, writer Diane Roberts, noted that his consciousness had been raised.72
While a few men became involved in the ERA debate, includ-

.,-,
a

66. Wire Reports, "2,000 Marchers Call on Senate to Approve ERA," St. Petersburg
Times, April 15, 1975.
67. Buddy Martin, "It Was a Parade of Believers," St. Petersburg Times, April 15,
1975.
68. Ibid.
69. Susan Lykes, "1,500 Urge Favorable ERA Vote," Tallahassee Democrat, 14 April
1975.
70. Marilyn Alva, "ERA Marchers Hear Askew Urge Passage," The Palm Beach Post,
15 April 19'75.
71. Tom Sander, "ERA Marchers Adopt 'Dumpsey' the Pig," Rmida Today, 15
April 1975.
72. Diane Roberts, Dream State: Eight Generations of Swamp Lawyers, Conquistadors,
Confederate Daughters, Banana Republicans, and Other Florida Wildlife
(Gainesville, Florida: University Press of Florida, 2004), 318.
73. Margaria Fichtner, "ERA Gets a Boost From Men," Miami Herald, 16 February
1973.
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ing Bolton's husband who started the organization Men for ERA,'^
the focus remained largely on the pro- and anti-ERA women. As
Douglas pointed out, the focus permitted the "catfight" imagery to
dominate media reports. "As a metaphor for the struggle between
feminism and antifeminism," she wrote, "the cafight provided a
symbolic catharsis of women's internal conflict between the desire
for liberation and the longing for security."74In the case of
Senator Wilson, however, the imagery shifted to that of a female
voice in a sea of male decision makers.

Senator Lori Wilson and Fight for the ERA in Florida
Early media coverage of the women's movement focused on
the "angry woman" and created a radical image that bore little
resemblance to the lives of ordinary women and men. In time, the
media embraced Gloria Steinem as the attractive, reasonable
image of the movement-a supporter of the ERA. In the opposing
camp, Phyllis Schlafly emerged as the face of the anti-ERA effort.
Susan Douglas offered a tongue-in-cheek analysis of the "catfight"
between the two adversaries that is worth quoting at length:
Ladies and gentlemen! In this corner we have Gloria
Steinem, a beautiful, single, and childless career woman in a
miniskirt, who likens marriage to prostitution and insists that
"if men could get pregnant, abortion would be a sacrament."
In this corner, we have Phyllis Schlafly, an attractive, successful wife and mother of six in a shirtwaist, who claims
that feminism will enslave women and calls feminists a
"bunch of bitter women seeking a constitutional cure for
their personal problems."

OK, girls, the gong has sounded, have at it.75

As Douglas wrote, in a sea of media images of angry women,
"Steinem was something most feminists allegedly weren't: sexy and
extremely attractive to men."76As in the woman suffrage campaign
of the early twentieth century, the iconic figure of the movement
needed to be an appealing and sympathetic figure.
The photogenic Senator Wilson presented an attractive pub74. Douglas, Where the Girls Are, 223.
75. Ibid, 221.
76. Ibid, 227-8.
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Senator Lori Wilson. Image courtesy of Florida State Library and Archives, Tallahassee.

lic face that appealed to mainstream men and women. Like
Steinam, Wilson was a smart, attractive, media-friendly person.
Unlike the single, childless Steinem, Senator Wilson was divorced
and the mother of two although that was rarely mentioned in
media accounts. In fact, unlike media coverage of other women in
public life, Senator Wilson's marital status was rarely mentioned
in news articles. Wilson's smooth, confident presentation style
moved to be an asset in attract in^ favorable media attention.
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Although much of the attention focused on her striking beauty
and her trademark white pantsuits, Wilson felt that she was treated fairly by the mediaq7'
When the Florida Senate vote became national news-covered
by each of the three networks' evening news-Senator Wilson
became the focus. A reporter for the Tallahassee Democrat noted
that the cameramen focused "special attention" on Senator
Wilson. "Anytime she huddled with other senators" Susan Lykes
Mueller wrote, "a virtual firing squad of news photographers
clicked and whirred away in her dire~tion."'~
The public television documentary "Tallahassee Famous
People," suggests an infatuation with Wilson that few public figures
command. After Wilson answers a few short questions, the remaining segment consists of silent footage showing her sitting at her
senate-floor desk.79
Wilson's marriage to Al Neuharth, the head of the growing
Gannett newspaper chain and future founder of USA Today, and
someone who shared her political views and understood the
media's role in the political process, proved a valuable partnership
for pro-ERA forces.80As Wilson once wrote, "Fortunately, but not
accidentally, my husband and I share the same general philosophy."81Neuharth had watched his single mother struggle to make
ends meet, and it had awakened in him an awareness of gender
inequity.82The two made a powerful couple whose every action
received media coverage-even their vacation to ~ e v a d a . ~ ~
Wilson's background reflected the experiences common to
the women on whose behalf she fought for ERA ratification. Born
77. Lori Wilson, "In Their Own Words" Legislative Oral History, Legislative
Research Center & Museum, 2005, Disc 1. http://flrcm.gov/oralhistories.cfm
78. Susan Lykes Mueller, "Florida Senate kills ERA," TallahasseeDemocrat, 18April
1977.
79. WFSU-TV, Tallahassee Famous People, no date; Florida Memory, Florida
Photographic Collection, Filming Florida: Images of the Sunshine State, State
Archives of Florida, Tallahassee, Florida. http://floridamemory.com/
PhotographicCollection/filmguide.cfm.
80. The couple married in December 1973on the beach in Cocoa Beach, Florida.
"News Chain Chief, Florida Senator Wed," Charleston Daily Mail, 1 January
1974.
81. Frances Spatz Leighton, "Has Women's Lib Gone Too Far - Or Not Far
Enough?" Family Weekly, 9 June 1976, p. 4.
82. Kay Mills, A Place in the Nms, 300-303.
83. Pat O'Driscoll, "Home' Is One Of Many Stops For News Executive," Nevada
StateJournal, 28 June 1977.
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FLORIDA
FIGHTFOR EQUALITY
in North Carolina in 1937, she grew up in Tennessee and marrie
early and moved to Florida in 1960. Like many women of the pos
WWII South, she worked to put herself and her first husban
through college and raise two children. She earned a bachelor's
degree in industrial technology/mass communications from
Florida International University and later obtained a law degree
from Florida State University. Prior to her work in public office,
she was a secretary, a teacher and a school admini~trator.~~
When
a Brevard County Commissioner resigned in 1969, Wilson campaigned for a gubernatorial appointment and won it over several
well-known politicians. She retained that position in the 1970 election, representing the Kennedy Space Center area as a
Republican. Three years later she became the commissioner's
chairperson, the first woman to hold such a position in Florida.
Wilson met Neuharth on April 16, 1972-the day Apollo 16
took off for the moon-and at a pivotal moment in her personal
and political career. She had recently filed for divorce after nineteen years of marriage to her childhood sweetheart and worried
that her marital status would be politically problematic in her campaign for election to the state senate. "As a divorcee, I was uncertain how the public would react to my decision to run for the
senate. It was hard enough to run as a woman,"85she reflected. At
a time when it was possible for candidates to maintain some privacy, she and Neuhath did not date publicly; they married on New
Year's Eve, 1973.86
Wilson won her campaign for a seat in the Florida State Senate
as an Independent. The media portrayed her as the first person to be
elected to a major public office in Florida without political party affiliation and she quickly emerged as the sponsor and principal advocate of the ERA in Florida. At the time Wilson took her seat in the
Senate, the ERA had passed its first anniversary in the ratification
process, with the 1972 Florida House having passed the measure by
a vote of 91-4. The Senate did not vote in that legislative session,
deferring to the state constitutional measure requiring the majority

?
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84. Pat Sealy, "SenatorLori' Is Pivot Vote on Senate Panel,"Miami Herald, 6 April
1973.
85. Lori Wilson in Allen H. Neuharth, Confessions of an S.O.B. (New York:
Doubleday, 1989), 323.
86. Associated Press, "News Chain Chief, Florida Senator Wed," Charleston Daily
Mail, 1 January 1974.
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of the members to have been elected with the knowledge of the voters that they would be considering an amendment to the
constitution." Although the 1973 effort to enact the legislation had
been stuck in committee, the issue had become part of the public dialogue. A February 24,1973, "Women Have Frosty Debate on Rights,"
article reported one of the opening rounds in the so-called "catfight."
The event highlighted in the article was a debate between pro-ERA
State Representative Elaine Gordon and Shirley Spellerberg, president of the Miami anti-ERA group Women for Responsible
Legislation. Defending herself against a charge of being "masculine"
that opponents of the ERA frequently used against advocates for the
admendment, Representative Gordon declared that she did not consider herself masculine. The response quoted by the reporter and the
descriptive term used to characterize the voice of Spellerberg presaged the "catfight" of hture media reports: "'Oh, I think you are
masculine,' Mrs. Spellerberg purred."88
In April 1973, as Wilson became the seventh member of a previously six-member Senate Judiciary Committee that had split
equally over forwarding the ERA for full Senate debate, the Miami
Herald continued its woman-versus-woman coverage of the debate.
One story focused on Ruth Householder, a veterinarian and president of the South Dade Chapter of the National Organization for
Women who argued for passage and Evangeline Norton, second
vice-president of the Florida Federation of Women's Clubs, who
opposed the measure.89 Here again, the divisions were more complex than they appeared; the General Federation of Women's
Club officially favored of the E m g 0The public perception of a
"catfight" could hardly be avoided when local leaders were divided
over the issue and took exception to the position of the organization they represented.
87. For examples of media portrayal of Wilson, see Frances Spatz Leighton, "Has
Women's Lib Gone Too Far-Or Not Far Enough?"Family Weekly, 8 June
1976; Carver, "TheEqual Rights Amendment,"459. The provision regarding
legislative votes was typical of post-Civil War southern constitutions and
reflected lingering animosity over Reconstruction requirements regarding
ratification of the 14th Amendment.
88. Jay Maeder, "Women Have Frosty Debate Rights,"Miami Herald, 24 February
1973.
89. "The ERA: Two Florida Women Take Opposite Views," Miami Herald, 11
February 1973.
90. Margaria Fichtner, "Federation Reaffirms ERA Support," Miami Herald, 8
February 1973.
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National figures in the ERA battle continued to visit the state
and the media commented on their femininity. Anti-ERA Schlafly
was described in the Miami Herald as sporting a "big sunny smile
and a size 10 organza dress with a feminine white ruffle" during a
visit to Miami.g1Julie Eisenhower came to the city to argue for passage. The Miami Herald also noted Eisenhower's smile and her
"striking yellow floor-length cotton dress."92On the other hand,
there were local demonstrations covered by the media that rejected
the lady-like images previously described. A February 1973 Miami
Herald story described a legislative committee hearing on the ERA
held at a Miami PBS station. The lead described the women as
"cheering and hooting" over the issue. At one point, Rep. Robert
Harnett admonished: "We're not going to allow ourselves to have a
cheerleading contest. I think it only proper that we discipline ourselves as adults. Surely your emotions are c~ntrollable?"~~
When the ratification measure came to a vote in the House,
Florida lawmakers voted 5464 against the measure. Florida
Supreme Court Justice James C. Adkins Jr. stated his disappointment over the failure of ratification. He said that the ERA opponents were wrong when they argued that the 14" Amendment
meant there was no need for the ERA. He also pointed out that privacy laws would outlaw unisex bathrooms and that homosexual
marriages would be outlawed because homosexuality was a
crime.94These points were rarely addressed by reporters during
the debates in subsequent efforts to ratify the amendment.
Both houses did attempt to create some legislation aimed at
equality. In April 1973, the Florida Senate passed a bill that outlawed
sex discrimination in all areas of business other than salary differences. The Senate rejected attempts by Senator Wilson to expand
the proposed bill to cover wage discrimination and to include the
payment of court costs and attorney fees in discrimination cases?5 In
May 19'73, the Florida House approved, by a vote of 1061, a bill that
outlawed discrimination "based on sex, marital status or race in the
91. Janet Chusmir, "Schlafly:We Don't Need ERA,"Miami Herald, 6 March 1973.
92. Jean Wardlow, "JulieSmiles, Askew Exhorts At Women's Convention Here,"
Miami Herald, 27 March 1973.
93. Margaria Fichtner, "400 Give Equal Cheers, Boos to Give Women's Rights
Measure,"Miami Herald, 16 February 1973.
94. Associated Press, "Adkins 'Disappointed' By Defeat of ERA," 13 May 1973.
95. William Arnlong, "Senate Bill Forbids Sex Bias in Business; Salary Excluded,"
Miami Herald, 20 April 1973.
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area of loaning money, granting credit, or equal services provided.96
The sponsor of the senate bill, Senator Dan Scarborough of
Jacksonville, described it dismissively as "a little ERA bill."97
In 1974, SenatorWilson won reelection to the Senate with nearly sixty percent of the vote in a three-way race against a
Republication and a Democrat. The Florida ERA battle continued
to heat up on both sides. In April 1974, ERA sponsor Senator Wilson
hoped that testimony on the measure would be "legalistic, unemotional and respon~ive."~~
She expressed her optimism regarding ratification in Florida due to a close vote in another southern state: "I
think Georgia defeating it by just 30 votes or so is a good sign-we
didn't think it would be that close because they're still pretty much
in the Dark Ages up there."99The fight in Georgia paralleled the
Florida fight. Georgia Representative Dorsey Matthews fought
against passage saying the ERA "stinks of Communism" and that it
would degrade women and be a step toward homosexual marriage.
Pro-ERA Representative John Carlisle said arguments against passage were "as unrealistic and as unacceptable as the arguments
against desegregation in the mid-1950s."loo
Senator Wilson later noted her position on equality predated
the official beginnings of the women's "liberation" movement. She
said: "I was already liberated. I cut my teeth on the concept of liberty for all people."lol This position is similar to some members of
the women's movement who did not necessarily associate with the
idea they had been "liberated." Instead, they argued they had
always felt as though they were equals to men. They did, however,
argue that the ERA was needed to r e c w inequities in the law. In
a speech before the senate on April 10, 1974, Wilson tied ratification of the ERA to the nation's history of liberty:
Let us step back in time only 200 years. The birth of this
great document that we are considering changing or
amending today.
96. United Press International, "DiscriminationForbidden By Sex,"31 May 1973.
97. United Press International, "SexDiscrimination Outlawed in Business, Credit
Matters,"1June 1973.
98. Robert Shaw,Jr.,"ERA- Senate Showdown Today,"Miami Herakl, 10 April 1974.
99. United Press International, "5 More States Needed to Pass ERA, Close Vote
Seen in Florida Legislature,"Miami Herald, 12 February 1974.
100. United Press International, "Amendment for Equal Rights Rejected by
Georgia, 10470,"Miami Herald, 30 January 1974.
101. Frances Spatz Leighton, "Has Women's Lib Gone Too Far - Or Not Far
Enough?"Family Weekly, 9 June 19'76, p. 4.
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The notion that all people stand as equals before the law
was not the original understanding of the times. Only
white, male property owners could vote. Only 20% of the
whole adult population of this Country were eligible to
vote for delegates and only a fraction of those actually did.
The original document did not even include the Bill of
Rights. No freedom of speech, no freedom of press, no
freedom of religion.
Thankfully, there were those that felt it was not enough to
presume the sanctity of those human rights whose violation was all too familiar to the Founding Fathers. 'You
must," said Thomas Jefferson, "specify these liberties and
put them down on paper."
Congress ratified the first 10 amendments in 1'791, but
almost a century later the slaves had to be freed by the 13"
amendment.
Three years later, the States felt further protection of equality under the law was needed and passed the now famous
14" amendment. To those who have been told that equal
protection already exists under the equal protection clause
of 14" amendment, I will c e r w to you that the U.S.
Supreme Court has consistently ruled against or thrown out
the 14" amendment suits contending sex discrimination.

If the 14" amendment is enough, why did we need the 15"
amendment giving black males the right to vote and why was
Susan B. Anthony thrown injail along with other women two
years after the 14&amendment was ratified for trying to vote
as a woman-and I would remind you that it took another
half century to get the 19" amendment (which Florida
never ratified) and secure the right to vote for all.
Another half century has passed. Another moment in history. We have before us an idea whose time has come:
That we hold these truths to be self-evident that all people
are created equal under the Constit~tion.'~~
102. Remarks of Senator Lori Wilson to the Florida Senate regarding the Equal
Rights Amendment, April 10, 1974. Located in Florida and National NOW
Activities and Records, 19'73 - 1982. Box 16, folder 3'7. P.K. Yonge Library of
Florida History, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida.
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In April 1974, the Florida Senate followed the lead of the
House the previous spring and voted 21-19 against ratification. In
his remarks, Senator Jack Gordon of Miami asked for reason:
"Suppose the wording of the amendment was changed from
'rights shall not be abridged' to 'may be abridged,' making it an
unequal rights amendment. Would anyone here vote for that?"
Senator Charles Weber, of Ft. Lauderdale, raised his hand and said
he would.lo3
In 1975, the Florida House approved the ERA by a vote of 6158 but the Senate rejected it by a vote of 21-17. Senator Wilson's
counterpart in the House was Representative Elaine Gordon. The
media coverage of their partnership was one of the few media representations that did not pit woman-against-woman.
Representative Gordon had broken numerous barriers herself. An
often cited anecdote about Gordon recalled her first day in the
House when she used black tape to cover the 'i' and the 's' in order
to clariftr that she was "Ms Gordon" rather than "Miss Gordon."
The media later featured photos of the women together laughing.lo4In a 1975 article about promises for ERA votes, Wilson is
quoted as saying "Elaine and I are both able to count."105The positive press coverage of their partnership in the effort to ratiftr the
amendment was a rare exception to "the catfight" concept.
In 1976, another woman joined Wilson in the senate,
Tampa's Betty Castor. In November of that year Senator Wilson
predicted that the senate would ratify the ERA if the legislation
could get out of the committee; she said that she had at least 22
"yes votes" in the 40-member body. However moving the measure to the senate floor was more problematic than Wilson's statements suggested; Senate Rules Committee Chairman Tom
Gallen threatened to kill the proposed legislation in committee.lo6By December, two senators who had voted against the ERA
in the past announced they would switch their votes: Lake City's
Senator Pete Skinner and Eustis's Senator Jim Glisson. Wilson
103. Robert ShawJr. "FloridaSenate Defeats ERA by 21-19 Vote," Miami Herald, 11
April 1974.
104. Photo accompanies article Richard White and Peggy Shaw, "Behind the
Scenes of the E.R.A.'sFlorida Defeat,"Florida Accent, 6 July 1975, p. 11.
105. Associated Press, "ERA Backers Take Aim At Florida's Elections," Sunday
Gazette Mail (Charleston,West Virginia), 9 November 19'75.
106. Associated Press and United Press International,""ERAProspects Are Good,
Sen. Lori Wilson Says," St. Petersburg Times, 19 November 1976.
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countered this setback with statements that she had other private
,
/i:
promises of "yes votes."lo7
In March 1976, feminist leader Catherine East was scheduled
to debate anti-ERA Phyllis Schlafly at the Tiger Bay Club in
Tallahassee. East felt she had been put at a disadvantage by the
male organization that sponsored the event and she was not able
to offer a rebuttal to Shlafly's charges. East later wrote to a Tiger
Bay Club official, "I was very disappointed that the format of the
meeting did not conform with what I was promised."108Despite
her experience with the debate, East continued to work on passage
of the ERA in Florida. Her papers include note cards about each
of the Florida senators and strategies on how to approach them.log
By January 1977, 18 senators vowed to vote for the ERA and 13
were against. The remaining 9 senators did not reveal their votes.110
The Florida House committee passed the ERA in January by a vote of
6 5 . The media noted that the female members split their votesanother example of the catfight image."' It also buoyed the argument that the women could not decide what they wanted and thus
the legislation should not pass. In February of 1977, Florida Senator
Kenneth MacKay announced he had switched and would now vote
for the ERA. Wilson assured proponents, "I see a conservative count
of 21 and the possibility of a comfortable 22. Time is on the side of
the right and it is the right thing to do."l12 But, by April the vote
switching had taken a negative turn for pro-ERA forces. St.
Petersburg's Senator Henry Sayler, who initially supported the ERA
in 1972, switched his vote. He said his change was due to the language in the legislation giving Congress too much power. That
change would split the senate equally. Daytona Beach Senator Edgar
Dunn said he, too, was considering changing his pro-ERA support."3
107. United Press International, "Passage of ERA Is a Step Closer," Tallahassee
Democrat, December 16,1976. United Press International, "Vote Shift to Help
ERA Senate Cause," Miami Herald, 16. December 1976.
108. Catherine East letter to David Barrett,April 10,1976. Papers of Catherine East, box
6, folder 67, Schlesinger Library, Harvard Library. Hereafter cited as East Papers.
109. Catherine East notes. East Papers, box 24, folder 17.
110. Carey English, "E.R.A. is 3 Shy of Majority," TallahasseeDemocrat, 5January 1977.
111. Virginia Ellis, "ERA Speaks By House Committee," St. Petersburg Times, 13
January 1977.
112. Associated Press, "MacKay Support Aids ERA," Gainemilk Sun, 23 February 1977.
113. United Press International, "Vote Switch Leaves ERA in doubt," Tallahassee
Democrat, 5 April 1977. The charge that Section 2 giving congress the power
to enforce the amendment became a rallying cry against the ratification by
those who argued for states' rights.
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Anti-ERA advocates were well-organized and visible throughout the ratification
process. Image courte~of the flm'da State Library and Archives, Tallahassee.

With a national spotlight on the state, leaders on each side
came to the state for the 19'77 ratification vote, including Schlafly
and Friedan. Numerous newspapers ran profiles of Friedan when
she spoke in Sarasota.l14The media coverage followed the leaders
and the vote was part of the national evening news. A consistent
frame in the pro-ERA coverage was the concept of the "New
South" that embraced equality.l15 The counter to this argument
was that it was these kinds of decisions that brought "school busing
and that took prayer out of schools."116
As promises for votes went back and forth, it soon became
clear the ERA would not pass. The national evening news covered
the votes to varying degrees. The ABC news, with Barbara Walters
114. Charlie Huisking, "Betty Friedan In Sarasota Pushing for ERA Passage,"
Herald-Tribune (Sarasota), 8 April 1977; Grace Allen, "Crowd Cheers for
Friedan's Equal Rights Speech," Bradenton Herald, 10 April 1977; Judith
Collins, "She Says Florida Women Need ERA," News Tribune, 4 April 1977;
Debi Witaschek, "Betty Friedan Blasts Anti-ERA Arguments," unknown
Florida newspaper, 5 April 1977.
115. 'Year of the Women," St. Petersburg Times, 18 November 1976.
116. Virginia Ellis, "ERA Speaks By House Committee," St. Petersburg Times, 13
January 1977.
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as the anchor, devoted less than a minute to the Florida ERA vote
Walters read a few statements about the debate, but there was n
reporting from the scene."' The CBS coverage, with
Cronkite as the anchor, lasted about three and a half minu
featured a female reporter in Florida with approximately 45 seconds of Senator Wilson speaking.l18David Brinkley, the anchor on
NBC, devoted five minutes to the issue. The coverage included a
male journalist covering the vote in Florida and about 20 seconds
of Senator Wilson speaking. The conclusion of the coverage
included Brinkley interviewing a pro-ERA woman, wearing pearls,
who promised that the fight would c ~ n t i n u e . " ~
When the Senate voted against the ERA on April 13, 19'77,
Wilson used the national spotlight to chastise the male lawmakers
for trying to hold onto tradition that marginalized women. In
remarks that were later published in a brochure, she blamed the
loss on traditional southern views that limited roles for women and
pointed out that the ERA had not been passed in Alabama,
Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma, North
Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia. She said:

'

4

In all 10 of these Southern states, ERA remains in trouble.

As a native Southerner ... I ask you: Why?
The answer, my fellow Senators, is sadly the same throughout the South:
It's because the Good Ole Boys in the Southern legislatures traditionally do not consider people issues, like the
ERA, on their merit.
She went on to cite historical fights against social change in the
South, including the civil rights struggles. She warned her colleagues that fighting against change was useless. She said: "Let me
assure you that the Good Ole Boys in the Senate and elsewhere in
the South are clutching at pseudo power that will not last." She

117. Barbara Walters, "ERA/Florida Defeat,"ABC Evening News, 13 April 1977.
Vanderbilt University Television Archives, Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tennessee. Hereafter cited as Television Archives.
118. Walter Cronkite, "ERA/Florida Defeat," CBS Evening News, 13 April 1977.
Television Archives.
119. David Brinkley, "ERA/Florida Defeat," NBC Evening News, 13 April 1977.
Television Archives.
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asked the Senators to recognize equality for all residents and concluded with: "I had a dream that a Southern boy could grow up to
be president; I have a dream that our Good Ole Boys can grow up
to be men."120According to national coverage, "As she spoke in
the Florida Senate of 'the same old Southern trail which leads
nowhere,' sardonic cheering broke out in the gallery among ERA
opponents, who were dressed in red. Pro-ERA women, dressed in
green, were silent. Said Senator Wilson: 'I'm embarrassed for the
South.'"121The coverage in Time magazine concurred. According
to its April 25, 1977 issue:
Indeed, Southern conservatism is now the major obstacle to
passage of the amendment. Two-thirds of the states that
have refused to r a t e the ERA are in the South-which still
proclaims the romantic ideal of womanhood, and where
resentment continues to fester over civil rights laws and constitutional amendments passed almost a century ago. As the
Rev. Bob Clark, a fundamentalist pastor, thundered during
a Florida radio talk show: "Section 2 [of the ERA] says the
Congress shall have the power to enforce the article. There's
Big Daddy Fed again... When you start getting the Federal
Government in on i t that's where the trouble begins."ln
Conclusion
The Miami Herald ran an editorial cartoon that summed up
the status of the Florida ERA. It featured a cleaning woman scrubbing the floor beneath a sign of the final, non-ratifying ERA vote.
The 1977 vote was a bitter loss for the Florida ERA supporters.
They had not been as well organized as the anti-ERA groups and
did not spend time debunking the ERA myths. Emory University
political science professor Eleanor Main said: "We should have
presented evidence to prove, for example, that the privacy act
would preclude unisex
Senator Wilson's fellow lawmak-

120. Lori Wilson, "Why ERA Is In Trouble In the South," 13 April 1977.Remarks
to the Florida Senate and reprinted in a brochure. ERA campaigns, Florida
and National NOW Activities and Records, 1973 - 1982.Box 16,folder 37.
P.K. Yonge Library of Florida History.
121. "The Unmaking of an Amendment," Time magazine, 25 April 1977.
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/O,9171,918888,00.html.
122. Ibid.
123.Anastasia Toufexis, "WhatKilled Equal Rights?" Time, 12July 1982.
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er Representative Elaine Gordon said, "We all tried to tell them
how the process worked and the importance of things like raising
money, but they didn't believe us. They thought that just being
right was enough."124
The media played a role in not explaining the impact of the
ERA.Instead of truly analyzing the issues, more attention was paid
to whether protestors wore bras or the future status of public bathrooms. It is also problematic that while so many studies showed voters wanted the legislation to pass, reporters did not use these
statistics to question senators on why they voted the way they did.
Too often, the debate was reduced to the "catfight" image that
Douglas cited. While much of the examination of the ERA battle
has focused on the organizations involved, this study shows that
media representation should be factored into any analysis of the
confusion that surrounded ratification efforts.
Clearly, Senator Wilson's beauty, which attracted media attention, proved to be a distraction. Photos of her were common--often
in stories in which she was briefly quoted. The most obvious example of her image as the message is the documentary in which most
of time the camera simply follows her. After the 1977 vote, Senator
Wilson did not seek re-election, although her advocacy for equal
rights continued. As she became more involved in Gannett, she
explained: "Contrary to popular opinion, I was more involved with
Gannett than A1 was involved in my political life." She accompanied
her husband on his business trips and sat in on sessions with newspaper heads from across the country. As one of the few women in
the room, she could not help but notice that all of the newspaper
executives were white men. "As the prime sponsor of the ERA
Amendment in the Florida Senate," she stated, "I realized Gannett
needed its own ERA Amendment."125In February 1979, the former
senator was hired as a consultant to the media company as a pointperson in Neuharth's mission to transform "an all lily-white male
organization to a very, very diversified company where you really
could earn your way by working no matter your ethnic background
or race or religion or sex."126The couple divorced in 1982.1P7

124. Ibid.
125. Lori Wilson in A1 Neuharth, Confssions of an S.O.B., 326.
126. J. Donald Brandt, A History of Gannett (Arlington,Virginia: Gannett Co., Inc.,
1993), 407.
127. "People,"Syracuse Herald-Tm'bune,19 January 1982.
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Wilson's continued fight for equality in another realm mirrors
what other women's right leaders continued to do-fight for gender equality in new areas.128As victories for women's rights were
made on various fronts, the concept of women's rights went from
a social movement to a collection of interest groups.129
Understanding the history of the ERA at the state level is important to understand the intersection between social movements and
policy outcomes, especially as the debate over women's rights took
place within boundaries of tradition and the ~ 0 u t h . l ~ ~
The ERA came before the Florida legislature again in 1979
and 1982, but was defeated each time. By then, much of the fight
for the ERA had died out. In a March 14, 19'79 article, feminist
Roxcy Bolton noted that the urgency to pass the ERA was over.lsl
In a later interview, Bolton reflected on the experience and concluded that failure was a matter of women not working together.ls2 Bolton, who had been a national officer in NOW, quit the
organization in 19'76 over what she viewed as the denigration of
motherhood by the group. More than two decades later she said
that one of the biggest disappointments of her life was the ERA
not being ratified.ls3
The pro-ERA group continued to fight for change by encouraging organizations to refuse to hold conventions in states that did
not r a e the ERA. Florida felt the impact of this pressure. The
AFLCIO canceled its plans to hold a convention in October 19'79
in Miami Beach and the American Federation of Teachers moved
its meeting to Honolulu rather than Miami later in 1979.
Ultimately, however, this economic pressure did not push the ERA
forward. The momentum for passage had slowed.
The national fight for the ERA was considered dead in 1982
three states shy of the 38 needed for ratification. Ten years had
elapsed since Congress had first passed the amendment; a three128. Associated Press, "ERARests But Women Chip Away At Sex Laws," TheFZorida
Times-Union (Jacksonville,Florida), 19 April 1976.
129. This concept is explored in Anne N. Costain, "Representing Women: The
Transition from Social Movement to Interest Group," The Western Political
Quarterb, Vol. 34, no. 1 (March 1981), 100-113.
130. Soule and Olzak, "WhenDo Movements Matter?", 474.
131. Ena Naunton, "Roxcy on ERA," Miami Herald, 14 March 1979.
132. Roxcy Bolton, Straight Talk with Audrey Finkelstein, WLRN-FM, 18 November
1977. State Archives of Florida, M82-12, Box I.
133. Elinor J. Brecher, "RoxcyBolton Looks Back After Suffering a Stroke and a
Heart Attack,"Miami Herald, 10 December 1998.
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year extension had been granted in 1979. In the years since the
battle over ERA ended, several states have added their own ERA to
their constitutions and many of the arguments against the ratification, such as women in the military, are no longer relevant.
Moreover, some issues raised against ratification are now present
despite the defeat of the amendment. Same-sexmarriages are now
legal in several states; and unisex facilities are common in many
retail outlets under the label "family restrooms."
The fight for the ERA may not be over. As of Spring 2007, the
15 states that have not ratified the ERA are Alabama, Arizona,
Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri,
Nevada, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Utah and
Virginia. A legal strategy to revive the ERA was created a decade
ago. It was based on a "three-statestrategy" that was developed after
1992, when the Twenty-Seventh Amendment to the Constitution
was ratified 203 years after its passage by Congress.ls4Acceptance of
this ratification period has led supporters to argue that Congress
has the power to maintain the legal viability of the ERA's existing
35 state ratifications. Supporters also argued that the ERA's time
limit is open to challenge because Congress already demonstrated
a willingness to extend the original deadline for ratification from
1979 to 1982. This would mean that Congress could accept state ratifications that occur after 1982 and keep the existing 35 ratifications
alive. A bill in the 108th Congress stipulates that the House of
Representatives shall take any necessary action to v e r q ratification
of the ERA when an additional three states ratify.135
Since 1995, ratification bills have been introduced in six of the
unratified states including Florida. Understanding the battles in
the 1970s for the Florida ERA is helpful in the current argument
for the amendment. Most of the arguments of the anti-ERA movement have proven untrue or irrelevant. Some legal scholars continue to argue for the ERA's passage. On April 1, 2008, the Florida
SenateJudiciary Committee passed a resolution to ratify the Equal
Rights Amendment. The concurrent resolution, sponsored by
Senator Gwen Margolis, was passed by an 8 to 3 vote. The resolu-
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134. Alison L. Held, Sheryl L. Herndon, and Danielle M. Stager, "The Equal
Rights Amendment: Why the ERA Remains Legally Viable and Properly
Before the States" William & Mary Journal of Women and the Law, Vol. 3, no. 2
(Spring 1997), 113-13'7.
135. The Equal Rights Amendments, "Frequently Asked Questions,"
http://www.equalrightsamendment.org/ Accessed 2'7January 200'7.
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tion went on to the Senate Rules Committee. As in previous efforts
to ratify the amendment, there continues to be opposition to the
legislation. In May 2008 example of the power of the ERA opposition, Washington University in St. Louis awarded Phyllis Schlafly
an honorary doctorate over the objection of many of the faculty
and students.
Proponents point out that every constitution in the world written after World War I1 includes an ERA-like statement that men
and women are equals. In the words of Supreme Court Justice
Ruth Bader Ginsberg:

I,

The Equal Rights Amendment remains important in a
symbolic sense. Every modern human rights declaration in
the world, at least since 19'70, contains a statement that
men and women are persons of equal dignity entitled to
the laws' equal respect. I would write the lawmakers of the
United States in Congress and in the States to perfect the
fundamental instrument of government in this regard for
the sake of my daughter, my granddaughters and all the
daughters in generations yet to come. I would like to see
in our Constitution this clarion statement of bedrock principle-equal rights shall not be denied or abridged on
account of sex.136

136. Ruth Pollack, The Equal Rights Amendment: Unfinished Business for the
Constitution, Educational Film Center, 1998.
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A Re-assessment of Seminoles, Africans, and
Slavery on the Florida Frontier
by Kevin Kokomoor

R

ecently, the focus on slavery within native societies has benefited from a great deal of scholarly attention, and several
nfluential volumes have examined slavery as it existed within a number of southern tribes, including Cherokees, Chickasaws
and Choctaws, Creeks, and particularly Seminoles.' In other studies, historians have focused on the phenomenon of "marronage,"
experiences that "can be seen to hold a special significance for the
Kevin Kokomoor is a Ph.D. student at Florida State University studying early
American history. The author wishes to thank Dr. John M. Belohlavek at the
University of South Florida and Dr. Andrew K Frank at Florida State University for
their support and assistance iri completing this manuscript.
1. For a general appraisal, see William G. McLoughlin, "Red Indians, Black
Slavery and White Racism: America's Slaveholding Indians." American
Quarterly, 26 (October 1974). Excepting Seminoles, the most influential
examples of scholarship dealing with slavery and native societies consider the
Cherokee and Creek nations. These include: Fay A. Yarbrough, Race and the
Cherokee Nation: Sovereignty in the Nineteenth Century (Philadelphia:University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2008) ; Patrick N. Minges, Slavery in the Cherokee Nation: The
Keetoowah Society and the Defining of a PeopEe, 1855-1867 (New York, NY:
Routledge, 2003); R. Halliburton,Jr., Red Over Black: Black Slavery Among the
CherokeeIndians (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1977);Daniel F. Littlefield,
Jr., AJizcans and Creeks: From the Colonial Pm'od to the Civil War (Westwood, CT:
Greenwood Press, 1979);Katja May, AJizcan Americans and Native Americans in
the Creek and Cherokee Nations, 1830s to 1920s: Collision and Collusion Studies in
African American History and Culture (New York, NY: Garland Publishing,
Inc., 1996); Claudio Saunt, A N m Order of Things: Propertyy Power, and the
Transformation of the Creek Indians, 1 733-1816 (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1999);Gary Zellar, Afican Creeks:Estelvste and the Creek Nation
Race and Culture in the American West Series, vol. 1 (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 2007)
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study of slave societies."* Eugene Genovese, for instance, suggested that some Indian communitieswere "utterly transformed by the
entrance of large numbers of blacks," a phenomenon that
although not widespread, resonated deeply in the Florida territory.3 Experts in the colonial Spanish era have remarked with interest not only on the ways in which the Spanish treated Africans, but
also the ways Africans and Seminoles came together in common
defense when protecting what was essentially a Spanish buffer zone
in north Florida. Historians of slavery have contended that
Florida's harsh experiences with the institution came in response
to the threat posed by their combined presence. And lastly, those
focusing on Seminole history have contended that the First and
Second Seminole Wars-the second a remarkably costly affairwere actually a direct r e ~ u l t . ~

2.

3.
4.

Richard Price loosely defined marronage as runaway slave communities that
"dotted the fringes of plantation America, from Brazil to the Southeastern
United States, from Peru to the American Southwest." They were societies
that "ranged from tiny bands that survived less than a year to powerful states
encompassing thousands of members and surviving for generations or centuries." Richard Price, ed., Maroon Societies: Rebel Slave Communities in the
Americas, 3rded. (Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996),
1-2. See also: David W. Cohen and Jack P. Greene, eds., Neither Slave nm Free:
The Freedmen of Afican Descent in the Slave Societies of the New World (Baltimore,
MD: TheJohns Hopkins University Press, 1972),1; MelvilleJ. Herskovits, Myth
of the Negro Past (Boston,MA: Beacon Press, 1958, [1941]),xix.
Eugene D. Genovese, From Rebellion to Revolution: A f i e A W c a n Slave Revolts in
the Making of the Modem World (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
1979),75.
For scholarship on the Colonial Spanish period, see Peter M. Voelz, Slave and
Soldier: The Military Impact of Blacks in the Colonial Americas, Studies in African
American History and Culture (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1993);
Jane Landers, Black Sociee in Spanish Hwida (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 1999). For Black Seminoles in relation to slavery in Florida: Kevin
Mulroy, The Seminole Freedmen: A Histmy (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 2007) and Freedom on the Bm&: The Seminole Maroons in florida, the
Indian Territmy, Coahuila, and Texas (Lubbock: Texas Tech University Press,
1993);Kenneth Wiggins Porter, The Black Seminoles: Histmy ofa FreedomSeeking
People, revised and edited by Alcione M. Amos and Thosmas P. Senter
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1996) and The Negro on the A m s c a n
Frontier (New York: Arno Press, 1971); Larry Eugene Rivers, Slavery in Rhida:
T&twial Days to Emancipation (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2000),
and Julia Floyd Smith, Slavery and Plantation Growth in Antebellum l%rida, 18211860 (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1973). For arguments that deal
specifically with the connection between runaways, Seminoles, and slave
codes, see Canter Brown, Jr., "Race Relations in Territorial Florida, 18211845," Florida Histmica1 Quarterb 73 (January 1995): 287-307. For studies of
Seminole culture and of the Seminole Wars: Brent Weisman, Unconquered
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In all of these historians' exposition, however, the most contested efforts are still those that have attempted to illustrate to
what length Africans, claimed as slaves, actually represented
bondsmen in Seminole country. On the one hand, various scholars from across the profession have contributed to an increasingly
clearer understanding of this dynamic and many times hazy relationship. On the other, as this paper suggests, the majority of the
most vigorous studies have come from specialists of the African
Ainerican experience, or of slavery generally.5 Their evaluations
of blacks in the territory stress maroon identities, cultural autonomy, and an African tradition. As a result, however, they minimalize cultural interaction with Natives, eschewing what one scholar
has considered Africans' remarkable ability to "adapt effectively to
uncertain environments" by blending with Seminoles culturally,
politically, and militarilyS6An extreme example of this trend in
scholarship is Kevin Mulroy's recently published The Seminole
Freedmen, where the author maintains that those we now consider
Black Seminoles are in fact "not today and never were Seminole
~ n d i a n . Instead,
"~
they developed as independent maroon communities who occasionally allied with, but for the most part lived in
parallel to, Seminoles in colonial and territorial Florida. While
this interpretation was developed early and briefly as the foundation for Mulroy's larger treatment of Seminole Freedmen in the
post removal West, his assessment of Africans in early colonial and
territorial Florida shares a great deal with the analytical conclusions of other historians, choosing to focus on Africans independent of Natives, rather than telling their story in Florida as one
component of a larger Seminole one.

5.
6.

7.

People: &da's Seminole and Miccosukee Indians (Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 1999) and L i h Beads on a String: A Culture History of the Seminole Indians
in N o r t h Peninsular FZurida (Tuscaloosa:University of Alabama Press, 1989); J.
Leitch Wright, The Only Land They Knew: The Tragic Story ofthe American Indians
in the Old South (New York: Free Press, 1981), and Creeks and Seminoles: The
Destruction and Regeneration of the Muscogulge People (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1986);Edwin McReynolds, The Seminoles (Norman:University of
Oklahoma Press, 1957);John and Mary Lou Missall, The Seminole Wars:America's
Longest Indian ConJict, The Florida History and Culture Series (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2004);John Mahon, History of the Second Seminole War,
1835-1842 (Gainesville:University Presses of Florida, 1985, [I9671) .
For an example of these types of historians, see Rivers, Slavery in FImz'da,
Mulroy, Seminole Freedmen, and Porter, Negro on the American Frontier.
Melinda Beth Micco, "Freedmenand Seminoles:Forging a Seminole Nation,"
(Ph.D. diss., University of California at Berkeley, 1995), 22.
Mulroy, The Seminole Freedmen, m.
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According to this methodology, maroons, escaped slaves, and
other Africans lived in proximity to Seminoles, but sought to
remain culturally and politically autonomous. This paper argues
that while such a thesis may be an enticing alternative to others that
place considerable weight on cultural adoption by Africans of
Seminole traditions, it reconstructs the historical account of Nativeblack interaction by overemphasizing a handful of culturally
African retentions while ignoring the multitude of Indigenous
influences-to say nothing of the ways African traditions influenced
Seminole ones. Culturally African or maroon traditions are maximized, and Seminole ones are marginalized. Once entrenched
assumptions concerning intermarriage and adoption are questioned or reversed, while military alliances are denied long-term
societal consequences. While such an argument places unprecedented agency in the hands of Africans, to deny the inextricably
close connections bridging two groups, and to attempt to tell the
larger Seminole story without "both strands of its culture," one
scholar has agreed, "amounts to obscuring reality.'@
A number of specific examples evince this methodology, and
many clearly draw upon Creek and Seminole cultural traditions.
First, agriculture and tribute must be reexamined using a Native
model, not one based on the institution of southern plantation
slavery. The observations that many historians have relied on must
be examined outside their authors' prejudices and placed in a
more explanatory, Seminole context. Similarly, Native traditions
of bondage, captivity, clan and community ownership must replace
charges of slavery that conflate Seminole customs with European
ones. Next, cultural, societal, and physical similarities between
Seminoles and maroons, including religion and dress but particularly intermarriage, also need to be reevaluated using Creek precedents. And finally, political and military alliances-historically the
most self-evident connections between the two groups-must be
re-examined and reasserted. In short, by examining the sources
with an eye on Native traditions, rather than European or even
Caribbean ones, we can glean an even more accurate account of
Africans in Seminole country.
One of the countless commentators in Seminole country during the Second Seminole War, John Sprague, noted that culturally, Seminoles treated the blacks under their control strikingly
8.

Micco, "Freedmen and Seminoles," 20.
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SEMINOLES,
AFRICANS,
AND SLAVERY
different than did whites in the territory. "Sometimes they became
free allies," he wrote, "sometimes slaves.. .but if they were slaves,
the bondage was much lighter than that enforced by white men."g
Decades later Ohio abolitionist Joshua Giddings advocated likewise, noticing of the Seminoles that "they held their slaves in a
state between that of servitude and freedom; the slave usually living with his own family and occupying his time as he pleased."10
Insight into the exact place these blacks shared seems widespread
in observations throughout the nation and through decades of
travel; examples can be found in journals, correspondences, and ,
memoirs. In one of the more general and informative accounts,
for instance, Seminole Indian Agent Wiley Thompson expl
in 1835 that:
"They live in villages separate, and, in many cases, remote
from their owners, and enjoying equal liberty with their
owners, with the single exception that the slave supplies
his owner, annually, from the product of his little field,
with corn, in proportion to the amount of the crop; and in
no instance, that has come to my knowledge; exceeding
ten bushels; the residence is considered the property of
the slave. Many of these slaves have stocks of horses, cows,
and hogs, with which the Indian owner never assumes the
right to intermeddle.""
General George McCall recalled similar examples almost a
decade earlier while on his own tour of Seminole country in
1826. He visited one of the territory's sizable black settlements,
Peliklikaha, and described its inhabitants as a group of "runaway
slaves from Georgia, who have put themselves under the protection of Micanopy, or some other chief, whom they call master."
Speaking in the language of masters and slaves, McCall explained
how blacks possessed large fields "of the finest land," and pro9.

John T. Sprague, The Origin, Progress, and Conclusion of the Florida War,
(Gainesville:University of Florida Press, 1964, [1848]), xxv.
10. Joshua Giddings, The Florida Exiles and the War fm Slavery (Gainesville:
University of Florida Press, 1964, [1858]), 79. For more examples, see
McReynolds, The Seminoles, 21; Mark Van Doren, ed., The Travels of William
Bartram (New York: Dover, 1928), 183; Clarence E. Carter, ed., Tem'torial
Papers of the United States (Washington D.C.: Government Printing Off~ce,
1956-1962), 22: 857. Hereafter, TP.
11. American State Papers: Military AfSairs (Washington D.C.: Gales and Seaton,
1832-1860), 6: 533. Hereafter, ASPMA.
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duced large crops of corn, beans, melons, etc. Still, they rendered a tribute to the chief of their associated settlement, and a
portion of the livestock or wild game they accumulated.
"Otherwise, they are free to go and come at pleasure, and in
some cases are elevated to the position of equality with their masters." Even their houses, in some instances, were larger and more
comfortable than Indian homes. Likewise, Seminole Indian
Agent Gad Humphreys noted in 1827 that "the Negroes of the
Seminole Indians, are wholly independent, or at least regardless
of the authority of their masters.. .they work only when it suits
their inclination and are their own judges, as to what portion, of
the products of their labour, shall go to their owners'." Their
habits were with few exceptions, the agent concluded, "indolent
in the extreme."12
Numerous others noted similarly: for the most part, blacks
lived independently, "and enjoy an equal share of liberty." They
managed their stocks and crops, "as they pleased," giving what
share to village chiefs as they thought proper. "In the case of the
[Indian] Negroes," another suggested, "though comparatively
civilized, in their manners pursue pretty much the same mode of
life as their owners." They never furnished the Indians with any
surpluses other than for consumption, "dwell in towns apart from
the Indians," and, one oberver concluded, "are the finest looking
people I have ever seen." Their life was, compared to that associated with plantation slavery, "of luxury and ease." Missionary
Jedidiah Morse even shared the paradox of his illustrations. He
recognized them as "negro slaves," yet admitted that in Seminole
country they lived separately, farmed for their own subsistence,
and, only if they had surplus, did it go toward their Indian "masters."13

12. George A. McCall, Letters From the Frontiers (Gainesville: University Presses of
Florida, 1974, [1868]), 160; TP, 23: 91 1.
13. William H. Simmons, Notices of East Horida (Gainesville: University of Florida
Press, 1973, [1822]), 76; Woodburne Potter, The War in Horida (Anne Arbor,
MI: University Microfilms, 1966), 45-46;Jedidiah Morse, @art to the Secretary
of War (New Haven, CT: S. Converse, 1822), 309.
14. For examples of these passages, see: McReynolds, The Seminoles, 21; Mark Van
Doren, The Travels of William Bartram, 183; John T. Sprague, The Origin,
Progress, and Conclusion of the Flom'da War, (Gainesville: University of Florida
Press, 1964, c1848), xxv; Giddings, The Horida Exiles, 79; TP, 22: 857.
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As these passages suggest, soldiers, missionaries, and even abolitionists used the language of slavery to describe relationships that
clearly seemed paradoxical.14 Indeed, most misunderstood these
relationships in similar ways, trying to make the Seminole model fit
their own conceptions of southern, chattel slavery. Perhaps by
reexamining those relationships from the position of Native agricultural traditions, historians can arrive at an explanation that
seems less contradictory.
First, we can surmise a great deal about various Seminole traditions evident in black settlements. Take, for instance, planting
and harvesting, and the giving of tribute. We can gather that the
amounts of agricultural surpluses given by Africans to Seminoles
were in all cases very small, given in an almost salutary way, and
can be best understood perhaps as a sign of friendship, loyalty, or
in the case of McCall at Peliklikaha, for ensuring a mutual protection against American expansionists. The giving of gifts between
otherwise autonomous Creek towns served all of these functions,
and it seems clear that the tradition was adopted to include
African and Seminole settlements.15 What also becomes apparent
are the culturally loaded suggestions of the authors. Most
observers were unable to comprehend the lack of bondage they
witnessed in the territory, regardless of whether they observed
groups of blacks who they thought were directly under the control
of Seminole chiefs, or on autonomous farms. Visitors clearly
thought and spoke in the language of southern plantation slavery,
and adapted its parlance to explain agricultural relationships that
were not similar.
Specifically regarding "tribute," their words have been taken
far too literally. Preconceptions regarding Africans and agricultural work informed onlookers' judgments, and based on those
accounts, historians have been too willing to force black agricultural production into the more commonly recognized southern plantation paradigm without asking why. It has been argued, for
instance, that a "Seminole slave-owning elite" coerced or capitalized on the production of black laborers in the Florida territory for
the purposes of creating surpluses for trade or monetary gain, and
15. For examples of these traditions, see John E. Worth, "Spanish Missions and
the Persistence of Chiefly Power,"in Robbie Ethridge and Charles Hudson,
eds., The Transfornation of the Southeastern Indians, 154@1760 (Jackson:
University Press of Mississippi, 2002).
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observable contributions are labeled tributes, and given as evidence.16 From a Native perspective, however, these offerings mirror the communal tribute systems normally expected of all Indians
in Creek and Seminole tribes; indeed, they illustrate agricultural
traditions present in the southeast for generations. Rather than
approach black agricultural participation as payment to any single
Seminole (and as such, as an exploitative relationship), the evidence suggests that blacks were only contributing to larger
Seminole settlements, or talwas, in traditional ways.17

16. Mulroy, Seminole Freedmen, 2425. Kevin Mulroy asserts this connection and
pins much of his argument on Brent Weisman's archeological findings at
Seminole sites: Brent R. Weisman, "The Plantation System of the Florida
Seminole Indians and black Seminoles during the 'Colonial Era," in Jane
Landers, ed., Colonial Plantations and Economy in Florida (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2000), 136, 141-146. There he finds European
artifacts that allegedly "attest to the economic integration and success of the
Seminoles during the colonial era." He places Africans in that integration as
contributors by virtue of their labor and the agricultural excesses they created for Seminole chiefs. Agriculture excess was transformed through trade
into material wealth, and that can be viewed by archeological evidence. The
problem with this interpretation is that more recent excavations have taken
place at Peliklikaha, a large Black Seminole settlement in central Florida.
There archaeologist Terry Weik uncovered many of the same material objects
noted in Weisman's excavation. Thus, much of the material wealth seen in
Seminole villages can also be seen in strictly African settlements, weakening
the argument that chiefs acquired this form of wealth through to efforts of
Black Seminoles. This research is visible in Jane Landers, "A Nation Divided?:
Blood Seminoles and Black Seminoles on the Florida Frontier," in Richard F.
Brown, ed., Coastal Encounters: The Transfmation of the Gulf South in the
Eighteenth Century (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2007), 115.
17. Wright, Creeks and Seminoles, 73-74;James W. Covington, The Seminoles of Florida
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1993), 6. When Bartram visited
Creek and Seminole country in the late eighteenth century, for instance, he
observed a large enclosed field in the center of town, which he explained as
their common plantation, "and the whole town plants in one vast field together." After the crops had been harvested, the town assembled and each man
carried off his allotment, but not before depositing a small amount into a
large crib or granary, under the control of the chief, or micco. Although it
would seem like a tribute, Bartram explained, it was, in fact, a contribution to
a public treasury, supplied by volunteers, from which every citizen had a right
to access. The crib accommodated strangers or travelers, other towns' needs,
emergencies, etc. Otherwise, it was at the community's disposal, under the
direction of the chief. See: Doren, The Travels of William Bartram, 400-401.
Earlier generations of Florida Indians had governed themselves in a similar
way-historian Amy Turner Bushnell understood one derivative as the
"sabana system," and whatJohn Worth also examined in "frontier chiefdoms."
By helping assert the traditions that became Creek and then ultimately
Seminole, their work not only helps chart the tribute system as it developed
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Within this larger context of communal farming traditions
among the Natives of the southeast, it is much easier to agree with
the assertion that Seminoles, unlike frontiersmen or even other
southern tribes, "neither acquired the structure of that on plantat i o n ~ . " 'Instead,
~
Africans incorporated themselves into Indian
agricultural systems whether they lived in Seminole villages or
independently, and contributed to the common good of their
local settlements in ways all Natives had done for generations.
Furthermore, large-scale agricultural development in Creek country, Kathryn Braund has argued, was not as promising as those of
tribes farther north. As a result of environmental factors, Creek
settlements, like later Seminole ones, existed in small,
autonomous bands that subsisted equally on farming and hunting. Here both agriculture and slavery developed very differently
than in Georgia or South Carolina. In fact, the establishment of
plantation slavery there both scared and threatened large numbers of Creeks in philosophical ways that had deeply divisive consequence~.'~
Instead, Creek owners simply asked the Africans
among them to participate in the same communal style agriculture as was practiced by all families in their villages. Additionally,
blacks were also asked to hunt, tend cattle, clear fields, and
build-all the traditional gendered activities that constituted a
Creek community. "One thing is certain-black slaves among the
Creeks were allowed more freedom and were subjugated to less
abuse than among white slave owners."20
These relations were most likely those William Bartram recognized in his late-eighteenth-century travels, along with countless
other visitors who passed through Florida during the early ninein the Native southeast, but also explains the ease in which new populations
like Africans could have integrated themselves into such a dynamic system.
These relationships place blacks' agricultural contributions in their proper
context. See: Amy Turner Bushnell, "Ruling 'the Republic of Indians' in
Seventeenth-Century Florida," in Peter H. Wood, Gregory A Waselkov, M.
Thomas Hatley, eds., Powhatan's Mantle: Indians in the Colonial Southeast
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989), 140-142; and Worth, "Spanish
Missions and the Persistence of Chiefly Power."
18. Micco, "Freedmen and Seminoles," 19.
19. For this argument, consult Claudio Saunt, "The English Has Now a Mind to
Make Slaves of Them All": Creeks, Seminoles, and the Problem of Slavery,"
American Indian Quarterly 22 (1998): 157-180.
20. Doren, The Travels of William Bartram, 400, 401; Kathryn E. H. Braund, "The
Creek Indians, Blacks, and Slavery,"Journal of Southern Histmy 57 (November
1991): 622.
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teenth century. Blacks were allowed-even expected-to contribute, and strong cultural arguments have been made that the
"surplus paid" by these Black Seminoles were the same contributions which would have been expected of anyone-"slave" or
free-living in Seminole country, and not simply work realized by
a slave owner. Should Seminole chiefs decide to use surpluses as
trade or purchasing power, those surpluses came from all in the
community, not just from coerced African laborers. Even when
they planted separately, blacks contributed in tribal economic traditions as Seminoles.*l
Similarly, it has been argued that Seminoles in positions of
wealth traded for or otherwise acquired large numbers of slaves.
According to this argument, some chiefs at one time or another
held large numbers of slaves, and in doing so, were slave-owners in
the more recognizable, southern-oriented fashion. Large sums of
money, in fact, may have traded hands when purchasing slaves in
the pre-territorial period.22The first dilemma with this interpretation of captivity again denies the close ties Seminole traditions
shared with Creek ones in their dealings with captives. The Native
southeast includes a long history of enslavement for profit, and
raids throughout present day Georgia and Florida illustrate that
Creeks, like other regional tribes, had no problem enslaving and
then selling captured natives-most frequently to the B r i t i ~ h . ~ ~
With such an understanding, it can be argued persuasively that
Seminoles dealt with blacks as they and their ancestors had dealt
with Indian and even white captives for generations. From sources
which place these raids and sales in late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century north Florida, it can be convincingly argued that
Seminoles did not categorically target Africans solely because of
their skin color or worth as laborers-in many instances they killed
blacks in the same raids that killed whites. While they did not hesitate to steal, sell, and buy slaves, it is only because they had dealt
similarly with Natives in the past.24
21. Bushnell, "Ruling the Republic of Indians," 140-142; Mulroy, Freedmn on the
Border, 7-8; Simmons, Notices of East Hwida, 76.
22. Mulroy, SeminoleFreedmen, 12.
23. See, for example: Man Gallay, The Indian Slave Trade: The Rise of the English
Empire in the American South, 16701717 (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press,
2002).
24. For an example of seized slaves being traded, see Saunt, A New Order of Things,
21 1-212.
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Tribal adoption as a possible outcome of capture has similarly
been overlooked. In Creek society, warriors tortured and killed
male captives for ceremonial and religious purposes, regardless of
ethnicity. In other instances, they were adopted into Native clans
and hence, into their communities. As William Bartram observed
of this second group, slaves, "both male and female, are permitted
to marry amongst them: their children are free, and considered in
every respect equal to themselves.. ."25 Seminoles' treatment of
captives mirrored these traditions closely. As historian Edwin
McReynolds suggested, for instance, Seminoles were similarly merciful to vanquished enemies and spared many of their lives, choosing instead to enslave them and eventually assimilate. Conquered
Yemasee Indians were visible to Bartram as he moved through
stretches of Creek and Seminole country, where he noticed "in
every town ...more or less...captives, some extremely aged, who
were free and in as good circumstances as their masters."26
However, Africans being sold or traded to prominent
Seminoles has been fairly well documented, and its frequency,
although truly infrequent, must be examined. This concept
alone has led a number of historians to suggest that Seminoles
were in fact closer to the traditional slaveholder than has been
argued.27As contemporary observers and these historians have
noted, after all, wealthier chiefs occasionally purchased slaves of
Europeans, traded for them, or received them as gifts. Some
owned upwards of twenty or more. At face value, it is reasonable
to conclude that because Seminoles acquired blacks, they were
traditional slaveholders.
Further interpreting this phenomenon, some historians have
suggested that Seminoles purchased slaves simply for novelty of
their possession. Once in ownership, one historian has argued,

25. John Walton Caughey, McGillivray of the Creeks (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1938), 159.; Doren, The Travels of William Bartram, 167;
Milton Meltzer, Hunted Like a Wolf.-The Story of the Seminole War (New York:
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1972), 38. For more information on the practices
of Creeks relative to captives and slavery, consult Christina Snyder,
"ConqueredEnemies, Adopted Kin, and Owned People: The Creek Indians
and Their Captives,"Journal of Southern History 73 (May 2007): 255-288; and
Micco, "Freedmenand Seminoles,"18.
26. McReynolds, The Seminoles, 21, '74; Doren, The Travels of WiEliam Bartram, 164,
183; See also Simmons, Notices of East M d a , 57.
27. Weisman, Unconquered People, 44.
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Seminoles "were rather at a loss to know what benefit they were
supposed to derive from them, since they had no intention of
devoting their lives to the management of slaves."28While these
explanations attempt to explain away the purchasing of slave, a
more meanin@ul interpretation considers the necessities of life in
Indian country. In most cases slaves were not acquired with cash.
Instead, they were exchanged for surplus goods, such as cattle.
Rather than acquiring laborers or chattel, perhaps Seminole chiefs
were simply trading, and in doing so, supplementing their populations and agricultural possibilities using surpluses at hand.
Blacks-whether runaways or legitimately bought-were specialists
in a number of ways. Kenneth Wiggins Porter surely understood
this, explaining that blacks were actually "frontiersmen par excellence: as runaways and rebels, settlers, town founders, military
colonists, hunters, stockraisers, farmers, scouts, guides, interpreters, and, above all, fighting men." Rather than viewing them
as convenient for Seminole aggrandizement, we should be viewing
Africans as the key to Seminole survival. For a Seminole community constantly moving into new territories and faced with new agrirunaway
cultural demands, would Africans-particularly
slaves-not hold the key to adaptation? Natives did not simply
enjoy the fruits of their labor, they depended on African resources
for endurance in a life of almost constant struggle.29
Even when slaves were at one time or another sold to
Seminoles, the treatment they received in their new locations also
illustrates the developing significance of their relationships. Only
seldom did Seminoles sell any of their slaves when they had them,
and frequently Natives scorned those who did. As one observer
noted, "only the sternest necessity alone would drive him to the
parting."30 "Though hunger and want be stronger than even the
sacra funes auri," another elaborated, "the greatest pressure of
these evils, never occasions them to impose onerous labours on the

Exiles and the Warfor Slavery, 79; Charles H . Coe, Red
28. Giddings, The &da
Patriots: The Story of the Seminoles (Gainesville: University Presses of Florida,
) ~ Porter, The Negro on the American Frontier, 186187.
1974, ~ 1 8 9 8 41;
29. Porter, The Negro on the American Frontier, xi, xiii; also quoted in Micco,
"Freedmenand Seminoles," 6'7; Jack D. Forbes, Aficans and Native Americans:
The Language of Race and the Evolution of Red-Black Peoples (Urbana: University
of Illinois Press, 1993), 50-52; Saunt, A New Order of Things, 134135.
30. John Lee Williams, The Territory of Flurida (Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 1962, [I8371 ), 239-240.
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Negroes, or to dispose of them, though tempted by high offers, if
the latter are unwilling to be sold." Perhaps chiefs bought slaves
legally, but titles hardly ever changed their relationships. Indian
Agent Wiley Thompson, for instance, concluded that a Seminole
"would almost as soon sell his child as his slave."31
Chief John Hicks, for instance, complained of a slave claim
held against one of his blacks, that even though the nation
released the African for trial, they felt coerced. "He is not a runaway," Hicks charged, "but was raised in the nation, out of which
he has never been." A fellow Seminole protected the boy, who
resided in the nation and had been raised by an Indian family. In
another claim, Hicks demanded the return of an Afkican girl
claimed by his daughter, adding that she had a husband in the
nation and "a child about a year old.. .I suppose that by this time
she has two children."32 After the outbreak of hostilities, in 1836,
a friendly and well-respected chief on the Apalachicola River had
slaves stolen from him by Georgian slave raiders, and petitioned
the government for indemnification. Of the twenty slaves stolen,
Chief E. Conchattamico complained, a great number of them
"were born in my possession," and the older ones had been with
him for more than twenty years. While this chief recognized their
combined value at $15,000, one contemporary later recognized
that group of slaves and chiefs as refusing to emigrate for fear of
being separated.33 Such a group, it seems plausible, was held
together by more than a chiefs desire for agricultural surplus. As
citizens countered, chiefs like this man simply claimed the blacks
living with them as slaves, in an effort to protect them from their
former owners-or in this chiefs case, from a band of particularly
avaricious slave raiders. Could the capture, buying, and selling of
Africans, and their presence in the territory be an extension of
Creek traditions, or did Seminoles reject those customs and
embrace a system of chattel slavery based simply on economic profit? From the available evidence, and in consideration of the Creek
and Seminole traditions that persisted in the Florida territory,
chattel slavery seems the least likely explanation.

31. Potter, The War in Florida, 4546; Simmons, Notices of East Florida, 50; ASPMA 6:
533-534.
32. Sprague, The Origin, Progress, and Conclusion of the Florida War, 5'7, 60, 66; TP,
22: 762-763.
33. ASPMA, 6: 461-464; Giddings, The Florida Exiles, 7475.
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Social interactions outside of land ownership and economic
contribution also give evidence to the dynamic and intimate relationships these two groups shared, particularly concerning the
concept of race as it applied to both Creek and Seminole traditions of kinship and adoption. In Creek culture, for instance, not
only did the majority of racially mixed offspring born of Creeks
suffer little or no racial discrimination, they were usually regarded
as Creek regardless of their parents' race or n a t i ~ n a l i t y . ~ ~
"Throughout their pre-removal history in Georgia, Florida, and
Alabama," one historian elaborated, "Creek Indians welcomed
countless African, native, and European outsiders into their villages. Creeks often took the newcomers as spouses and occasionally adopted others into their families."35Likewise, in Seminole
societies, as William Bartram witnessed, enslavement usually bore
the same result. At least at the end of the eighteenth century, "All
slaves have their freedom when they marry, which is permitted and
encouraged, when they and their offspring are.. .upon an equality
with their conqueror^."^^
Both tribes seem to have shared the same practice among
Indian captives, and at least for a short period, among Africans as
well. The first step to adoption in these societies, Claudio Saunt
asserted, was clan ownership-what other contemporaries as well
as recent historians may have mistaken for private ownership.37
Where Creeks began dismantling that tradition in the nineteenth
century, Seminoles did not; intermarriage was still a visible tradition in Seminole society until removal. As a result, as historians
John and Mary Lou Missal1 have commented, "Many...blacks were
close friends and, through intermarriage, relations to the Indians."
To the Indians, they continued, "a person of mixed blood was an
'Indian,' whether a portion of that blood was black or white."38
Many prominent and visible Seminoles in fact were interrnarrying, and miscegenation was apparently common. Chief
Micanopy had an African wife, and it was reported that the widow
of another prominent chief married a runaway. James Factor,
34. Braund, "The Creek Indians, Blacks, and Slavery," 615. See also: Martin,
Sacred Reoolt, ch. 3.
35. Andrew K. Frank, Creeks and Southerners: Biculturalism on the Early American
Frontier (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2005), 11.
36. Doren, The Travels of William Bartram, 183.
37. Saunt, A New Order of Things, 134.
38. Missall, The Seminob Wars, 86.
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regarded as a "prominent Seminole or Creek,"39 had a black
spouse as well. In a letter to Governor Duval in 1823, Indian Sub
Agent Oren Marsh noted payment to a delegation of Seminole or
Creek chiefs, that included one "colour'd or mixed blooded
one."40 Furthermore, the prominent Seminole blacks Abraham
and John Hicks were also known to have had Indian wives. A number of slaves on East Florida plantations "had wives among the
Indian Negroes, and the Indian Negroes had wives among them,"
another report noted.41
The cultural ramifications associated with intermarriage could
be significant, and in attempting to construct an autonomous
maroon identity, these relationships have been marginalized as
resourcefully as possible. Kevin Mulroy, for instance, has insisted
upon creating a social identity for the Africans in Florida that
closely mirrored isolated maroon communities in the Caribbean
that had historically lower occurrences of Native and African intermixing, includingJamaica or Haiti, while eschewing the large mestizo populations of other similar settlements throughout central
A r n e r i ~ a ."Intermarriage
~~
between Africans and Seminoles certainly took place," This scholar has asserted, "but not to the extent
that has been claimed..." Offspring were not always born into
these systems of equality, and marriage seldom signaled adoption
into Seminole towns and society. Furthermore, Africans were
never fully functioning members of Seminole society; and, apparently, only a few seemed to have been "included in Indian clans or
towns, the mainstays of Seminole social organization." To be
excluded from these social connections meant being excluded
from society. According to this argument, the evidence suggests
instead that "Seminoles restricted adoption into their towns, or
bands, to a small elite group of maroon leaders." They did adopt
some blacks into their clans, as they had earlier with enslaved
Indians," but, in conclusion, "such occurrences appear to have
been exceptional.""

39. Kenneth Wiggins Porter, "RelationsBetween Negroes and Indians Within the
Present Limits of the United States: Relations in the South,"Journal of Negro
History 17 (July1932): 325-326.
40. TP, 24: 233.
41. Giddings, The flm'da Exiles, 74'75; Wright, Creeks and Seminoles, 80; Rivers,
Slavery in Florida, 196.
42. Mulroy, Freedom on the Border, 25; Micco, "Freedmen and Seminoles,"52.
43. Mulroy, Freedom on the Border, 20-22; Mulroy, SeminoleFreedmen, 7, 30-31.
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This argument assumes that the cases of Abraham, John
Hicks, Osceola, or Factor, among other powerful Seminoles, constituted the entirety of circumstances in which intermarriage
occurred, or those instances in which blacks were incorporated
into the social fabric of Seminole villages. The historical record,
on the other hand, suggests a much more widespread tradition:
rather than restricting intermarriage, adoption, and racial equality to "elite" groups of maroon leaders, these phenomena were
much more wholesale, particularly as slaves became more numerous on Florida plantations.44Such was the case in almost all cases
of African and Native interaction, as far north as New England
and stretching back into the early eighteenth and possibly seventeenth centuries.45
If the leaders in a society are marrying in a certain way, does
that usually reflect the reality of that society, or does it simply highlight the extraordinary? More specifically, in Seminole culture,
were the unions of the most prominent Africans to Seminoles
exceptional, or were the indicative of a widespread occurrence?
While some see these marriages as exceptional, it seems more
plausible that high-ranking marriages highlight cultural cohesion.
Leaders naturally cemented relationships between allies and
neighbors with their unions, and this tactic can surely explain the
marriages of leading Black Seminoles. The marriages of visible
Africans must at the very least question the actions of those less visible. If practically all of the extant Black Seminoles-the ones with
the most coverage in the record-were marrying Seminoles, is it
the most logical conclusion to assume that their actions ran counter to popular practice?
The argument that most blacks would not have enjoyed a
position in Seminole clans or communities similarly requires a
reexamination. Because a large number of runaways were males,
that their offspring in Seminole country would not share clan
affiliations is a nonstarter. Most of these men would have been
assumed into clans upon first being accepted into the tribe.46
Their marriage to Seminole women, furthermore, would position
their children squarely in the matrilineal nature of clan ownership. The incidence of African women intermarrying with
44. Rivers, Slavery i n F'lorida, 197-198.
45. Nash, Red, White, and Black, 290-291.
46. Saunt, A New &der of Things, 134135.
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Seminole men, although less frequent, was a reality and must be
accounted for. One interviewed ex-slave, for instance, noted that
during the Seminole Wars "Indians often captured slaves, particularly the women, or aided in their escape and almost always intermarried with them."47 This scenario would represent the least
likelihood of clan membership either for the mother or the offspring. Still, it would not necessarily have precluded either's
adoption into of one related clan; because matrilineal power
moved through the mother, one option might allow these women
or their children to integrate into their father's mother's, sister's,
or aunt's clan.
Further, recent studies have hinted at the importance of community in Creek villages, and the complete ostracism of an outsider without immediate clan Siliation has become a more
problematic assertion. Joshua Piker, for instance, has produced a
widely accepted study of the Creek town Okfuskee that centers not
Scholar
on its clan structures, but on its sense of c~rnrnunity.~~
Joel Martin also developed that possibility, noting that in certain
instances a tension between a town's "common collective identity"
and its "multiplicity of clan identities" sometimes favored the collective. While the tensions Martin cited dealt with the Busk
Ceremony, they illustrate how Creeks sometimes valued community over clan, or at least made compromises between two competing
customs.49 Nevertheless some Africans certainly did exist in
Seminole communities but outside of clan membership. They still
contributed to that town's well being and protection, however,
were influenced by its culture, and were connected to its people
socially-all of the markers of a community by any standards.
The marriage dynamic, however, should not be underemphasized. Scholar Tiya Miles suggested that previous to the Seminole
example, in their enslavement together, "Indians (mainly women),"
alongside "Africans (mainly men), brought members of both groups
into intimate proximity; and a joining of families through intermar47. Interview of Frank Berry on 18 August 1936, in Horida Slave Narratives,
accessed on University of South Florida's digital collection "Floridianaon the
Web," http://kong.lib.usf.edu:8881/ (accessed 30 October 2009), 4.
Hereafter, Berry Interview.
48. Joshua Piker, Okfuskee: A Creek Town in Colonial Amem'ca (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 2004).
49. Joel Martin, Sacred Rarolt: The Muskogee' Strugglefor a N m World (Boston, MA:
Beacon Press, 1991), 3940.
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riage and a fusion of cultural ways emerged."" She further elaborated on the frequency of intermarriage, referencing historians
William Loren Katz and Jack Forbes as having recognized newspaper advertisements for runaway slaves as evidence for a widespread
acceptance of blacks in Native communities. Such advertisements
indicated "not only the routes that slaves took to find their freedom
but also the reality of intermarriage between blacks and Indians in
the colonial and early national periods." Many of the advertisements located by the two historians focused on those runaways
involving the Creeks and Seminoles, who were recognized as being
"more open to accepting African slaves."51 Forbes in particular
pointed to the importance of intermarriage in the history of contact
between Natives and Africans, labeling it a "common phenomenon"
throughout the scope of European colonialism, whether in Brazil or
in North America. Similarly, along the British coast Katz concluded
that "African and Native American women and men shared their
sorrows and hopes, their luck and courage. They did not always
know where to run to, but they knew where to run from."52
With an understanding of this larger context, historians of the
Seminole experience have stressed that interactions between
Natives and Africans followed and elaborated on such traditions.
Kenneth Wiggins Porter, for one, claimed that they "took slave
women for their handmaids," and brought up any children "on a
practical equality with their full-blooded offspring." J. Leitch
Wright similarly noted that there seemed to be "an easy intercourse, a ready acceptance of Negroes by the Indians," and "little
racial antagonism" between the two groups. It was in Creek and
Seminole culture, Eugene Genovese added, that the absorption of
Africans into native culture "proceded the more rapidly," and
many rose into positions of authority.53 Contemporary Thomas

50. Tiya Miles, Ties That Bind: The Story of an Afi-o-CherokeeFamily in Slavery and
Freedom (Berkeley: University o f California Press, 2005), 28-29. See also,
Porter, "Relations Between Negroes and Indians, 29429'7.
51. Miles, Ties That Bind, 29; Forbes, Aficans and Native Americans, 90, 20'7-209;
William Loren Katz, Black Indians: A Hidden Heritage (New York: Atheneum,
1986) 100-110. For more examples o f these runaway advertisements, see
Rivers, Slavery in Florida, 199-200.
52. Forbes, Aficans and Native Amem'cans, 62; Katz, Black Indians, 103.
53. Porter, The Negro on the American Frontier, 44;Wright, The Only Land They Knm,
261; Genovese, From Rebellion to Revolution, '75;Saunt, N m Order of Things, 111112,134135.
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SEMINOLES,
AFRICANS,
AND SLAVERY
Woodward, in the reminiscences concerning his slaves amon
these Indians, added from his own experiences that "they ar
raised to man or womanhood with their owners; and in ma
instances are better raised-always on an equality." He knew
multiple instances in which his slaves had been raised by natives
or had at multiple times moved in and out of the territory to live.5
Aside from intermarriage, other social forces were drawing the
two societies closer together. Kenneth Wiggins Porter provide
one example, citing the Creek trading expeditions that include
Africans. Reports placing Creek slaves in trading towns, Porte
asserted, described them "like their employers," as they "joined in
games and dancing, courted Creek women, drank rum, swapped
tall tales with warriors, and, as much as possible, adhered to the
rules set by their ...hosts." At this time at least, Creeks "rarely
attempted to control or direct the Negroes who lived among them,
whether acquired by gift, purchase, capture or flight."55 Their
interaction in affairs of business and trade, witnessed early in
Creek history, evidenced the traditions that endured and were also
visible in the Florida territ01-y.~~
Religious observances have become another contested and particularly inviting area of focus. As one historian has asserted, it was
more natural for maroons to adopt African beliefs and customs,
rather than associate with Seminoles and their religious practices.57
This statement and the dearth of observations that informed it,
however, reveal a great deal of exaggeration and/or speculation.
Very little evidence has ever been available to view into the religious
ceremonies of maroons in Florida at any moment with any clarity,
and the charge that maroons retained a litany of African traditions
contains almost no substantiating evidence. Very few sources substantiate the claim that maroons overwhelmingly relied on African
or even Christian ceremonialism,just as a scant list of sources exists
to suggest the opposite. As J. Leitch Wright argued, for instance,
southeastern blacks "were relatively less numerous and more
mobile," and many found it difficult to preserve their African her-
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54. Thomas Simpson Woodward, Woodward'sReminiscences of the Creek, or Muscogee
Indians: Contained in Letters to Friends in Georgia and Alabama (Mobile, AL:
1965), 92-94.
55. Braund, "The Creek Indians, Blacks, and Slavery," 609; Porter, The Negro on
the American Frontier, 208.
56. Rivers, Slavery in Hmida, 190.
5'7. Mulroy, Seminole Freedmen, 15. See also, Mulroy, Freedom on the Border, 22.
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itage. In one example, "Negro Alex Brackston related how as a
youth he used to go to the Creek busk and stomp dance, where
Indians tied shells on their ankles and beat drums while the medi
cine man distributed black drink."58
The busk, or green corn dance, was among the largest religiou
celebrations in Seminole society, and Brackston
"Negroes like myself mixed, mingled, and danced to
Indians." As Wright noticed, the Creeks were evidently open to new
dances, and some reportedly had African origins. William Simmons
was present at one such celebration, remarking
"highly martial and graceful" movements as th
snake and mad dance. He added that Africans were present at the
celebration and took part, although he noted they were much more
"vulgar and awkward." As one ex-slave added, Natives occasionally
took part in slaves' celebrations as well, further evincing their shared
interaction^.^^ Even the blacks who were well versed in Christianity
provided examples of interactions with Seminoles. A missionary,
traveling through the Seminole nation in 1828, recognized their
influence over their Seminole brethren first hand, and wrote in his
diary that he would first preach to the blacks among them. "I am in
hopes," he remarked, "that if the blacks who can understand English
will hear me," they would influence the Indians to do the same."60
Relations also extended into the political sphere, and became an
area where slaves exercised what contemporaryJohn Sprague regarded as, "a wonderful control." Many blacks-particularly runawayswere bilingual or even trilingual, for instance, as they quickly learned
Indian tongues.61 These skills not only evidence an important link
between Seminole chiefs and American authorities, but also highlight the extent to which many had mastered one or more native
tongues through their prolonged contact with Seminoles. Thomas
Woodward could recall, for example, that "not one in fifty but speaks
the English as well as the Indian language. Nearly all of them, at
some time or another, are used as interpreters, which affords them
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58. Wright, Creeks and Seminoles, 95.
59. Wright, Creeks and Seminoles, 95; 'yournal of Dr. W. H. Simmons,'' Hmz'da
Histurical Quarter4 1 (1937): 36; Berry Interview, 4.
60. John C. Ley, Fzjiy-Two Years in Hmz'da (Nashville, TN: Publishing House of the
M. E. Church, South, 1899), 42.
61. Sprague, The On'gin, Progress, and Conclusion of the Florida War, 81; Wright,
Creeks and Seminoles, 81; Micco, "Freedmen and Seminoles,"62; Porter, The
Black Seminoles, 6.
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an opportunity to gather information that many of their owners
never have, as they speak but one language."62Others elaborated,
that they were "more intelligent than their owners," and that most of
them spoke Spanish, English, and Indian languages. Owing to these
abilities, along with an intimate understanding of white culture,
many of these fugitives were promoted into influential positions of
interpreter, perhaps even "sense-bearer."63
Their abilities soon placed the most prominent blacks in powerful advisory positions among some tribes-sometimes
over
chiefs-from which as one Indian Agent suggested, "they have
~~
great influence over the minds of the ~ n d i a n s . "Another
Territorial official echoed the Agent's assumption, that, "in fact it is
said [they] control their chiefs and councils."65 General Ethan
Allen Hitchcock recognized their influence yet misunderstood
their position, nothing that "Indians and negroes easily live together under the extraordinary conditions that, whilst the Indian
claimed superiority over the negro and held him a slave, in virtue
of his superior courage, the negro maintained a sort of ascendancy
over the Indian by something like superior intelligence and a little
e d ~ c a t i o n . Another
"~~
visitor witnessed Africans in powerful positions in the Seminole town Suwannee. At one of the chiefs' gatherings, they were accompanied by "negro chiefs," who, "sat in council
over them," most likely as advisors or sense-bearemw
Many similarities shared by Africans and Seminoles are more
obvious. Blacks built their houses in the style of Seminoles, according to a number of sources, whether in Native settlements or their
own. They even dressed similarly, wearing the same "colorful
splendor of adornments" as Seminoles, including shawls, turbans,
and ornament^.^^ While slight differences have attempted to be
62. McReynolds, The Seminoles, 74; Myer M. Cohen, Notices of Florida and the
Campaigns (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1964, [ 1836J ) , xvii;
Woodward, Woodward's Reminiscences, 94.
63. Simmons, Notices of East Florida, 76; Morse, Report to the Secretary of War, 310.
64. American StatePapers: Indian Affairs (Washington D.C.: Gales and Seaton, 18321834), 2: 411-412. Hereafter, ASPIA.
65. TP, 24: 669-670.
66. W.A. Croffut, ed. F2j9 Years in Camp and Field: Diary of Major-GeneralEthan A l h
Hitchcock, U.S.A. (Freeport, NY: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1909), 78.
67. John Millar, A Narrative of a Voyage to the Spanish Main (Piccadilly, London:
Burlington Arcade, 1819), 241.
68. Porter, The Black Seminoles, 6-7; McReynolds, The Seminoles,48; For illustrations
of Black Seminoles, see Porter, The Black Seminoles, Illustrations facing 134,
and Rivers, Slavery in Rbrida, illustrations after 175.
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drawn concerning a few Black Seminoles in their renderings, most
of the available evidence suggests that Africans dressed in the same
European style that Seminoles became known for. Similarly,while
some blacks retained traditionally African names, numerous others adopted Native ones.69Generally, similarities like these explain
a very close cultural association of blacks with Seminoles in convincing ways. While differences were visible-while
"negro
dialects" existed in Black Seminoles, a dress pattern might slightly
differ, or religions blended, the cultural commonalities are undeniable. Far from proving culturally and physically autonomous
black populations, a close examination of their habits and appearances points to a "daily interaction" which inevitably led to "significant accult ~ r a t i o n . " ~ ~
Furthermore, while cultural forces merged the two groups
over time, a sustained and often times desperate struggle in the
face of European and American expansion operated to similar
ends. The drawing of blacks and Seminoles together, scholar
Melinda Micco noted, "played out in a region that was fraught with
international warfare."71 Many of the tightest bonds forged
between the two groups came in Florida while it was under the
control of Spain, and their legacies cannot be ignored. In fact, an
interpretation of maroon identity that stresses autonomy can only
survive by understating the long and bloody history Africans
shared with Seminoles, side by side, while battling European and
American advances. Rightfully so-those struggles not only influenced both Seminole and black Seminole identity, their combined
resistance defined Seminole history in the early nineteenth century. After all, Jane Landers noted, they both struggled to maintain
"their collaborative autonomy" there for a close to a h a l f i e n t ~ r y . ~ ~
At the same time Seminoles gained their foothold in Spanish
Florida, colonial authorities had created a beacon of hope for runaways across the South. Only under Spanish control, and in the face
of British threats to that authority, were the two groups able to coexist. And that history is a long one-the first group of fugitive slaves
reportedly fled from English settlements to St. Augustine in 168'7.

69. For an example of these kinds of examinations, see: Rivers, Slavery in Florida,
196197.
70. Rivers, Slavery in Florida, 197.
71. Micco, "Freedmenand Seminoles,"22.
72. Jane Landers, "A Nation Divided?,"103.
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As incidents like these became more frequent, colonial authorities
resolved to liberate "all.. .the men as well as the women.. .so that by
their example.. .others will do the same."73 Royal decrees later reinforced these initial guidelines, including one in 1733 that not only
reiterated Spain's offer for fieedom, but further prohibited compensation to English owners. In return, the fugitives were required
to complete four years of service before the crown would officially
proclaim their freedom. Ultimately, as one historian has argued,
"The Spanish governors of the province of Florida recognized the
maroons and the fugitive slaves as subjects of the Spanish Cross, entitled to the same protection as the white citizens and
Naturally, these liberties became increasingly conspicuous,
and observers began taking notice of Africans' success under
Spanish control. In 1822, for instance, William Simmons witnessed "the indulgent treatment" of the Spanish blacks, noting
with special interest the "ample and humane codes of laws," for
their protection, "both bond and free." Overall, their treatment
was one "by which the Spaniards are so honourably [sic] distinAlthough living conditions were in reality less than
ideal, and their liberty less than total, the fugitives, "nonetheless,
made important gains in Spanish Florida." They had achieved
comparative freedom, were welcomed into the Roman Catholic
Church, and, importantly, "had borne arms in their own defense,
proving their military competence."76 The Spanish afforded
Natives similar concessions. A report to the House of
Representatives in 1823, for instance, outlined that previous to the
cession of Florida to American authority, Seminoles were incorporated among Spanish subjects, and that each Indian had a right to
land, "as well as, and on the same footings with, white, free black,
and colored subjects." Altogether, American legislators admitted,
the system combined "benevolence in its leading principles, and
that, in practice, it exhibited a perpetual reciprocity of interest."77
73. Jane Landers, "Spanish Sanctuary: Fugitives in Florida, 1687-1790,"Florida
Historical Quarter4 62 (January1984): 297-298, 300.
74. Landers, "Spanish Sanctuary: Fugitives in Florida, 1687-1790," 297-298, 300;
John J. TePaske, "Fugitive Slave: Intercolonial Rivalry and Spanish Slave
Policy, 1687-1764,"in Samuel Proctor, ed., Eighteenth Century Florida and Its
Borderlands (Gainesville: University Presses of Florida, 1975), 6; Coe, Red
Patriots, 16.
75. Simmons, Notices of East Florida, 42.
76. Landers, "SpanishSanctuary,"302
'77. ASPIA, 2: 409.
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Being disillusioned, expelled, or otherwise no longer at home
in Georgia or Alabama, various Creek bands fled into the same
Spanish Florida that was luring Africans away from plantation slavery. According to Joshua Giddings, Seminoles "settled in the vicinity of the 'exiles,' associated with them, and a mutual sympathy and
respect existing," their associations strengthened. And if it was
possible that experiences including fighting and dying together
could help expand upon that mutual respect, then Seminoles and
Africans truly were, by 1821, tied inextricably close by the "violent,
destructive, and sometimes fatal experiences" they had endured
together for a generation, as historian Larry Rivers surmised.78
Native and African confederacies as warriors stretch back to the
mid eighteenth century, when combined forces repulsing a British
attack on St. Augustine in 1740. In the east Florida Patriot engagements of 1812-1814, Seminoles only repulsed Georgian forces with
the help of African warriors, who together, had become "vary daring."7g When combined, historian John Mahon noted, and battling
next to each other, African and Seminolewarriors fought with "unparalleled fer~city."~'Africans and Seminoles shared similar fighting
styles, with both relying on guerilla warfare to hstrate superior numbers. These two groups, on the run, out-manned, out-maneuvered,
and certainly out-gunned, coalesced in the presence of each other to
create an "altogetherformidable foe." Together they secured Spanish
control, if only for a short time, and at a terrible cost.81
Later, a large refuge for both Natives and Africans materialized at an old British stockade aptly renamed Negro Fort, and
became a beacon to runaways across the South. It was annihilated
in 1816, however, in a fiery blast that consumed a staggering number of African and Native lives.82 Next, troops under the direction
78. Giddings, The Rorida Exiles, 3-4; Rivers, Slavery in M d a , 190, 192.
79. Price, Maroon Societies, 155. See also: Nash, Red, White, and Black, 294295;
Mahon, History of the Second Seminole War, 21-23; Saunt, A New Order of Things,
236241,244248.
80. Mahon, Histmy of the Second Seminole War, 21-23.
81. George Klos, "Black Seminoles in Territorial Florida," (M.A. thesis, Florida
State University, 1990), 14. For information battles associated with the Patriot
invasions, see: Rivers, Slavery in JZmida, 190-191; Porter, The Black Seminoles, 4,
8-12; Mahon, History of the Second Seminole War, 21-22.
82. For studies of the Negro Fort, see: Mahon, History of the Second Seminole War,
22-23; Porter, The Black Seminoles, 16-18; Saunt, A New Ordm of Things, 280-290;
and Frank Lawrence Owsley Jr. and Gene A. Smith, Filibusters and
Expansionists:Jeffersonian ManifestDestiny, 180@1821(Tuscdoosa: University of
Alabama Press, 1997), 103-118.
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of Andrew Jackson brazenly invaded Spanish Florida in 181'7 h o p '
ing to "chastise a savage foe, who, combined with a lawless band of :
negro brigands," had been accused of various crimes against
Georgian settlers-above many, of harboring runaway slaves.83
Over six hundred blacks were visible in numerous Seminole towns
according to an 1817 report, seen "on parade," in town squares,
bearing arms, and "in complete fix for fighting." They spoke "in
the most contemptuous manner" of Americans, this observer
noted, and were threatening revenge for the destruction of the
Negro Fortss4
American commanders certainly recognized the collusion of
Africans and Seminoles as warriors, but still attempted to persuade
chiefs to give them up and avoid destruction. 'You harbor a great
number of my black people among you," General Edmund P.
Gaines wrote to one in particular. "If you give me leave to go by
you against them, I shall not hurt any thing belonging to you."s5
That capitulation never materialized, as Jackson must have known,
and soon his invasions devastated both African and Seminole settlements across north Florida, including King Hajah's Town, Fowl
Town, Mickasuky, and Suwanee. At least one was recognized as
nothing more than a glorified slave raid: "The main drift of the
Americans" Alexander Arbuthnot wrote his son, "is to destroy the
black population of ~ u w a n e e . " ~ ~
Upon hearing of the approaching force, both Seminoles and
Africans in King Hajah's town "immediately commenced crossing
their families," and were just finishing as advance troops entered
the town. And in a separate engagement, soldiers encountered a
"spirited battle" from a mixed "concentrat[ion] of the negro and
Indian force^."^' Although the two groups fled south in the wake
of these attacks and combined with more Native Creek and
Seminole warriors, American troops and slave raiders pursued,
destroying more Seminole towns and sweeping more Africans
north to slaverys8 Pushed further south into the veritable swamps
83.
84.
85.
86.

ASPMA, 1: 704
ASPLA, 2: 155.
ASPMA, 1: 723.
American State Papers: Fweign Relations (Washington, DC: Gale and Seaton,
1832-1861), 4: 584. Hereafter ASPER
87. ASPFR, 4: 700; ASMPA, 1: 704; Porter, The Black Seminoles, 18-22.
88. Porter, The Black Seminoles, 25-26; Rivers, Slavery in FZorida, 191-192; Weisman,
Unconquered People, 24; TP, 23: 446.
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of southern coastal Florida, Seminoles and blacks further associated with Redstick Creeks, themselves refugees from a war waged at
least partly over the issue of s1ave1-y.~~
With the accumulation of
Seminoles, Africans, and Redstick Creeks on Tampa Bay and
below, the Seminoles whom American authorities came to face in
the territorial period had become tried in battle, desperate, and
very militant.
After all, they fought together, fled together, died together,
and a few were even captured together. It seems only fit that in the
wake of such disruption, "a stronger bond of unity welded members of these two darker races." In this unity, historian Larry Rivers
concluded, "lay strength."g0And without properly examining and
weighing these experiences, it is impossible to chart the development of identity among Africans on the Florida frontier. Their
fates became tied by their colonial involvement with Spain, and
principally, against American frontiersmen. Rather than avoid
their meanings through arguments that stress a far-flung maroon
autonomy, we must accept that these engagements strengthened
blacks' identities as fellow warriors and even brothers with
Seminoles, and must move beyond the concept that Africans merely allied with Seminoles when it was convenient.
When taking these arguments into consideration, it seems evident that the southern frontier was, without doubt, a uniquely
"triracial" one. It has been noted as such on more than one occasion, and certainly deserves the scholarly attention it has enjoyed.g1
Nevertheless, in all of that scholarship, not enough attention has
been paid to Native culture.
The majority of examinations into black culture in colonial
and territorial Florida, for instance, are too reflective of contemporaries' biased and suggestive remarks-passages that should be
approached with caution and properly contextualized.
Agricultural and economic relationships should be questioned,
foremost, not only because of the suggestive words of the observers

89. For more on the Redstick War of 1813-1814 and the movement of Creeks into
Florida, consult: Saunt, "The English Has Now a Mind to Make Slaves of
Them All"; Braund, "The Creek Indians, Blacks, and Slavery," 633-634;
Missall, The Seminole Wars, 22.
90. Rivers, S h v q i n Florida, 192.
91. Rivers, Slavety in Florida, 189; George Klos, "Black Seminoles in Territorial
Florida," 9.
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who wrote of them, but also because of the ways they clearly paralleled Native tradition. Similarly, much of the secondary scholarship on maroons or Black Seminoles have come in studies of
American expansion or of southern slavery, and have for the most
part ignored Seminole and Creek culture while attempting to
explain circumstances heavily influenced by their presence and
traditions. Because of the cultural adaptations and agricultural
similarities evident in maroon communities, however, as well as the
political and military necessities that further tied them to the
region's Natives, Africans' identity can be explained only as being
inextricably tied to Seminole culture, society, and reality.
In some cases Africans did chose to live somewhat separately,
dress slightly differently, speak a different dialect, at times celebrate
Christian traditions, or deal with adversaries autonomously. Many
of these subtleties were, however, also representative of a Creek
society comprised of highly autonomous towns that shared the
same language group and religious ceremonies, some agricultural
traditions based on reciprocity, and sometimes, not much else.
Even more so, they explain the ethnogenesis of the Seminoles as a
people. In that respect, it is simply unreasonable to assert that
Africans should be viewed as a fundamentally separate and distinct
people when they lived and acted in such similar ways.
Instead, where Africans are visible in the Florida territory,
they are displaying an essentially Seminole culture, more or less, in
every way-a product of "unique cultural traditions" that stretched
back for centuries.92 Indeed, to say that Africans on the Florida
frontier escaped, avoided, or ignored Native traditions to the point
of flourishing as autonomous maroon entities not only ignores the
unattainable realities of maroon communities, but betrays the
unique experiences with Seminoles that allowed Africans to
endure as long and as prosperously as they had, both in Florida
and out west.
Past studies have accepted this cultural blending, and have
attempted to fix a single semi-autonomous, yet frequently
Seminole identity to those blacks who resided in Florida-what
many have referred to as Black Seminoles. One identity is also
what other arguments attempt to construct, even as they move to
erase any semblance of a Seminole component. Perhaps the best
explanation as to the position of Africans in Seminole society
-

-

92. Price, Maroon Societies, 1.
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should stress constant motion and shifting identities, instead of a
static arrangement-one which will best include the changing
identities of Creeks and Seminoles, as well as the changing identities of Africans.
In closing, however, the inconsistency posed by the diametrical and competing identities discussed here must be resolved. Not
only did their salvation depend on their cooperation with
Seminoles, "rather than through their own unaided efforts," the
experiences, interactions, and cultural traditions Africans grafted
from the region's Natives are what easily separate Florida's black
communities from all others, and make them that much more
p h e n ~ m e n a l As
.~~
Eugene Genovese surmised, it must be concluded that Africans either achieved Native acculturation, and became
Native in "essential cultural respects," or "stood in the same relationship to rapidly acculturating, semi-white Indian slaveholders
that they did to white slaveholder^."^^ Where his conclusions imply
the impossibility of any sustainable, "large-scale black maroon
activity," that is not what we can see in the Florida territory. We do
not see maroons, we see Black Seminoles.

93. Herskovits, The Myth of the Negro Past, 113. See also: Klos, "BlackSeminoles in
Territorial Florida,"12; Voelz, Slave and Soldier, 12-13.
94. Genovese, From Rebellion to Revolution, 75-76.
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Florida Classroom:
Tea Sets, Tractors, T-1 Lines: The Survival of a
Small Town Library: The Hastings, Branch
Library, Hastings, Florida
by Nancy J. Levine, George V. Minton, Sandie A.
Stratton, Sharon Cleland, and Belinda Delzell

H

astings, Florida, can rightly be called "a wide place in the
road." Three miles square, with a population of 687,'
Hastings is the potato capital of Florida, according to its

Editor's Note: The FZmz'da Classroom was introduced in Volume 87, No. I, with the
publication of "Designing History: An Interactive Exploration of the 1930s Florida
Barge Canal" by Chris Beckrnann, Steven Noll, and David Tegeder. This article
represents the work of students at the University of North Florida in researching
and publishing local history and can serve as a model for other student projects.
Nancy J. Levine received her Ph.D. from Columbia University and is an Associate ::
Professor in English at the University of North Florida. The work for this project was III
undertaken by Dr. Levine and four students: George Minton, Sandie A. Stratton,
Sharon Cleland and Belinda Delzell, who participated in a Transformational .
Opportunity Group, sponsored by the President's Office of the University of North :' j
Florida. The title of the project was "Reading the Library/Listening to a Community ::,:;
in Transition: Recording the History of the Hastings Library in Hastings, Florida."
UNF students Nicholas Camparato, Nicole Grande, Colleen Finch, Marie Konopa, .
Ruth Duncan, and Joyce Combass helped launch the project and performed 1; b
research support, along with Ms. Marcia Ladendorff's Honors Students. The following provided much needed guidance and information: Dr. Patricia Laurencelle, former chair of the St. Johns County Library Advisory Board; James Alderman,
Reference Librarian at the Carpenter Library, UNF; Sandra Sivulich, former head of
the Hasting Branch Library; and Charles Tingley, Sr. Research Librarian at St.
Augustine Historical Society. Dr. Arthur Crummer read drafts of the manuscript and
offered valuable editorial suggestions. The project could not have been done without the generous help of the residents of Hastings, Fl.
1. US Census, 2008. (www.census.gov), accessed February. 10, 2009.
%

[2371
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welcome sign. But the town's small size seems to have given it longlasting feelings of inferiority. Townspeople describe Hastings as
"the stepchild of the county." Writing in 1993 to the editorial page
of the daily newspaper, the St. Augustine Record, Hastings citizen
Bill Parish complained that " [t]he one thing that administrators in
St. Johns County like about our area is that beautiful shade of
green of our money." He goes o
Just a few years ago
cial bond issue under the assurances and promises that
we'd get a library or improvements on the existing facility.
What did we get? ~ o t h i n g . ~
Four years after Mr. Parish wrote his editorial, the town of Hastings
did get something. In 1997, the library finally moved from its location in the old football field's defunct concession stand to a perrnanent structure, the refurbished, former segregation-era "white"
high school. Parish's editorial voiced a widely held opinion that,
given the length of time Hastings residents had had to wait for
library improvements while new libraries went up all over St.Johns
County, they had gotten a raw deal, one that was closely tied to
wealth and class.
Hastings, Florida is wedged into the southwest corner of St.
Johns County, one of the poorest and least populated areas in St.
Johns County. The town has had to compete for such essentials as
library s e ~ c with
e
communities in the area that include some of
the highest tax bases in the state of Florida. East of Hastings is the
nation's oldest city, St. Augustine, a tourist magnet, with a population of 12,284, according to the census records for 2007, and a
median family income of $41,892. The median family income in
Hastings is $30,769.3 Forty miles northeast of Hastings, is the
coastal community of Ponte Vedra Beach, a county superstar of
2.
3.

St. Augustine Recmd, 18January 1993.
In her application for a Library Services and Construction Act grant to pay for
reference works, Director of Libraries Mary Jane Little cites the 1990 census
concerning poverty levels in the area serviced by the Hastings Branch Library:
"1,009 individuals, or 223 families, are below poverty level. The 1992 estimated household income distribution shows that 56% of the population has an
estimated household income of less than $25,000 and 24% of that 56% earn
less than $10,000." LSCA grant application, signed by MaryJane Little, March
30,1994, p. 2. In the Private Collection of Susanne Vieson, Hastings, Florida.
Current figures were supplied by the U.S. Census (www.census.gov),accessed
February. 10,2009.
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economic growth described by Money Magazine in 2005 as "the best
median family income in Ponte
place to live in ~ l o r i d a . " The
~
Vedra is $108,646. Both St. Augustine and Ponte Vedra have standalone libraries, with all the amenities. How did Hastings fail to get
support? The simple answer might be: money talks. Unless you are
an irate tax payer, the answer might not seem all that interesting,
because the story of how community projects fail to get funded is
all too predictable. For an historian, there are more interesting
questions: What led to the formation and continuation of the Hastings
Branch Public Library ? And how does that process compare to that of other
rural libraries in Florida? And, finally: why was this small library able to
survive so long against the odds? The essay that follows is an attempt
to answer these questions.
The history of the Hastings Branch Public Library follows a
pattern that begins with the patronage of women's clubs and ends
with its transition into a public, tax- supported library. This is the
evolutionary @trajectoryof the "social library," described by Donald
Davis and Mark Tucker, in their 1987bibliography American Libray
Histq:
[A social library is] the kind of library that generally
provided a circulating collection of materials and frequently a reading room for the use of any person meeting
the established criteria, which usually involved a fee or
subscription, or a payment to become a joint owner or
stockholder, of the library5
This history of the Hastings Library both elucidates existing
research on library development and fills gaps in the literature.
Although there has been a considerable amount written since
the 1970s on the social library,J. H. Shera's 1949 treatise Foundations
of the Public Library remains definitive.. His study6stimulated "new
work on the subject of social library development in various states
and cities.'" The majority of the studies directly or indirectly influ4.

5

6.
'7.

As cited on the Ponte Vedra Chamber of Commerce web site: "We are proud
that Ponte Vedra Beach has been recognized by Money Magazine as the Best
Place to Live in Florida."Retrieved March 1, 2009 on http://www.pontevedrachamber.org.
Donald G. Davis and John Mark Tucker, American Library History: A
Comprehensive Guide to the Literature (Santa Barbara, CA: ABGClio, 1989), 56.
J. H. Shera, Foundations of the Public Library: The Om'gins of the Public Library in
N m England, 1629-1855 (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1949).
Davis and Tucker, 56.
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enced by Shera's work on social libraries were geographically limited to the northeastern seaboard, the Midwest and California, much
of it in the form of masters' theses and Ph.D. dissertations.
Davis and Tucker observe that the American Studies movement of the sixties and seventies helped legitimize the study of
grass-roots institutions, such as libraries, that had previously
received scant attention. Along with private libraries, libraries supported by parochial institutions, and special interest libraries that
were the norm at the turn of the century, the social library has
become interesting to social historians because it "led to the
acceptance of general access to books and in many instances
merged into tax-supported public librarie~."~
Not surprisingly, very little has been written about library history in the rural areas of northeast Florida, since it is only in the past
thirty years that a moderate number of studies, pamphlets, and masters essays have appeared on library history in the South and in
rural areas.g Davis and Tucker list nearly seventy texts (articles,
masters theses, pamphlets, research papers, full-length published
studies) published since the 1940s that focus on libraries in southern states (Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North
Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia), but the majority of
this work appears as masters theses. Full-length published work on
southern libraries is rare. Research that deals with Florida libraries
is even harder to find. Of twelve articles located by authors of this
essay, there were no full-length works that focus specifically on
Florida; seven of these texts had fewer than four pages.
Why library history has received scant attention from cultural
historians is the subject of critic Wayne Wiegand's address to the
Library History Round Table's fiftieth anniversary. Writing in
199'7, Wiegand points out that J.H. Shera only temporarily interrupted the celebratory and limited nature of the work that fol-

8.
9.

Ibid, 55.
The Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship was established at Clarion
College of the University of Pennsylvania in 1977; its semi-annual journal
Rural Libraries has published two hundred and seven articles since 1980, on
topics extending from library research in Delaware to Guam. But only a handful deal with public libraries in the South. Davis and Tucker's 1987 bibliography listed approximately sixty items. Widening the search to such journals as
Libraries and Culture, TheJournal of Libertarian Studies, and Library Trends, the
authors of this study were able to locate fifty-six items focusing on libraries in
the South.
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lowed. Wiegand is concerned that "...librarianship itself has not
generated influential or significant theoretical perspectives"
because "it is focused mostly on process, seeking to answer 'how'
rather than 'why' questions. . . ."lo
Ron Blazek wrote three essays from 1979 to 1987 that seem to
be the exception to the rule that writing on Florida libraries targets
"how" questions rather than "why."11 Although he can be considered the ''Jesse Shera" of Florida library historians, his work is now
over thirty years old, and therefore ready for revision.
Blazek points out that it is difficult to record the history of a
library accurately and that conjecture is necessary: "The various
theories all have some but not total credibility; instead, library origins are seen to stem from a combination of motives, forces, factors and prevailing condition^."'^ He thus generously leaves room
for opinions that might differ from his own. The authors of this
essay hope to expand the scope of Ron Blazek's speculations in the
following ways: continuing his interest in why women's groups
were critical to the development of early libraries, we examine the
role of the Home Demonstration agents; following his reference to
club policies that excluded blacks, we explore the means by which
the African American community compensated for lack of library
access. We consider the role of the library as a tool for desegregation, and conclude by questioning whether "built-for-use"libraries
will in the future continue to be the necessary goal of small rural
communities like Hastings.

Historiographical Context
Blazek focused on three early libraries in locations across
Florida: St Augustine, a coastal city in northeast Florida; DeFuniak
Springs, located in the western panhandle; and Lemon City, a town
in its own right at the turn of the century, absorbed by Miami in the
sixties. The three early libraries are widely separated geographically,
10: "American Library History Literature, 1947-1997: Theoretical Perspectives?"
Libraries & Culture, 35.1 (Winter 2000): 434 .
11. Ron Blazek, " Development of Library Service in the Nation's Oldest City: The
St. Augustine Library Association, 18741880, '1Journal of Libertarian Studies,
14.2 (1979): 160-82 (hereafter referred to as "St. Aug. Library"); "Library in a
Pioneer Community: Lemon City, Florida", Tequesta, 42 (1982): 39-55 (hereafter referred to as "Lemon City"); "The Library, the Chautauqua, and the
Railroads in DeFuniak Springs, Florida," Journal of Libertarian Studies, 22
(1987): 377-96 (hereafter referred to as "DeFuniak Springs").
12. "DeFuniak Springs," 396.
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but linked by Blazek's concern with what he saw as a common pattern
of origination: in each of these three cases the upper socio-economic sector of the community produced civic-minded individuals determined to bring culture to their city. Shera's conclusion concerning
the role of the public library clearly influenced Blazek's analysis:
"Judged by every standard and measured by every criterion the p u b
lic library is revealed as a social agency dependent upon the objectives of society. It followed-it did not create--social change."13
Blazek explored two nineteenth-century cultural concepts:
self-help for the lower classes and philanthropy for the upper class.
The social entity,that motivated library development among middle-to-upper class club women, as Blazek argued in two of his studies, was the adult education movement of the late nineteenth
century,14 which itself was rooted in Emersonian "self-reliance."
The people who settled the pioneer state of Florida in the mid1800s carried with them Benjamin Franklin's Autobiography; the
subscription library organized by his debating club, the Junto,
served as the forerunner of the libraries organized by club men
and women of the late 1800s. Philanthropy provided the motivation for the upper-class founders of the St. Augustine reading
room. In his "case history of the St. Augustine Library Association
from its inception in 18'74 until its incorporation in 1880," Blazek
identified the philanthropic notion that great wealth carries the
responsibility of payback to the community, a primary tenet of
Andrew Carnegie's "gospel of wealth," as a motivating factor.15
The point is this: Blazek's research is influenced by Shera's study
of library history. Like Shera, Blazek argued that the philosophical
commitment to "self-improvement" and social uplift shaped the
growth of the library movement in the three libraries he studied,
and not the library that shaped public or social policy.
13. Shera, 248.
14. Blazek identified the influence of the adult education movement, and the
ethical climate out of which it grew, as a key element; he returned to it in his
studies of the libraries in DeFuniak Springs, St. Augustine, and Lemon City.
Of the latter he wrote: "The natural evolution of those [libraries] which had
begun as 'membershipfor-fee' agencies into public libraries was symptomatic
of this country's growth and progress, an important component of the adult education
movement. The Lemon City Library was an example of that condition in South
Florida, its development inexorably bound to the people it served" (Lemon
City 54, emphasis added). See the following essay for references to library
development and adult education: "DeFuniak Springs," 377, 379.
15. "St. Aug. Library," 162.
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In DeFuniak Springs, a library was central to a plan to attract
tourists by turning the town into a cultural center, the "Athens of
West Florida," as it was called in ad campaigns of the early teens.
Blazek presented the genesis and growth of the DeFuniak Springs
Library as a subsidiary of the self-education movement of the
Gilded Age and as a compliment to the Chautauqua center that
flourished in this panhandle town. "As the Chautauqua had
spread, so had the locally supported library," he wrote. "Both
social libraries and their progeny, true tax-supported public
libraries, were developing in towns and villages throughout the
land."16 Although the Chautauqua declined, and with it the town
that was built around it, the library, constructed with money collected by the ladies of the Library Association, survived into the
1960s as a functioning public library operated by the town.
The St. Augustine Free Public Library, which was neither free
nor public until 1977, was supported and maintained, at its opening in 1874, by wealthy visitors who "represented the elite of the
city, most of them being Northerners by birth."" In a departure
from the female-dominated library development in Hastings,
Lemon City, and to a lesser extent, DeFuniak Springs, Blazek
noted that the city's library organization was, at first, controlled by
a number of prominent men, who "continued to serve the
Association, providing the stability and continuity essential to their
It is worth noting that
role as sources of power and influen~e."'~
the majority of those involved represented vacationers who could
afford to focus their attention on the library. In contrast, the
founders of the libraries in DeFuniak Springs and Lemon City
were local middle class clubwomen. They represented the town's
upper social echelons, but, in many cases, their husbands were
farmers, not professionals or businessmen. This confluence of
rural and small town elites raises possibilities for understanding
change that Blazek did not choose to explore. In small rural areas,
a library could originate from the ground up.
Of the three essays Blazek wrote, his 1982 study of the Lemon
City library offers the closest parallels to the history of the Hastings
Branch Library. Lemon City, like Hastings, had a more prosperous neighbor, Coconut Grove, and a peripatetic history of reloca16. "DeFuniak Springs,"379.
17. "St.Aug. Library,"l64.
18. Ibid, 166.
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tions from private to public buildings. As was the case with the
Hasting Library, a series of women's clubs organized and supported the Lemon City Library, raising money for books by holding
oyster suppers, dances, and book drives. Their efforts proved to be
so successful that the Lemon City Library's permanent building,
completed in 1904, outlived the town of Lemon City, which was
absorbed by Miami in 1925, while the building itself remained the
site of an active library until it was destroyed by fire in 1964.19The
town of Hastings may yet become a bedroom suburb of St.
Augustine, as its farmland continues to be sold off to land developers. Blazek concluded that the history of the Lemon City Library
"is tangible evidence of the cultural progress in American community life which bespeaks a higher level of felt need than that of
mere survival,"20a final thread that links these libraries with a similar pioneer past to each other and to the Hastings Library.
There has been a library of some sort in Hastings almost since
the day it was incorporated in 1911. To put this accomplishment in
perspective, it is useful to look at figures published in a 1948 survey conducted by the American Library Association:
More than 35 million Americans, 27 percent of the population, were without public libraries. Of those, 91 percent
lived in small villages, or the open country. Over half the
rural population lacked public libraries. Of the 661 counties without libraries, many were rural; three quarters were
in the south. 21
Jacksonville, forty-seven miles north of Hastings, had had a
Carnegie-built library since 1905. But in 1948, only a few rural
towns in St. Johns County, or in Florida as a whole, had a library
supported by and patronized by members of the community.
Hastings was one of those few. To quote Dotsy Miles, one of the
Hastings citizens interviewed for this essay, its library had ". . .
more books in it than the St. Augustine library."22
19. "Lemon City Library,"53.
20. Ibid., 54.
21. As quoted in Jean L. Preer, "The Wonderful World of Books: Librarians,
Publishers, and Rural Readers," Libraries €9 Culture 32.4 (199'7):403-26.
22. Dorothy "Dotsy"T. Miles, interviewed by George V. Minton, digital recording,
28 December 2006, SAHSRLMS 105, Folder 31. All interview transcripts are
located in MC 105, St. Augustine Historical Society Research Library, St.
Augustine, Florida. Subsequent references to the materials collected for this
essay will be referred to as SAHSRL MC 105 and file number.
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A Brief History of Hastings, Florida
In the late 1800s, Henry Flagler built three magnificent hotels
in St. Augustine. These hotels, with their lush accommodations
and amenities, attracted large groups of northern tourists who
wanted to winter in tropical St.Johns County, "the TB ward of the
new
In order to supply his hotel with fresh fruits and vegetables, Flagler invited his cousin, Thomas Horace Hastings, to
Florida. Hastings, with a group of fifty families, established a model
farm named Prairie Garden near the depot of Merryfield, seventeen miles southwest of St. Augustine in 1890.24People continued
to settle around Prairie Garden, and in 1911, the farm community
was incorporated as the Town of Hastings. 25 It is worth noting
that Hastings and DeFuniak Springs, the site of the library about
which Blazek wrote, share this in common: they each outgrew the
entrepreneurial intentions of the wealthy men who founded them.
During the town's heyday in the late twenties, Hastings was a
bustling town with a population of 761.26Netha Campbell Durrell
attended Hastings High School in the late 1920s. She remembers
spending time at Cole's Drug Store and other teenage wateringholes, like Freeman's and the Bird Hotel, all in the core of the
town.27 The community also supported a Masonic lodge, according to Charles Harris, a long-time resident.28
Dotsy Miles, who moved to Hastings in 1949 as a bride, remembers the town being so crowded with people and automobiles that
"you could not get into town on Saturday night." Miles recalls that
"Bob Lovett had a meat market; Mrs. McCue had a cute dime
store; Mr. Higginbothams had a little shoe store." 29 Moreover, a
hardware store, a barbershop, and an up-scale dress emporium
-

-

23. Thomas Graham, The Awakening of St. Augustine: The Anderson Family and the
Oldest City, 1821-1924 (St. Augustine: The St. Augustine Historical Society,
1978), 62.
24. Karen Harvey, St. Augustine and St. Johns County: A Pictorial Histoly (Virginia
Beach, Va: Donning Company, 1980), 150.
25. Town of Hastings, Town Incorporation, Minutes of the Hastings Town Council,
March 11, 1911. Town Offices, Binder 1, Hastings, Florida.
26. U.S. Federal Census, 1920. http://www2.census.gov/prod2/decennial/documents/41084484vlch2.pdf; 10/20/09.
27. Netha Campbell Durrell, interviewed by Sandie A. Stratton, digital recording,
21 December 2006, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 13.
28. Charles Harris, interview by George V. Minton, 14 November 2006, SAHSRL
MC 105, Folder 18.
29. Dotsy Miles, op. cit.
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Busy Main Street of downtown Hastings Florida circa 1929. Photograph courtesy of
the FZorida State Archives, Tallahassee.

called Carlisle's attracted customers from Jacksonville, forty-five
miles away.30 By the 1950s, two grocery stores (one of which was
an A&P),a pharmacy known as Lennox's, a dry cleaning store, and
a Ford dealership, Stanton Motors, filled the "downtown
According to town historian Francis Parish, the wife of the angry
editorial writer quoted at the beginning of this essay, the population in 1959 was "approximately 1200 in the town area with about
3000 in the surrounding farm area."32
In the 1970s, Thomas and Geneva Cave, parents of local pastor
Rev. Thomas Cave, 111, purchased the Hastings Dry Cleaners, located at 315 Main Street, from Harry and Hattie Dalton, their employers for the previous twenty years.33This change of ownership was
historically important, for it made the Caves the first black business

30. Elizabeth Ann Petty, interview by George V. Minton, digital recording, 19
January 2003, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 40.
31. Ethel B. McNeil, interview by Nicholas Cornparato, digital recording, 27
October 2006, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 29.
32. St. Augustine&cm-d 1 February 1959, p. 2, file "St.Johns CountyAreas: Hastings"
located in the St.Johns Historical Society Research Library (SAHSRL).
33. Unrecorded telephone interview by George V. Minton with Rev. Cave, 21
August 2007.
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owners on Hastings' Main Street.34 Today, on (or near Main
Street), there are two black-owned businesses: a barbershop, in
addition to Coleman's Mortuary. Overall, however, business in
Hastings has declined since the 1970s. Locals, both black and
white, drive three miles to a roadside stand called The County Line
for their fresh fruit and vegetables; when it closes down for the summer, they drive ten miles west on Route 207 to the nearest grocery
in Palatka. The rest of the stores along Main Street are long gone.
Besides the gradual decline in farming that began in the
1960s, the town never recovered from the fire that "level[ed] seven
stores" on Main Street in 1985.35 Today downtown consists of a
thriving local restaurant called Johnny's Kitchen, a modest fried
fish restaurant called Danni's, a pawnshop, and a Dollar General.
There is a Baptist church on one corner of Main Street and Route
207, and a gas station on the opposite corner. The financial landscape of Main Street remains fluid; stores go out of business and
other stores take their place.

,

-

The Library
Hastings got its first traffic light in 1917. Since then it has
always had a traffic light. Even more remarkably, Hastings has
almost always had a library. As early as 1906, the St. Johns
Methodist Episcopal Church operated the town's first library. At
some point in the early 1900s, books were stored in a building
next door to the Lattin Pharmacy, which served as the town's
schoolbook repository, as well as its second library, sharing
responsibility for the town's books with the Methodist Church.
Just before the church was pulled down in 1930, a group of seventeen women formed an organization known as the Hastings
Home Demonstration and Women's Club that formalized the
town's relationship to library development. At their first meeting
on January 26, 1928, Mrs. John Hunt, a pillar of the community,
was elected president.
34. A research project begun by Sandy Sivulich, retired Hastings librarian, has
turned up evidence concerning at least thirteen other businesses run by
African Americans "in the Hastings area in the 1940s, '50s and '60s."All but
one of these businesses, Mae Francis Hardy's "merchandisestore,"were located off Main Street. Sandy Sivulich, unpublished slide show script, p. 4 (for an
O.U.R. Community Center presentation in Hastings, FL).
35. Julia Howard and Jackie Feagin, "Fire Levels Seven Hastings Stores," St.
Augustine Record, 26 March 1985. Folder 6.
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Kelly Anne Minor, in "Power in the Land; Home
Demonstration in Florida, 1915-1960,"notes that the state's home
demonstration agency "was formally created as part of the
Cooperative Extension Service by the Smith-Lever Act of 1914,"
which gave governmental sanction to a "comprehensive system of
rural uplift, via education among rural families."36Agents in the
field were dedicated to helping women in rural communities preserve food, use pressure cookers, eliminate illness caused by unsanitary privies and kitchens, and develop curb markets and
cooperatives for selling butter, eggs, and poultry.
Establishing local libraries in country towns certainly would
qualify as "rural uplift." The State's Extension Office did not normally authorize its agents to foster the impulse to start libraries;
but it was willing to take credit for doing so. The joined name of
the club-Home Demonstration and Women's Club-identifies
the Hastings organization as a special case. At a meeting of the
Hastings Women Club held in 1951 and attended by a representative from the State Home Demonstration Office, the responsibility
of the Extension Office for the impulse to start a library was celebrated in an article written by town historian Frances Parish:
The library, which is in its 25" year, is a unique institution
not only in Hastings but also in the entire state, because it
is the only library of its size and scope that was started and
is operated by a Home Demonstration
Whatever the source of the impulse, "starting a library" was the
first item on the agenda for the third meeting held on March 16,
1928 of the Hastings Home Demonstration and Women's Club. A
committee led by Mrs. Barstow was formed to investigate the advisability of such a plan.
The charter members of the Women's Club came from the
socially and economically prominent stratum of Hastings' white
citizenry. Frances Parish, writing for the St. Augustine Record in
1963, provided a list of the names of the founders in the style that
was typical of the times; each woman was named by her husband's
first and last name: "Charter members of the Woman's Club were
as follows: Mesdame D. W. McElveen, John Hunt, George
36. Kelly Minor, "Power in the Land: Home Demonstration in Florida, 19151960,"unpublished dissertation, University of Florida, 2006, vii, fn 1, 2.
37. St. Augustine Record, 18 October 1951, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 6.
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Barrel-pack potatoes being loaded into railcars in Hastings Florida circa 1911.
Photograph courtesy of the norida State Archives, Tallahassee.

Middleton. . . ."3sThe linking of each woman with her husband's
name clearly conveys her social status; the names are a record of
the town's power structure.
Besides Mrs. John Hunt, the Club's first president, Parish
names Mrs. Hortense Wallace, whose husband Sam was mayor at
one time and owned Miles Packing Company. Mrs. Alice Stanton's
husband Charles owned Stanton Motors, the Ford dealership, and
served several terms as mayor. Mrs. Genevieve Johns, part of the
large and important Johns family who helped turn Flagler's garden
community into a town, was the wife of Delbert Johns, owner of
Bird Farm and a leading potato grower in the area.
"Social prominence" is a relative term. Hastings, compared to
St. Augustine, was a backwater town; the library's founding members did not belong in the same economic or social class as the
northern socialites wintering in St. Augustine who, according to
Blazek, banded together to establish a "free public library and
reading room" in 18'74.39The men married to the women of the
Hastings Women's Club were farmers; they got their hands dirty.
38. St. Augustine Record, 12 May 1963, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 6.
39. "St. Aug. Libra1y,'~l64.
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Nevertheless, the history of the Hastings library bears out Blazek's
argument that libraries in the state seem to have begun largely
through the efforts of a small group of civic-minded women with
the means and the time to concern themselves with the "uplift" of
their neighbors.
The early history of the Hastings Library also paralleled that of
the Lemon City Library, as mentioned earlier, in two ways. Firstly,
the south Florida library began as a subscription library created by
a core group of local women. Just as the Hastings Women's Club
would pull out their tea sets and put on their dancing shoes for
social events to raise money for their library, so would the women
in Lemon City. Secondly, the two libraries followed what Blazek
calls "the natural evolution of those [libraries] which had begun as
membership-for-fee agencies into public librarie~."~~
On April 2, 1928, the women agreed to host a silver tea, their
first f u n d r a i ~ e r At
. ~ ~a second meeting held four days later, the
minutes show that they decided to charge a nickel at the door of
their new library. Members were urged to donate books to supplement the Palatka Library's loan of fifty books a month.
On April 6, the secretary wrote that "Mrs. Durkee suggested
that the old charter members of the former Hastings Library [in
the Methodist Church] sign a paper to turn their books over to the
new organization [the Hastings Home Demonstration and
Women's Club] ."42These minutes offer the only hint that the club
planned to move the town's library from its location in the
Methodist Church to a new, more permanent location in the
Chamber of Commerce Building. This note also alluded to an
unstated reason for the Women's Club taking over the sponsorship
of the library. The Methodist Church was experiencing growing
pains; disagreements over where to relocate had caused a schism.
In the uncertainty about where the church's 400 books would go,
the Women's Club apparently felt a responsibility for the books
left homeless by the division of the church into factions.43
40. "LemonCity,"54.
41. A silver tea party was a fund-raising event, the origins of which date to 1900.
Guests made voluntary contributions (silver coins) for charitable purposes.
42. Charlotte BrubakerJohns private collection, hereafter referred to as CBJ ms.
Charlotte BrubakerJohns of St. Augustine, F'L owned a complete copy of the
records, and graciously loaned them to the authors for study. Johns' motherin-law was Genevieve Johns, the first secretary of the Women's Club, who
served in that position for many years.
43. Nancy Levine (personal interview, Sandie A. Stratton, February 24, 2009).
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TEASETS,TRACTORS,
AND T- 1 LINES
251
The opening of the new library in June, 1928, made front-page
news in the Hastings Herald:
The Women's Club is sponsoring a free library located in
the Chamber of Commerce building in Railroad Park and
announced the opening to the public on Sunday,June 23,
from 3 to 6 pm. The following week the library will be
opened on Wednesday from 3 to 6 pm.44
It was a beginning. Soon after, the library would open on a regular
basis for three hours on Wednesdays and Saturdays.
Out of their fundraising money, the Women's Club purchased
screens for the Chamber of Commerce Building. Such a purchase
was essential for the comfort of readers in the age before air-conditioning; it was also common practice for home demonstration
agents to urge rural communities to use screens for protection
against malaria-carrying mosquitoes. Screens in place, the club
could offer, at the opening of the library, more than 600 books they
had assembled, including "the latest fiction, books for children,
and the best of non-fiction."" By the end of the summer, nearly
500 books had been checked out, and the newspaper published an
appeal to the community for donations of books.46 Ninety-two of
those books were claimed during three hours of operation on a single Saturday afternoon, according to the article. The demand for
books was so great that the Women's Club sent out a call for immediate donations of books. They preferred books to donations of
cash, since book orders would have taken time to fill.
By September, the complement of books, according to the
Library Committee's report, had reached 850. To restock the
shelves, the new library charged three cents a day for books
loaned to patrons. To augment the money they collected for
books charged out, the group held a social tea and bridge party
at the Hotel Hastings. Twenty-one dollars were raised in October
for book purchases.47
Books continued to fill the library's shelves over the next two
years. Two hundred books arrived from the Newark Free Library
in New Jersey, a donation that enabled the women to contribute

44. Pacetti-Stratton private collection of The Hastings Herald.
45. Hustings Herald, June 1928, ibid.
46. Hastings Herald, August 1928, ibid.
47. Minutes, 19 October 1928 (CBJ ms).
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books to the Hastings High School so that the school could meet
accreditation req~irernents.~~
ByJanuary 1929, the Women's Club
library in the Chamber of Commerce Building had acquired 1,060
adult books and 280 children's books and a new heater.49When
the group was offered the opportunity to rent Dr. Lattin's empty
storehouse for a clubroom, they accepted.
The Lattin Building clubhouse was rented out to other clubs
in the community. Hastings has supported a full complement of
clubs and civic groups: the Women's Wednesday Club, the Nifty
Nine Gang, American Legion, the Rotary Club, the Lions
The fact that the Hastings Home Demonstration and Women's
Club began preparing lunches for the Rotary Club meetings suggests that the husbands of these socially prominent women supported their efforts. Club members prepared and sold flavoring
extracts (the influence of the Home Demonstration agency can
surely be seen here). The club's fundraising efforts enabled the
women to spend a monthly average of twenty-three dollars on
books during the spring and summer, a considerable sum in 1930,
the first year after the stock market crash. Their fundraising efforts
were typical of women's clubs of the era.
In Free to All: Carnegie Libraries and American Culture (1995),
Abigail A. Van Slyck writes that, in Midwestern cities of the teens
and twenties, "the prohibition on handling cash made it particularly difficult for club women to find a home for the [social]
library."51 It was considered unwomanly to raise money the way
men would, by borrowing from a bank, or selling property.
Holding silver teas, on the other hand, would allow these clubwomen to preserve the social conventions of ladylike hospitality.
But such funding activities did not bring in much cash, making it
difficult to pay rent on comfortable accommodations for their
library. "Of a sample of eighty-two towns," Slyck writes, "eleven had
no library at the time they asked for a Carnegie glft," while twentysix of those groups applying
48. Ibid.
49. Minutes,January 1929 (CBJ ms).
50. Greg Leonard, A Homecoming at Hastings, Florida, Powerpoint Presentation
cd, 2006. Leonard identifies the Women's Wednesday Club as a sponsor for a
Hastings library, but the authors of this essay found no other evidence to sup
port this claim.
5 1. Abigail Van Slyck, Free to All: Carnegie libraries & Ammican culture, 1890-1920.
(Chicago:University of Chicago Press), 128.
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. . . housed their libraries somewhere in the city hall, sixteen used rented rooms in a commercial block, six used
a room in the school building, and four used a room in
the county courthouse. In four remaining towns, the
libraries were located in the Soldiers Memorial Hall, the
YMCA, a church basement, and on the shelves of a drugstore, respectively. 52

During the years that the Hastings Home Demonstration and
Women's Club took responsibility for the library, it resided in the
storeroom of a drugstore. Later, it was located in a room set aside
in the Chamber of Commerce building, and from 1937 spent the
next forty-eight years on the first floor of the WPA-funded Civic
Center. The migratory nature of the library in Hastings is a regional characteristic shared with western and Midwestern libraries during the period of Carnegie's largesse, and in much of the South, to
this day. Van Slyck continues: "The East may have seen a great
library building boom in the 1880s, but purpose-built library buildHastings never had a "purings were still a rarity in the
pose-built library," although it has never lacked for library services.
What motivated these "pioneers with teapots"? Dotsy Miles,
whose interview was quoted earlier in this essay, notes that her
mother-in-law (referred to as "Grandma") was a member of the
Hastings Home Demonstration and Women's Club:

. . . the Hastings library had more books in it than the St.
Augustine library. The early settlers in Hastings, by and
large, were well read and educated people, and they were
interested in literature and things like that. They started
a library. I do not know who started it, but Grandma was
very active in it for years, and I would take her and any
other lady that was on the board to Jacksonville to buy
books. That was my contact with the 1ibra1-y.~~
In his essay on the "pioneer library" in Lemon City, Blazek wrote,
"Florida, a relatively new state (1845), lacked the bookish heritage
of others and early libraries were generally found in the northern
~~
evalparts of the state close to the seats of g ~ v e r n m e n t . "Blazek's
52.
53.
54.
55.

Ibid.
Van Slyck, op. cit.
Dotsy Miles interview, op. cit.
"Lemon City, Florida," 3940.
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uation of the state's lack of "bookish heritage" does not necessarily apply to the pioneer community that arose in Hastings. As Dotsy
Miles puts it, " The early settlers in Hastings, by and large, were well read
and educated people and thq, were interested in literat~re."~~
The Home Demonstration and Women's Club did not restrict
their community efforts to supplying the town with library services.
The library was one of many community projects. They beautified
the town by planting trees and flowers, and by sponsoring clean-up
days. They supported the Girl Scouts and 4 H clubs. Children who
could not afford school lunches were allowed to eat in the school
cafeteria because of money donated by the Women's Club. Books
were bought for the (white) school library; children were ferried
to St. Augustine for doctors' and dentists' appointments. The
Women's Club made the health and intellectual development of
the citizen's of Hastings their business.
Like many other libraries during the early part of the century, this facility charged a low rental fee of three cents for new or
popular books, placing the Hastings Library squarely within the
trend followed by social libraries of the early 1900s. The Carnegie
libraries helped establish the modern idea that libraries should be
"free to all," but that idea, according to Theodore Jones in his
Library of Congress monograph, didn't extend to blacks; some
communities in the South "explicitly requested and received
Carnegie funds for segregated libraries. . . ."57 Although the
Carnegie-built library established in nearby Jacksonville in 1905
was free to the public, African Americans were allowed to withdraw books, but not to read them in the library. In Hastings,
library service was restricted to whites. A questionnaire filled out
by the librarian Dorothy E. Coe for the fiscal year 1951 noted that
the Hastings Public Library, now housed in the Civic Center, gives
"free service to all." The report contains a multiple-choice question: "whites; Negroes; both." Coe underlined "whites." Ten years
later, she filled out a similar fiscal report with the same informat i ~ n It. ~
would
~ have been taken for granted in the segregated
South that no "Negroes" would be allowed to borrow books or
enter a "white" library.
56. Dotsy Miles interview, op. cit. Emphasis added.
57. Theodore Jones, Carnegie Libraries Across America: A Public Legacy (Washington,
D.C.: Preservation Press, 1997), 93.
58. Dorothy Coe, fiscal report, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 2.
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During the five years that the library was located on Park
Avenue in the Chamber of Commerce Building, the women
increased the number of books from 400 to over 2,000. Three cents
a book was not enough to pay for the upkeep of the building, but
it helped the women,'^ Club put new books on the shelves. When
the time came to move, the club had to look for outside funding.
Most of the buildings in town were made of wood, and termite
damage in Florida was an unavoidable fact of life. When the
Chamber of Commerce Building began to show signs of structural
weakness, the women relocated the library to the clubhouse building on Lattin Street (itself in rather poor repair), where it
remained from 1933 to 1937. In the winter of 1934, during the
darkest period of the Great Depression, the city of Hastings and
officials representing St. Johns County jointly applied for WPA
funding to build a civic center.
The Hastings Home
Demonstration and Women's Club was the catalyst for this application. When the Civic Center was completed in 1937, the library
moved into the northern wing of the first floor.
Although the Depression caused almost universal hardship,
farming communities were especially hard hit. Historian David M.
Kennedy writes, in Freedomfrom Fear, that "...[o]n America's farms,
income had plummeted from $6 billion in what for farmers was
the already lean year of 1929 to $2 billion in 1932."~~
By the midthirties, the farm economy was bottoming out: "More than half of
all farm families had annual incomes of less than a thousand dollars. In 1934 the per capita income of farm households was just
$167."60 President Franklin Roosevelt's Works Project
Administration provided funding for over 100,000 buildings for
civic use. In Hastings, a civic center built with WPA funding would
have received support from the businessmen of the community
because of the boost it would give to the local economy-jobs for
local workers, money for services to these workers and for building
materials. Bunnell, a small farming community in nearby Flagler
County, seems to have made the same decision. A civic center,
funded with WPA money, was built and used to house its library.
According to David Kennedy, the building of WPA structures
frequently had a political dimension: "All politics is local.
59. David M. Kennedy, FreedomfiomFear: The American People in D@ession and War,
1929-1945 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 163.
60. Kennedy, 192.
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Roosevelt used [the WPA] to build up those local bosses who
would, in turn, support his national program^."^^ The era of silver
teas might have ended with the move to the Civic Center considered in 1937, although the Women's Club continued to plan
lunches. The transition marked new concerns about where and
how the women would raise money. Increasingly, they voiced these
concerns to elected officials of the county.
The Hastings Library remained in the Civic Center for the
next forty-eight years. Was this building intended as "the next
stage" for the library? It is unlikely that a built-for-use library was
consideredin 1937, with the Civic Center, a two-story affair, such a
new part of the town's physical signature.
A Home Demonstration kitchen was fitted up on the first floor
during the years of the Great Depression and linked to the library
in correspondence with Larson and Hunt, Inc., the rental agency
that held the lease. In a note to the club president Mrs. E. S. Miles
concerning rental fees, the general chairman writes:
Supplementingour telephone conversation relative to the
rental of the Library and Canning Club rooms in the new
Hastings Community Center by your organization, this is
to advise you that a fair rental would be ten dollars . . . per
month.62
During the Cold War, the first floor doubled as a Civil Defense
bomb shelter. The library took up only 1200 or so feet of the first
floor. But the women had access to a large auditorium, dining
room and kitchen, for a fee of $75 a year.63
During the forty-eight years that the library was in the Civic
Center, the library was run by a series of volunteers; Dorothy Parish
named some of these civic-minded women in a St. Augustine Record
article published in 1963: "During the years it has been there Mrs.
George Middleton, Mrs. C. C. Stanton, and Miss Dorothy Coe have
been among those giving their time and efforts to the running of
the library."64Forty-eight years is a long time for a single club in a
small town to have control of an evanescent institution like a social
library. In Bunnell, sponsorship of the library changed hands as
61.
62.
63.
64.

Kennedy, 253.
Flagler Tribune, 21 April 192'7, n.p., SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 6.
Letter, Larson & Hunt, Inc., 20 February 193'7, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 9.
The St. Augustine Recmd, 12 May 1963, n.p. SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 6.
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local sponsors came and went. Blazek reports that responsibility for
the Lemon City Library fell to groups with names like the Busy
Bees, variously and erroneously named in the Tropical Sun as the
Buzzing ~ e l l e sLike
. ~ ~the history of the library in Lemon City, the
Hastings library's development followed an evolutionary trajectory
from private reading group to public library. But it appears that the
Home Demonstration and Women's Club did maintain continuous
sponsorship and only began to share the oversight of the library
with another group in 1963, when the Business and Professional
Women's Club of Hastings took an interest in the maintenance of
the library. The interest of this new club probably reflected a
greater sophistication on the part of Hastings clubwomen in their
dealings with bureaucracy and the integration of women into the
larger world of commerce.
Margaret Stevens, who had no library experience or training,
became librarian (still a part-time position) in 1969. The period
of her employment is notable because it signals a shift in attention
to two underserved segments of the population: children and
African Americans.
In his 1998 history of the public library in the United States,
Lowell A. Martin points out that "the earliest libraries actually did
not serve children; they restricted access to those over twelve or
fourteen. . . for it was assumed that the presence of youngsters
would disturb serious adult readers."66 Although the Hastings
Home Demonstration and Women's Club did purchase or borrow
books that would appeal to children, there had previously been
no efforts to plan programs that would bring them into the
library. Margaret Stevens' innovative reading programs, however,
encouraged the participation of all the children in the community of Hastings.
As her daughter Elizabeth Petty says, she "got a little flak" for
stating that the library should be an available resource for everyone. Stevens took steps to provide reading programs that would
include not only white children, but also African American chil-

, .

i.5:

-., ,..

65. For the names of women's clubs responsible for the Bunnell library, see the
following editions of the Flagler Tribune: 11 April 1927, p. 1; 4 May 1933, n.p.
SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 6. For the names of women's clubs in Lemon City,
see Blazek, "Libraryin a Pioneer Community,"47-48.
66. Enrichment: A History of the Public Libray in the United States in the Twentieth
Century (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 1998), 57.
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dren who had been excluded previously because of their color and
level of literacy. Her daughter remembers that she "got books and
sat and read. . . ." to children who told her they could not read,
black and white together.67
By inviting black children to attend her reading programs,
Margaret Stevens helped prepare the way for integration in
Hastings. According to Rev. Robert Holtz, who retired as pastor at
the Saint Stephens United Methodist Church in 1996, Margaret
Stevens was the only reason he became a long-time member of the
Hastings Friends of the Library after its start in 1989: "She was very
loyal [to the Friends of the Library] and was accepted by the
blacks, and we had faith in her."68
The year 19'79 marked an important milestone for the
library and its growing programs. In August of 19'79, Virginia
Pardon was hired as a permanent part-time employee; over the
years her position became fulltime. It is likely that the funds that
supplied the town with a Books By Mail service, sponsored by the
St. Johns County Library system, made it possible to transform
her position to paid full-time status. A newcomer to Hastings,
Pardon had begun by working as a volunteer while the library
was still located in the Civic Center. Like Margaret Stevens,
Virginia Pardon "had never been trained as a librarian but she
agreed to accept the challenge.. .."69Pardon accepted the help
of her predecessor, Margaret Stevens, who, after she retired,
stayed on as a volunteer, working primarily with the librarian on
the children's programs.
Virginia Pardon, like her friend Margaret Stevens, built relationships with African American adults in Hastings. In the summer of 1980, Pardon offered Rev. Holtz the library as a space
where the children from St. Stephens Church could go after
Bible study. Rev. Holtz notes that "I had 125 children that I
saved in the morning, and the 125 went down to the library in
the aftern~on."'~

6'7. Elizabeth Petty, interview by George V. Minton, digital recording, 19 January
2007, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 40.
68. Rev. Robert L. Holtz, interview by George V. Minton, digital recording, 8
February 200'7. SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 19.
69. Karen Harvey, "Mail-a-Book Program One of Several Hastings Library
Services,"St. Augzlstine Record, 'IJanuary 1988, n.p.
'70. Holtz interview, op. cit.
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In the 1980s Virginia Pardon shared space in the Civic Center
library with a young African American woman, TanyaJackson, who
was hired by the county to direct a recreational program for children in Hastings. According to Jackson, African American children
congregated in the library after school: "[K] ids . . . came in to do
homework, learn different games and mingle with different kids,
different races.. .In 1984. . . that is when I see more blacks and
whites getting together, working and playing."71 When the
Hastings Library relocated from the Civic Center to the band practice room inl985, Jackson told Pardon that "she was moving along
with her" and for years, the Recreation Center occupied a trailer
next to the band practice room 1ibra1-y.~~
Adult African Americans, by common custom, never used the
library until desegregation was well underway, partly because it was
in the white part of town. Virginia Pardon, however, encouraged
and sometimes required parents, regardless of color, to come into
the library with their children. Pastor Chris Coleman points out
that the Hastings Library was the "only place in the community at
that time that everybody, regardless of color, could come."73As
Jackson puts it, speaking of the time she worked with Pardon in the
'80s, "The library was integrated."74
Hastings Branch Public Library, in the sixties and seventies,
was an oasis of racial accord, comparatively speaking. Conflict
raged in nearby St. Augustine and Jacksonville during the Civil
Rights period. Ax Handle Saturday, the sit-in that resulted in violence, put Jacksonville on the map in the national conflict in 1960;
the arrest of Ralph Abernathy and Martin Luther King while trying
to get service at a restaurant in 1964, marked a highpoint-or low
point--of racial conflict in St. Augustine.
In order to forestall such conflict, city commissioners responded positively to the St. Augustine NAACP chapter's request, in the
early1950s, for funds to support recreational facilities and a separate library for blacks. "Since neither request threatened traditional racial customs," writes David R. Colburn in his well-researched
71. Tanya Jackson, interview by George V. Minton, digital recording, 1 February
2007, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 21.
72. Virginia Pardon, interview by Belinda J. Delzell, East Palatka, FL. 21 January
2007, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 37.
73. Christopher Coleman, interview by Amanda Hillman, digital recording, 17
October 2006, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 12.
74. Tanya Jackson, interview, op. cit.
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history of the Civil Rights Movement in St. Augustine, "city commissioners approved both requests."75 Barbara Vickers (a vocal
leader in the town's civil rights movement) notes further that a
lending library serving "colored people" was established in ,
Lincolnville, the black neighborhood in St. Augustine, "because
the St. Augustine Free Public Library only served whites."76It was
supplied with books; the library was in the back room of a confectioner's shop, but was not apparently used by the Lincolnville
black community with any regularity. The African American com- '
munity in Hastings, living primarily on the north side of Main I
Street (hereafter referred to as "the Northside"), did not have L'
access to the Hastings Branch Public Library, either.
Barbara Oliver, an African American woman who grew up on
the Northside, told the authors of this essay: "The library wasn't
a place that we would go to get information; in fact it was kind of
like it wasn't allowed. . . . We just learned to live with that."77
Northsiders did not cross the railroad tracks to the south side
(where the library was located), if they could avoid it. Lacking a
library of their own, the children of the Northside were served by
their dedicated teachers at Walter E. Harris, the so-called black
school.78One such person was Lucy Carter, a teacher and resident of Hastings. Speaking about her Aunt Lucy, Barbara Oliver
observed: "She loved teaching. She would have papers everywhere and she would always know what was in what stack. She
had World Book Encyclopedias and my first Funk and ~ a ~ n a l l . " ~ ~
When students came to Carter's house after school for help with
their homework, she would let them find what they needed in
her home library of second-hand, out-of-date books and maga-

75. David R Colburn's book, Racial Change and Community C*is St. AugustineFlorida,
1877-1980 (New York: Columbia University, 1985), 27-28. Also see Claudia S.
Slate, "Battle for St. Augustine 1964: Public Record and Personal Recollection,"
Flon'du Historical Quarterij, Volume 84, no. 4 (Spring 2006), 541-569, and Dan R.
Warren, I f It Takes All Summer: Martin Luther King the KKK, and States' Rights in
St. Augustine, 1964 (Tuscaloosa:University of Alabama Press, 2008).
76. "The Heart of Lincolnville," El Escribano, the St Augustine Journal of History, 43
(2006), 114.
77. Barbara Carter Oliver, interview by George V. Minton, digital recording, 18
June 2007, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 35.
78. The school for African Americans in Hastings was known as the Hastings
Vocational Training School, until 1957 when it was renamed the Walter E.
Harris High School.
79. Barbara Carter Oliver, interview, op. cit.
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zines. Carter's collection of books was one of the "hidden
libraries" that served Hastings's black community through the
eighties and into the nineties.
Like other black teachers in Hastings, Carter collected books
that had been discarded from the white schools and the Hastings
Library. Like many other African-American women, she worked
weekends as a domestic in white homes. Her employers, knowing
of her efforts to help children from the Northside, gave her castaside books to take home. The black school was supplied with
outdated books from the white school. "We knew that our books
were books that the white school wasn't using anymore," as
Oliver puts it.
Before desegregation, black schools in the South rarely had
equal access to new books. Julius Rosenwald, the philanthropist,
tried to correct the imbalance in a small way by offering monetary
support to a limited number of southern states. President of the
Sears, Roebuck Company, Rosenwald established a fund to build
schools for African Americans in 1917.A component of his project
provided books to black school libraries. Louis S. Robbins, in his
study on the effect the Rosenwald Fund had on reading in
Oklahoma, writes that "[tlhe Rosenwald books were the first
library books one Florida school had had, and a Tennessee teacher
reported her pupils consuming the books like hungry birds."
Typically, however, black students got secondhand books, discarded by white schools. The experience of Ruth Bean Hicks, a segregated school graduate, is emblematic:

. . . before [the 19541 Brown v. the Board of Education
we got the old books, the old typewriters, old band uniforms ...We never got new books; we got the old books.
. .whatever they [the white school] used. [Until the
Supreme Court decision] I'd never seen a brand new
book in all my years of school and I was in the tenth
grade

80. Louis S. Robbins, "Changingthe Geography of Reading in a Southern Border
State: The Rosenwald Fund and the WPA in Oklahoma, " Libraries €3 Culture:
Historical Essays Honoring Legacy of Donald G. Davis, Jr. (Washington, D.C.:
Library of Congress Center for the Book, 2006), 137, 139. Also see Mary S.
Hoffshwelle, The Rosenwald Schools of the American South (Gainesville:University
Press of Florida, 2006).
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Schools in St. Johns County refused to desegregate until the
federal government threatened to cut the funding for schools that
would not accept black children.81 Until desegregation gave black
students equal access to books, Northsiders who wanted their children to be successful had to create home libraries. They had no
other choice. Because of their attempts to minimize the unfair distribution of resources, several local African American teachers
deserve to be remembered: Barbara Oliver's aunt Lucy Carter and
her colleagues at Walter E. Harris, Jannie L. Frazier and Nurse
~ r i t t o n .Like
~ ~ Carter, they collected books from other resourceful members of the community. These teachers taught their students to love books and to value education. Although not libraries
in the institutional sense, these home-based book centers served in
that capacity; hidden libraries provided enrichment for the children of the African American communities.
The concept of the "county library" was introduced to St.
Johns County by ordinance in 1977. At that time, the Hastings
Library became a branch of the St. Johns County Library System.
From 197'7 to 1985, the Civic Center continued to house the
library, but the space became increasingly cramped and unsafe.
Ostensibly, the county and state could be called upon for support,
and once the Hastings Library became a "county library," the town
could apply for grants and matching state funding. But Hastings is
a small town in an undeveloped rural area. Located in District
Two, it is the poorest and least populated district in the county.
How could Hastings make the Board of County Commissioners listen to its needs in the general clamor for funding?
81. David Colburn, Racial Change and Community Crisis:St. Augustine, Florida, 18771980 (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1991), 199. According to
Colburn, in the summer of 1969, St.Johns County voted that "it would retain
a freedom-ofchoice segregated school system" (198). However, later that
same year, the State governor, Claude Kirk, announced that Florida would
assume "a desegregated school system" and the Nixon administration
declared that "federal funds would be cut off to schools failing to integrate"
(199).
82. Very little is known about Jannie L. Fraizier, except that she began teaching
in 1920 (St.Johns County Board of Education minutes, Aug. 19,1915-July 16,
1923 ledger, 174); she later served as principal of the "Negro School at East
Hastings" (SJCBE minutes,July 8,1938-March 14,1946,5). Even less is known
about Nurse Britton; she was a county nurse whose main responsibility was to
administer vaccinations to children in the St. Johns County Schools. On her
visits to W. E. Harris, she apparently brought books that she had collected on
her visits to other schools in the county.
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That question was answered, in part, when the St. Johns
County Library Advisory Board was established in 1977. Initially a
five-member appointed committee, the number of board members
grew to seven by 1989. They reported to the County
Commissioners. Designed to serve in an oversight capacity, the
Advisory Board gradually became an advocate for the improvement of the library facility in Hastings, among other facilities in
the county.
By 1988, after forty-eight years in the Civic Center, the library
had become dilapidated and its 1800 square-foot space offered
insufficient room. The town desperately needed a larger, safer
facility. The town petitioned the Board of Education for use of
the old, derelict Hastings High School concession stand, which
had at one time also served as the band practice room. The building was described as a "cast off" in a report submitted to the
Board in 1 9 8 8 . ~ ~
Since the "cast off was scheduled for demolition, the Board of
Education was glad to offer it to Hastings. The advantages of this
move seemed obvious, to the Board and to the town. The county
would save money; the town would get a better place to put the
library, once the concession stand was renovated. Moreover, this
2,256-quare-foot,standalone building offered more space than the
Civic Center room.
A year later the Library Advisory Board revisited the problems
of this "struggling library." Board member Dr. George Detrnold was
assigned the job of assessing the condition of the concession stand
where the library was now housed. He reported that the county had
"repaired the roof, installed new wiring, hung flurorescent [sic]
lights from the ceiling, boarded up the opening for the concession
stand, and installed two [window] room air conditioner^."^^
The library, however, was considered a "hardship post." It was
cold in winter and hot in summer, in spite of the two window-unit
air conditioners. Neither the storage area nor the reading rooms
were insulated. The plumbing was antiquated. The ceiling of the
building leaked when it rained, cutting the usable space in half.

83. George E. Detrnold, "The Hastings Public Library Summer Program for
Children," report submitted to the St Augustine: St. Johns County Public
Library Advisory Board, 1988,l. SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 10.
84. Detrnold, "The Hastings Public Library Building: A Report to the Library
Advisory Board (1989), SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 10, p. 13.
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Books under these conditions had a short shelf life. When the
library was used for children's programs, adult patrons had
nowhere to sit. Dr. Detrnold concluded that "the people of
Hastings.. .deserve something better." That "something better"
took form in a request for "the renovation or replacement of the
Hastings Public Library building," the recommendation that was
sent to the County commissioner^.^^
Because the Library Advisory Board was the link to the County
Commissioners, the appointment of Dr. Patricia Laurencelle to
the Board in the fall of 1988 was of primary importance to the
town of Hastings. She assumed the chair in 1989 and Margaret
Stevens, now retired as librarian, joined the Board. Thus, the
Board acquired a resident advocate for the library in Hastings and
a sympathetic leader, Dr. Laurencelle, who served on the Library
Advisory Board for ten years and five years as chair. The St. Johns
Library Advisory Board would serve as the advocate for the standalone library the town needed. This was the perception of the
Hastings Friends of the Library (FOL),founded by Steve Moranda
in 1989, who at the time was a member of the Board of Education
in St. Augustine. The FOL was to play an active role in the campaign to solve Hastings' library problem.
As Dr. Laurencelle expressed it, the most important thing the
Board accomplished during her ten years of service was to convince the County Commissioners that "no matter who was commissioner, supporting the library was an asset to getting elected. We
went from stepchild [of the county] to Motherhood and apple
pie."86But more than advocacy is needed to support libraries. The
County Commissioners could ignore the Board unless voters
expressed the willingness to support a tax referendum on behalf of
library development. Support for the tax referendum came from
the St. Augustine Friends of the Library and the St. Johns County
Library Association who, with the Library Advisory Board's encouragement, stimulated sympathy for the measure with campaigns
and drives. As a result, a 69 percent majority passed the county referendum in 1984. The referendum called for a "1mil for one year"
tax for the purpose of constructing a new library. The Board of
County Commissioners decided that the Main Library in St.
85. Ibid.
86. Dr. Pat Laurencelle, interview by Nancy Levine, St. Augustine, FL. 15
September 2005, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 25.
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Augustine would be built first. Its doors opened on February 14,
1985. Approximately a million dollars remained from the County
Referendum "one year/one mil" tax. If the playing field had been
level, Hastings would have had been next in line after Ponte Vedra
for its own standalone library; its citizens paid their taxes like the
people who lived in the communities where libraries were subsequently
Ponte Vedra, the second library, was completed in 1993.
Hastings's goal of building a standalone library appeared on the
1994 report of the St. Johns County Capital Budget and Capital
Improvement Program as a number one priority: a "new six thousand foot Hastings Library" was to be built on "two acres of donated
A~Capital
land." Construction was to have started in October 1 9 9 3 . ~
Improvement Program is, however, little more than a wish list.
From 1989 to 199'7, five members of the Hastings Friends of
the Library, served on the Library Advisory Board. Articulate and
committed to the construction of the Hastings Library, they promoted the action continuously as they individually rotated on and
off the Library Advisory Board. The FOL's desire to obtain a freestanding library for the town was expressed in a letter Steve
Moranda, the group's first president, wrote to the membership
shortly after his election and the group's foundation in 1989:
Taking the direction of the members present, I met with
superintendent, Otis Mason. I discussed the possibility of
our organization asking the school board for the permission to use land near the current library for the new facility. Mr. Mason was very receptive to this idea. We now
need to plan our overall strategy for getting our new
library started.89
By 1990, the membership of the FOL numbered 12'7, an impressive number that represented more than one-fourth of the town's
population of 500. In this case, however, popular support did not
translate into political clout.
87. The list of branch libraries built by St.Johns County includes, in chronological order, the following: Ponte Vedra, Bartram Trail, Southeast, and Anastasia
Island.
88. Capital Budget, St. Johns County Florida, Binder 1, 1993. A copy of this
record is on file in SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 53.
89. Steve Moranda, Letter to Hastings' Friends of the Library, SAHSRL MC 105,
Folder 8.
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The possibility that the town would get a standalone library
looked very promising to the FOL in 1990. They had the advocacy
of the Library Advisory Board. In fact, three years later, at the
February 22, 1993 meeting of the Advisory Board, Michael Rouse,
then Director of the St. Johns County Libraries, assured the
Library Advisory Board that he strongly favored a new library for
Hastings. At an ad hoc meeting of the FOL, on June 14,1993, however, Commissioner Moses Floyd and newly appointed Director of
Libraries MaryJane Little dashed the group's hopes. They told the
members that the Board of County Commissioners had decided in
favor of a plan to renovate the old Hastings High School, even
though renovation would cost three times more than building a
new library building. What happened between Director Michael
Rouse's address to the Library Advisory Board in February and
Commissioner Floyd's meeting with the FOL four months later is
a commonplace story of how the squeaky wheel gets the grease.
But it is a story worth telling, because it exemplifies the impact of
political maneuvering on the survival of a rural library.
The story began in March 1991 when County Advisory Board
member Peter Van Overbeek reported to the FOL the following
notable items: I ) the group's request to have land transferred to
the town of Hastings from the Board of Education had been
bumped from the Board of County Commissioners' meeting
agenda; 2) the county was considering a multifunctional building
utilizing the old Hastings High School; and 3) the money left
over from the recent tax initiative (approximately a million dollars) would be used to build a library in Ponte Vedra (as previously mentioned)
The FOL believed, incorrectly as it turned out, that there had
been a commitment from the Board of Education that land would
be made available for a library in Hastings. In a letter to Michael
Rouse, Director of St. Johns County Libraries, David Toner (an
administrator from the School Board) wrote: ". . . a determination
will have to be made in regards to the old school building and the
potential use of this site for future construction before a final decision can be made as to designating the requested two acres for a
library."g1 Given the available information, a promise from the
90. FOL minutes, March 21, 1991, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 8.
91. St. Johns Library Advisory Board Notebook, Oct. 1991-Mar. 1993, Southeast
Library Archive.
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School Board that two acres of land would be made available for a
standalone school seems unlikely. Mr. Toner's letter suggests that
the School Board would only consider the transfer of land once
the option of renovating the old high school had been considered.
If that plan had been rejected, then the high school would have
been demolished, freeing up the two acres for a new libraryg2
In March, 1993, following Library Director Rouse's assurances
to the Library Advisory Board that he favored building a standalone library in Hastings, the county's Director of Construction
Michael Rubin walked through the old high school with MaryJane
Little, who was then the Assistant Director, to determine whether
renovation was feasible. The roof had fallen in; there were holes in
the floor; bird dung covered what flooring remained. Michael
Rubin saw enough to convince him that the cost of renovation
would be "prohibitive." He felt that an investigation would reveal
a "tremendous amount of asbestos. . . used in the building in the
stucco plaster finishes, floor tile, pipe insulation and other
areas. . . ." He estimated that the renovation would cost approximately three times as much as erecting the building that Nicholas
Meiszer, the County Administrator, had proposed.g3
Shortly after Rubin made his report to Director of Libraries
Michael Rouse, Mary Jane Little recalls that she began receiving
telephone calls at home from members of the Board of County
Commissioners and her own boss, County Administrator Meiszer,
urging her to "look into" the possibility of renovating the high
school instead of building the town of Hastings a new library. She
was slated to take Michael Rouse's place as Director of Libraries
when he stepped down in the spring. The calls strongly implied,
according to Ms. Little, that it would do her political career good
if she were to prove to be a team player?4
In the minutes to the June 14& ad hoc meeting of the FOL,
Little was listed, under "members present," as "M. J. Little, Library
Director SJCO." Commissioner Moses Floyd attended as a "Guest."
(It is unusual but not unheard of for a Commissioner to attend a
TEASETS,TRACTORS,
AND T- 1 LINES

92. St. Johns Library Advisory Board Notebook, Oct. 1991-Mar. 1993, Southeast
Library Archive.
93. Memo, from Michael Ruben, Dir. of Construction, to Michael Rouse, Dr. of
Libraries. March 10, 1993. Binder 1991-1993, March 1993, Southeast Branch
Library archive.
94. Mary Jane Little, interview by George Minton and Nancy Levine, digital
recording, 24 February 2009.
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Friends meeting, but Hastings was in Commissioner Floyd's District
and he was a graduate of Walter E. Harris High School in Hastings).
Little reported to the group that she had been reminded by
Nicholas Meiszer, the SJCO Administrator, that both of them
"[serve] at the pleasure of the County Commissioners..." and that
the key players in decisions concerning the design of the new
library space would be "the County Construction Manager, the
County Library Director and the County Administrator." She stated for the record, however, that "a standalone library was preferred." Mr. Floyd responded that "it was better to come up with
75% of something than 100% of nothing." It is worth noting that
Mr. Floyd was one of the commissioners who called Little at home
and urged her to be a team player, especially since he suggested,
according to the minutes, that the FOL make a similar gesture of
compliance. According to the minutes, he "requested that in a
spirit of cooperation, the FOL make a motion to be housed in the
HHS building." They politely declined. The minutes closed with
the following declaration:
The FOL wishes to state once more, for the record, their
unwavering support for a standalone library. This position
has not changed since the inception of the organization.
The FOL further recognizes, that as part of the SJCO
Library System, subordination to the Library System's final
recommendation is also required.95
Who was the squeaky wheel? What sort of pressure had been
brought to bear on the decision of the key players to back a plan
that was more costly, at first blush, then the FOL's request for a
standalone library?
When word began to circulate that the St.Johns County School
Board had decided to raze the long vacant Hastings High School
building, a group of Hastings citizens who had graduated from the
old white high school decided to save the building; they called
themselves the Alumni Association. Their proposal was known as
the "Save Our School" plan or "SOS." In 1992, the Alumni
Association was incorporated, according to the group's leader,
Hastings real estate broker Terry Pacetti, so that they could declare
the high school building an historic site and apply for grant money:

95. FOL minutes,June 14, 1993, op. cit.
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"We had formed the Hastings High Alumni Association and it had
been approved for tax free [501 (C) (3)] status. . . ."96
Jane Rogero, a life-long resident of Hastings, recalled a meeting
held in the Rotary Room of the library early in 1992 during which forty
Alumni Association members discussed plans to save the high school.
Several days later, members of the Alumni Association donned hard
hats and warily picked their way through the derelict building with
flashlights, "walking in ankle-deep pigeon droppings. . . ."97
In April of 1993, the School Board approved the demolition of
the old high school building and a date was set. By all accounts,
Terry Pacetti rallied the Hastings High School Alumni Association
for a last-minute effort to save the eighty-year-old building.
As a first step, the Alumni Association had to halt the demolition. According to Pacetti, on the evening before the building was
to be bulldozed, at least a hundred people showed up at the site to
protest.98 That night, "[wle were all hepped up," recalls Jane
R ~ ~ e rThe
o . demolition
~ ~
contractor overheard a member of the
group saying, "We'll tieJane to the front door [of the derelict building]," and apparently took the comment seriously. The bulldozer
stopped in its tracks. Although no such stunt actually occurred, it
was reported as fact in the local newspaper.100The story has since
become a local legend. That kind of buzz could capture the attention of county administrators concerned about re-election.
Amidst all the hoopla, with the bulldozer operator waiting in
the background, Pacetti initiated negotiations with the demolition
contractor. County Administrator Meiszer, hearing about the gathering crowd, also hurried to the scene; he recalled that "we actually prevailed upon the operator to stop and give us a little more
time. . . ."lo' According to James Wright, a local contractor, the
demolition contractor demanded $25,000 to halt the job. Half of
96. Terry Pacetti, interview by Belinda J. Delzell, digital recording, 27 December
2006, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 36.
97. Franceska Hanley, "The Fight For Hastings HS Goes On,"St. Augustine Record,
18 August 1993.
98. Pacetti, ibid.
99. Jane Rogero, interview by BelindaJ. Delzell, Hastings, FL. 21 November 2006,
SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 47.
100. Jeanette Bradley, "New life for old school: High school rededicated as HHS
Community Building," St. Augustine Record, March 1, 1998, n.p. to 12A. SAHSRL Mc 105, Folder 6.
101. Nicholas Meiszer, interview by George V. Minton, digital recording, 18
October 2006, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 30.
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that sum, he further noted, came from the School Board; the
other half was raised in the community.102
The Alumni Association initiated negotiations with the St.
Johns County School Board, the owners of the high school building. Several prominent Alumni Association members appeared
before the ~ o a r dand
l ~ were
~ told that the property could be given
only to a "governmental entity." Realizing that "all of the use of the
building [would have] to be for government services," Terry
Pacetti observed that the Alumni Association then asked if the
Board would give the property to St. Johns County. The Board
agreed, but the county said it had no use for the property.lo4
The idea then occurred to the Alumni Association that if the
old building were restored, a corner wing could be used for the
library. Pacetti admits that the Alumni Association's sole motive for
promoting this plan was to save the school building; securing the
old building as a site for the library was a means to an end. Patricia
Price, who was then St. Johns County Extension Librarian, agrees
that nostalgia was the primary motivating factor.lo5
Meanwhile, Nicholas Meiszer, a skilled negotiator, cobbled
together a complex deal that appealed to the different concerned
parties: the St. Johns County Board of Commissioners, the St.
Johns County School Board, the City of Hastings, and the Hastings
High School Alumni Association. The plan he devised would
enable the School Board to donate the high school building to the
City of Hastings. St. Johns County would agree to lease space for
several offices to house the tax collector, the tax appraiser, and the
supervisor of elections. The south wing of the building would be
the site of the Hastings Branch Library.lo6
The Alumni Association made calls to key players, including
"the County Construction Manager, the County Library Director,
and the county ~dministrator."'~~
In addition, they raised $45,000
toward the costs of renovation, "through donations, raffles, barbecues, and fund-raising drives that sold everything from historical
102. James Wright, interview by Belinda J. Delzell, digital recording, 26 October
2006, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 52.
103. Edward Singleton, interview by George V. Minton, digital recording, 11
December 2006, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 44.
104. Pacetti interview, ibid.
105. Patricia Price, interview by Amber Fricke, St. Augustine, FL. 5 November
2006, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 41.
106. Meiszer interview, op. cit.
10'7. Little interview, op. cit.
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calendars to handmade aprons."108They contacted Hastings High
School graduates no longer living in the area; hundreds responded and donated generously. With these donations, combined with
the loan and the historic grants, the group was able to finance the
restoration of the old Hastings High School.
It is not hard to see why the Board would be persuaded to listen
to the plan of this "squeaky wheel." They approached the Board
with an offering of money-saving ideas, such as the scheme to have
the old white high school declared an historical monument. In aid
of this attempt, they turned to Cullen Bryant, curator of the St.
Augusting Lighthouse and Museum and an experienced grant
writer, who assisted the Alumni Association in obtaining grants from
the State of Florida that would go toward the cost of renovation of
the building. The SOS raffles, barbeques and fund-raising drives
showed the Board that the Alumni Association had the backing of
the high-end tax payers of Hastings. Moreover, renovating the high
school would satisfjr an influential segment of the voting public without requiring a tax increase.log
Nostalgia, however, cut no ice with the Friends of the Library and
especially members who lived on the Northside. They were invested
in the idea that they deserved a "built-for-use," standalone library
because the new location for the library was the old white high school.
When the FOL finally learned, at the June 14,1993meeting, that the
SJCO intended to implement the SOS plan, the group cut off relations with the Alumni Association. Barbara Parker, the group's president, wrote the following letter to the Alumni Association:
It has come to our attention that you have extended us the
courtesy of attending your weekly meeting to develop
plans for saving the Hasting High School. Furthermore it
is clear that your primary renovation plan includes incorporating the Hasting Library.
Although our feelings are varied regarding the renovation
proposals it is the purpose of this letter to inform you that
this body still opposes the use of the renovated High
School as a library. We have been unwavering in our position and in our commitment to have a "standalone" library
built in Hastings.
108. Thomas B. Pfankuch, "NewHope in Hastings,"Fbrda Tim-Union,
20June 1998.
109. Pacetti interview, op. cit.
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We offer you our best wishes regarding your endeavor to
save the school. However, we wish to decline your request
to participate in the process of saving the high school at
the expense of the standalone library.l1°
The Board of County Commissioner decided against building
a new standalone library in Hastings because, it would seem, the
Alumni Association offered a plan that made political sense-401lars and cents. Thus it was that the Hastings Branch Library came
to be in its present location. The way to save the high school, comments Patricia Price, was to move the library into the building:
"[the] community definitely needed a better facility for its library,"
so anything that would accomplish that end was seen by most people to be a good thing."'
Factions in Hastings resented the Alumni Association for
hijacking their plans for a standalone library. A source who
declined to be named noted that "the years of planning for a
standalone library went down the drain because the Alumni
Association's restoration plans called for a library to be located in
the building." In achieving that end, plans for a standalone library
"got ditched." Apparently, the subject remains a sore point. Most
people interviewed seemed to prefer "no comment" as a response
to the Alumni Association's "Save Our School" plan.
At first, the African American community of the Northside did
not support the SOS plan. Terry Pacetti concedes that some people thought saving the building would rekindle past memories of
segregation. He recalls an NAACP representative who spoke to the
town council and advocated razing the building as the home of
racism and bigotry.l12Rev. Robert Holtz maintains that the African
American community opposed the Alumni Association plan
because the building had been segregated.l13
But Hastings is a small town. Enmity over the library was largely cancelled by the success of acquiring help from the state and the
county to refurnish and equip a community center. A replacement
for the Civic Center was needed; the building was an empty ruin,

110. FOL, Barbara Parker, Pres. July 15,1993, letter to board members opposing
use of renovated high school (Southeast Library, Binder 1, minutes, Apr.
1993-Feb. 1994). SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 8.
11 1. Price interview, op. cit.
112. Pacetti interview, op. cit.
113. Holtz interview, op. cit.
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with nothing to take its place. Once the FOL fully understood that
the standalone library would not be built, group members joined
the rest of the community and spent their weekends cleaning
pigeon droppings off the floors of the old high school and throwing out the trash that had accumulated during the years of neglect.
Barbara Parker, who had written the letter expressing the groups'
disapproval of the plan, recalls that the FOL got involved."* In
time, most of the African American community came to accept the
results of the Alumni Association's plan, and now uses the building
with the rest of the community.
Some Northsiders speak today of the library renovation as a unifylng community effort. Virgil Jones, a member of the FOL since
1988 and its current president, maintains that blacks and whites
joined together in the campaign to locate the library in the restored
building.l15 Edward Singleton, who was mayor while plans to renovate the high school were being formed, agrees: this was the first time
"you saw black and white people unite."l16 Moses Floyd, the first
&can American member elected to the Board of Commissioners,
stated the case succinctly when he told the FOL, "It is better to come
up with 75 percent of something than 100 percent of nothing."l17
Dr. Laurencelle puts a more optimistic spin on a situation that
still rankles some of the town's participation in this "partnership."
Asked if there had ever been any disagreement on racial lines in
the community over the SOS plan, she told our interviewers: "We
were all rednecks together."l18

Conclusion
On February 14, 2007, the loan from Compass Bank was
retired. The town of Hastings now owns the building, a unique
state of affairs in the St. Johns County Library System. While the
library is not beholden to the county for its existence, the town
must still scramble to find the funds it needs for upkeep of the old
high school building. Today, however, the facility itself is attractive
and heavily used. It has shelving space for up to 22,000 items, a
room for community meetings, and separate adult and children's
114. Parker interview, op. cit.
115. Virgil Jones, interview by George V. Minton, digital recording, 30 October
2006, SAHSRL MC 105, Folder 22.
116. Singleton interview, ibid.
11'7. June 14, 1993 F.0.L minutes, op. cit.
118. Laurencelle interview, 2005, op. cit.
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reading areas. The library's twelve computer workstations, each
with Internet access, are in constant use. Children and teenagers
do their homework in the reading areas, search the net for job
opportunities and college programs, and behave (and misbehave)
like kids all over the world who have Internet access. When the
library moved to the renovated high school building, it was connected to the information system by the installation of a T-1 line.llg
A T-1 line enables high-speed data access to the Internet for multiple users. As more and more books become digitized and available
across the Internet, the need for expensive printed books and the
shelf space to store them becomes less of an issue. Because of the
availability of information technology, the library of the future is
unlikely to resemble the columned, selfcontained buildings erected
with Carnegie money at the turn of the century. The Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation is the latest philanthropic incarnation of the
impulse to bring "uplift" to the citizens of small towns across America.
The libraries that have benefited from their gifts of computers and
enhanced Internet connectivity are moving toward a new aesthetic
expressed by the term "library without walls." As library historian
Kenneth Carpenter points out in a Library of Congress monograph,
"Now the expression 'library without walls' has become virtually a
cliche, and is one which will further foster the idea that the library of
the past was a selfcontained unit." He invokes that past with a definition of the term "library" derived from Jesse Shera's Foundations ofthe
Public Librav "a shared resource for reading and information with the
emphasis on the word 'shared."' This definition, he continues, "does
not necessarily mean 'community ownership,' but it does imply
shared in the sense that access is provided on a formalized basis."120
The town of Hastings has, in their library, embodied the two parts of
this definition.
119. The library currently uses DSL, a form of T-1 line. According to the Director of
Information Systems at the County Commissionersoffice, the switch occurred in
November of 2006 when the local telephone company began offering DSL to the
Hastings area. The reason was "the expense of the T-1 data circuit at $750 and no
lowend option for internet connectivity, such as DSL or cable." But, initially, the
library Internet link was bundled with st& connections: "The data circuit contained both staff - Library, Tax Collector, Sheriffs Office and later CBC and
Recreation Dept. - and public requests. At the main data center we split out the
public internet requests and routed them out to the internet and then back down
to the requesting pc." N. Levine (personal communication, March 3,2009).
120. Baders €3 Libraries : Toward a History of Libraries and Culture in America
(Washington,D.C.: Library of Congress, 1996), 11.
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The Hastings Brairch Library

L V U ~ .

Photograph courtesy of Sandie A. Stratton.

The libraries about which Ron Blazek wrote were designed as
emblems of the community's identity, or, at least, as emblems of
the collective identity of their founders and sponsors. Their physical formality was a tribute to high-minded goals of "uplift" and
civic pride. The library founded by the Hastings Home
Demonstration and Women's Club in the thirties was a tribute to
the pragmatism of the women who located the town's first formal
library in the Civic Center. In this light, it is significant that library
space was connected to a canning room. The most recent relocation of the Hastings Branch Library in the renovated high school
is a logical extension of that pragmatism.
With budget cuts and soaring property values, the St. Johns
County Commissioners may well decide that they can no longer
fund a library in Hastings. Perhaps the town will once again heed
the call of community and be able to continue to support the type
e
by that seemingly insignificant copper
of library s e ~ c represented
wire, the T-1 line. Alternatively, perhaps the Hastings Library will
escape the budget cuts and closures that threaten many county services for the same reason. The citizens of Hastings have proven that
they are adaptable to change when it comes to their library.
A core group of citizens consistently turns out for pancake
breakfasts, book sales, and other fundraisers in support of the
library. In the end, this tenacity may prove to be the most enduring legacy of the town. Advocacy has worked for Hastings in the past
and might help the library to remain in Hastings, despite the rapid
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growth of nearby communities with significantly larger tax bases.
Several times in recent years, the townspeople have dipped into
their pockets to resolve pressing financial emergencies. In early
October 2007, Johnny's Kitchen, the local restaurant, held a $100
dollar-a-plate dinner and raised over $6,000 for the Hastings Hope
Pavilion, a home for boys. But would the town be able to continue
to support a project as large as the library? The county does not
normally make an investment in property that it does not own.
A heated discussion took place in February 2008 at a Hastings
town meeting concerning whether it would be a good idea for
Hastings to give up its town charter and become part of the unincorporated portion of St.Johns County. Mounting taxes and rising
utility bills made such an idea seem feasible to a vocal part of the
assemblage. If Hastings were to rescind its charter, would the county be less likely to support a library in the community?121 The
library remains firmly at the center of all such debates.
Will Hastings ever get a standalone library? It seems unlikely.
The town's library still appears on the county's Capital
Improvement Plan, but it shares that place with the unincorporated community of ~ 1 k t o n . lThe
~ ~ residential area of Coquina
Crossing, located in Elkton, has a population of approximately
1,000 (nearly 50 percent greater than the population of Hastings).
If a new library were to be built in District Two, Elkton would be
favored over Hastings. According to former Director of Libraries,
Mary Jane Little, the next library that the county builds will probably be located in the rapidly growing World Golf Village, located
between St. Augustine and Jack~onville.~~~
St. Johns County, however, has made at least one "capital
improvement" of significance for the survival of the Hastings
Library: the installation of a T-1 line. As Sandie Stratton, one of the
writers of this study and a Hastings resident, puts it: "That seemingly insignificant piece of copper wire could quite possibly create a
better library for Hastings than the county will ever get
The
tea sets of the clubwomen are long gone, and the tractors driven
by their husbands have become high-tech, but the T-1 line may
represent the latest form of survival for the Hastings Library.
121 Sandie A. Stratton (personal interview, March 3, 2008).
122. MaryJane Little interview, op. cit.
123. Ibid.
124. Sandie A. Stratton (personal interview, February 24, 2009).
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Book Reviews
Daniel Murphree, Book h i m Editor
Ae Mosquito Crusades: A Histmy of the Amemmemcan
Anti-Mosquito
Mouement Pom the Reed Commission to the First Earth Day. By
Gordon Patterson. Studies in Modern Science, Technology
and the Environment. (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University
Press, 2009. Acknowledgements, introduction, illustrations,
epilogues, notes, index. Pp. 270. $49.95 cloth.)
Gordon Patterson envisions The Mosquito Crusades as a sequel
to his well-received work, The Mosquito Wars: A History of Mosquito
Control in Florida (2004), but it might be better described as a prequel to that work. In The Mosquito Crusades, Patterson traces the
origins of the mosquito elimination and control movement.
Unlike many Hollywood prequels, the effort is mostly successful.
Patterson's book might be more properly titled The Mosquito
Crusad-ERS because its organizing focus is resolutely on the people
who battled mosquitoes from 1900 to 1970. He divides the antimosquito movement into two distinct phases: the drainage era
from early 1900 to the Second World War and the insecticide era
dating from the 1942 discovery of dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT)'s effective killing power. Patterson properly draws upon the Progressive era phrase "crusade" to capture
the zeal and moral overtones of the drive to exterminate mosquitoes.
The man responsible for creating the model to eliminate the
mosquito pest was an energetic New Jersey entomologist named
John B. Smith. Smith, from his position as entomologist at New
Jersey's Agricultural Experiment Station at Rutgers (fittingly
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Patterson's book is published by Rutgers University Press), was
convinced that the swarms of mosquitoes that plagued New Jersey
could be controlled and even eliminated by sustained, systematic
effort. Smith's approach was typical of the Progressive Era with its
call for careful study of the mosquito by scientific experts and its
promise of public benefit and private profit. The key to the success of Smith's program was not only the effectiveness of his plan
to eliminate breeding areas through drainage and the judicious
use of oiling, but also his tireless advocacy to educate both the public and elected officials as to the benefits that would accrue from
effective mosquito control. From Smith's efforts was born the New
Jersey Mosquito Extermination Association (NJMEA), a civic and
state funded program.
The NJMEA served as a template in mosquito control programs
for other states and devoted acolytes came to study the methods
and programs Smith devised. New Jersey's mosquito control efforts
were primarily focused on the "pest" implications of the insect,
while other states-California and Florida were early adopterssought to eliminate the mosquito because of its role in transmitting
deadly diseases. In this capacity of disease control, local and state
organizations joined forces with the Rockefeller's International
Health Board and the United States Public Health Service on a
decades-long effort to break mosquito-borne disease transmission.
Mosquito programs strived to tailor control efforts to the individual
locations as opposed to a one-size-fits-all strategy combining
drainage, larvicides, and the introduction of larvae-eating minnows
to eliminate or control the insect. This nuanced approach to mosquito control, admittedly more often aspiration than reality, was
soon to be eclipsed by the discovery of the wonder chemical DDT.
The Orlando research laboratory's 1942 discovery of DDT's
persistent insecticide properties seemed a godsend to military and
public health planners. By the end of the Second World War, the
chemical was being widely applied in the United States and around
the world and was credited with stopping typhus, malaria, yellow
fever, and dengue fever outbreaks in their tracks. In the decades
that followed, some even hoped for the eradication of these dread
diseases by widespread use of DDT to eliminate the mosquito vectors and permanently break the transmission cycle. In the United
States, mosquito control increasingly relied upon the massive use
of cheap and effective DDT spraying, a method largely unchallenged until the 1960s.
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In 1962 the first of Rachel Carson's essays was published in The
New Ymker magazine. The essays, collected into a book under the
title Silent Spring, electrified the nation with the charge that widespread insecticide use, most notably DDT, was having profound
environmental effects. Silent Springserved as a trumpet call for the
creation of the modern environmental movement, galvanized public pressure to limit or eliminate insecticide use and culminated in
the first Earth Day.
Patterson's focus on the individuals involved in mosquito control is generally successful, especially in his discussion of the formation of mosquito control organizations in the early twentieth
century. He makes excellent use of the papers and proceedings of
the mosquito elimination organizations supplemented with personal recollections and interviews from many of the leading figures
of the anti-mosquito campaigns. But this focus on the leaders of
the movement is necessarily top down, and this top down
approach is less satisfying in Patterson's discussion of the insecticide era. In addition, Patterson's narrative approach fails to
account for the philosophical gulf between these anti-mosquito
crusaders and the new environmentalists. Those mosquito control
leaders opposed to widespread use of DDT based their opposition
on the practical concerns that the chemical was becoming less
effective. Those who followed Rachel Carson's lead objected
because of the wide-ranging, and still unclear, effects of these
chemicals on the ecosystem. While no one was seriously suggesting a mosquito preservation campaign, there was increasing resistance to the environmental changes necessarily wrought by
mosquito elimination. Mosquito eradication requires ditching
and draining or the application of poisons which causes environmental damage. In the early 1900s such damage, when even
acknowledged, seemed a fair trade-off for the elimination of the
insect menace. Beginning in the 1960s, that trade-off was reevaluated and often found wanting.
These critiques aside, this reviewerjudges The Mosquito Crusade
a success. Patterson provides a lively account of the people who
worked so tirelessly to eradicate the mosquito pest. Readers of
Patterson's previous work, The Mosquito Wars, will appreciate how
he integrates Florida's long-running conflict with the mosquito
into the wider movement of mosquito eradication. Those readers
interested in the field of public health will appreciate Patterson's
account of a health crusade that compliments other twentieth cen-
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tury health programs. The casual reader will enjoy the quirky characters and unique movement engagingly illuminated by Patterson.
The banners of "elimination" of the mosquito may be furled, but
the war continues. Patterson has made great strides in narrating
this formative period in the U. S. crusade against the mosquito.
George Dehner

Wichita State University

Maroon Communities in South Carolina: A Dommentuy Record. By
Timothy James Lockley. (Columbia, SC: University of South
Carolina Press, 2009. Preface, introduction, images, maps, further reading, index. Pp. 176. $19.95 paper).
By the early 1700s, the swampy strip of South Carolina's lowcountry was fertile ground for maroon communities. Formed by
slaves who had run away from rice and, to a lesser extent, cotton
plantations, these communities flourished in the densely forested
swamps that functioned as safe havens. Though they developed a
relatively self-sufficient and stable community life based on family
bonds and an agricultural economy, the maroons never completely isolated themselves from South Carolina's slave society, often
plundering the plantations around the Santee or the Savannah
Rivers. These intrusions, in addition to ongoing economic and
social ties with the slaves who remained on the plantations, made
the communities a magnet for those still enslaved, and a target for
those who enslaved them.
Using a broad array of sources, including reports written by
state officials, newspaper reports, Grand Jury proceedings, private
correspondence, and trial records, Timothy James Lockley argues
that maroon communities were a significant historical phenomenon in South Carolina until the 1830s, and that this fact has been
neglected in the historiography of the region. Written with the
goal of becoming a resource for those interested in slavery, marronage, and Southern history in general, and in spite of consisting
mainly of original documents, the book turns out to be very readable and well-structured thanks to the careful chronological
arrangement of documents and introductory information.
The chronology of marronage in the region is actually one of
the key contributions of the book. Maroon communities
appeared only half a century after the foundation of South
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Carolina in 1670, increased in numbers during the late colonial
period, and continued to expand during the Revolutionary War
and its aftermath. During the first half of the eighteenth century,
marronage was shaped by the African origins of the slaves who
worked in the rice plantations of the lowcountry. South Carolina
had a very high proportion of African-born slaves during this
period, more so than other colonies such as Virginia, North
Carolina, or Florida. Another prominent feature of the colonial
period was the colonists' use of Indian communities (Catawbas,
Natchez) as scouts and soldiers to hunt down the maroons, usually in exchange for material rewards. These hunters often successfully tracked the maroons in the swamps, discovering their
crops and gardens.
The turmoil of the Revolutionary War provided even more
opportunities for absconding from the plantations, particularly for
women and children. It was during this period that the influence
of the Atlantic World powerfully shaped the life of maroons in
South Carolina. Charleston newspapers recorded the achievements of Jamaican and Surinamese maroons who forced the
British and the Dutch colonial governments to sign agreements
accepting the existence of large maroon groups inside their territories. Local maroons in South Carolina adopted the names of
Jamaican rebel leaders. Northern abolitionists defended the
maroons as freedom fighters, thus paralleling developments in
Great Britain. In the mid-1780s, however, the joint military action
carried out by Georgia and South Carolina along the Savannah
River seems to have had a deep impact on marronage. The causes
remain unclear, but from then until 1813 there is much less evidence about marronage in the area.
The "final flourishing of marronage" took place between 1813
and 1829. In the districts of Clarendon and Sumter the search for
runaways generated a rich documentation that shows how information networks built by maroons reached slaves on the plantations. On the other hand, it is also clear that some slaves
participated as informers in the counter-marronage tactics of the
planters. These tactics included a "shoot-on-sight"policy executed
by the militias, a controversial tactic to some cotton and rice
planters who deemed it counterproductive. Around 1830, settler
expansion, driven by increased demand for new lands, encroached
into previously unused territory, probably harming the formation
of new maroon communities.
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South Carolinian maroons never reached the visibility of their
counterparts in Florida. Their communities were small and shortlived in comparison to Gracia Real de Santa Maria de Mose, a community of runaways located two miles north of St. Augustine that
the Spanish used as a defense against England and other Atlantic
powers. Nor do Carolinian maroons compare to the Floridian
Black Seminoles who traversed borders with the United States
throughout the nineteenth century. The comparison to other
cases of marronage across the Atlantic World remains underdeveloped in the book, despite the fact that the frequency of plundering and other issues deserve such a comparative analysis. What the
book does very well is show how, in the lowcountry swamps of
South Carolina as in those other better-studied venues, marronage
represented an important opportunity for freedom and community for South Carolinian slaves, as well as a permanent and consistent threat to the planters of the region.
282

Oscar de la Torre

University of Pittsburgh

That Infernal Little Cuban Republic: The United States and the Cuban
Revolution. By Lars Schoultz. (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina, 2009. Introduction, maps, conclusion, notes, index.
Pp. '760. $35.00 cloth.)
The United States has long maintained a dysfunctional relationship with Cuba, especially since the island nation's 1950 revolution. The foremost scholar of U.S.-Latin American relations,
Lars Schoultz, examines this iliat ti on with verve, humor, and
expertise in a new comprehensive study. The problem, as Schoultz
sees it, lies in Americans' fundamental misunderstanding of the
Cuban people's aspirations dating back at least to the SpanishAmerican War. What American policymakers in 1898 viewed as a
U.S. liberation, most Cuban nationalists saw as a betrayal and
American conquest. Due to the U.S. imposition of the Platt
Amendment, as well as vast American investment and disadvantageous trade treaties, Cuba simply exchanged one colonial master
for another. U.S. racist attitudes clearly influenced Washington's
high-handed treatment of the Cuban people, whom many
Americans viewed as retarded, mixed-race children incapable of
self-government (38). Schoultz captures this U.S. contempt for
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Cubans in several outrageous and telling quotes by American officials, including one by Theodore Roosevelt that provides the title
for this work. U.S. attempts to "uplift" and "instruct" the Cuban
people set the pattern for the later catastrophic failures to respond
rationally to populist revolution on the island.
American statesmen from TR to Eisenhower also took Cuba
for granted as a sunny pleasure island and investment site that only
required occasional supervision via pro-U.S dictators such as
Gerardo Machado and Fulgencio Batista. The real and totally
unexpected crunch occurred in the late 1950s with the rise of the
Cuban Revolution and Fidel Castro. To American leaders, the
profundity of this radical political and social transformation
proved incomprehensible. The very idea that any Latin American
people possessed the temerity to reject U.S. notions of proper
political/economic development astounded Washington, as it
does to this day. While the Eisenhower administration totally misread the Cuban Revolution in its early stages, the Kennedy White
House obsessed over Castro to the point of nuclear showdown with
near apocalyptic consequences. Castro's nationalization of U.S.
assets on the island certainly hastened a ferocious confrontation.
But the 1961 Bay of Pigs debacle revealed a colossal misunderstanding of the genuine popularity of Fidel's revolution as well as
a myopic U.S. arrogance related to American ability to control
events in Cuba. This CIA fiasco led to the equally distorted
Operation Mongoose, a US.-state-sponsored terrorist campaign
designed to sabotage Cuba's economy and assassinate its leader.
Whether or not Fidel planned a Soviet alliance from day one of his
revolution, Eisenhower and JFK's animosity certainly helped facilitate his movement in that direction. Pulling back from the abyss
of nuclear annihilation after the 1962 Missile Crisis did not dissuade American leaders from their continuing malevolence
towards Cuba nor their desire, as Lyndon Johnson put it, "to pinch
their nuts" (214). Indeed, a U.S. trade embargo against Cuba
would keep Washington and Havana locked in an adversarial
stance for the next half-century.
Various attempts to break this straitjacket of hostility failed
due to the growing political influence of the Cuban exile community in Florida and Castro's continued interventions in the Third
World. In the late 1970s President Jimmy Carter came closest to
reconfiguring the Cold War stand-off with Cuba. But Castro's decision to continue his adventures in Africa, combined with the 1980
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Marie1 boatlift in which Fidel mixed his worst criminals among
political refugees, ended any chance for normalizing relations.
Carter's successor, Ronald Reagan, prosecuted the Cold War in
the Caribbean Basin and Central America with counterinsurgency
campaigns and a U.S. invasion of Cuban-allied Grenada. Reagan's
Secretary of State, Alexander Haig, actually vowed "to turn Cuba
into an f...ing parking lot" at the height of this hard-line policy
(369). Schoultz assigns a chapter to each president's approach to
Cuba from Truman to George W. Bush. Amazingly, even the fall
of the Soviet Union and the growing U.S.-China alliance failed to
alter American animus toward socialist Cuba. To the contrary,
Castro's perverse refusal to collapse following the Soviet aid cutoff
further enraged his Beltway and Miami enemies. Thus, President
Bill Clinton found himself enmeshed in the Eliiin Gonziilez fiasco
and the Helms-Burton Act that extended the U.S. grudge against
Cuba into the realm of international extraterritoriality. George W.
Bush, ever mindful of his reliance on Florida's electoral votes,
hitched his star to the exiles. He even installed a giant streaming
electronic ticker at the U.S. Interests Section in Havana that broadcast anti-Castro slogans until Cubans constructed an array of flags
to block it (551). Albert Einstein once defined insanity as "doing
the same thing over and over again and expecting different
results." As such, U.S.-post 1959 policy toward Cuba might be construed as insane.
Or is it? Schoultz notes that legitimate issues of national security, economics, and domestic politics have driven the relationship's demons. Added to these motivations is Cuba's refutation of
Washington's ideological crusade for global capitalism, hemispheric solidarity, and multi-party democracy, all on U.S. terms.
While the United States could accept far worse pro-capitalist dictators, it could never countenance an anti-capitalist one, be he Ho
Chi Minh, Fidel Castro, or the latest, Hugo Chavez. Schoultz is not
optimistic that the U.S. counterproductive strategy for defeating
Cuba will either change or succeed. The author's fine work draws
upon a wealth of U.S. archival records, popular Cuban sources,
and extensive first-hand interviews with Cuban and U.S. officials.
The one weakness of this study, its lack of Cuban archival materials as sources, is not the author's fault as these are still unavailable
to American scholars. Schoultz could have concentrated more on
Castro's deplorable human rights record and put the U.S. invasion
of Grenada in a larger context as political cover for the Marine bar-
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racks bombing in Lebanon, but these are small faults in an otherwise outstanding study. While lengthy and detailed, Schoultz's
account is highly readable and filled with his characteristic barbed
humor and knack for choice quotes. He has produced a classic for
students of modern U.S.-Cuban relations and a caution against the
ideological obsessions that have driven U.S. policy off the rails in
many parts of the world.
Michael Donoghue

Marquette University

Bush v. Gore: Exposing the Hidden Crisis in American Democracy. By
Charles L. Zelden. (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas,
2008. 390 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, afterword, appendices, notes, index. $34.95 cloth.)
Crises in federal elections are nothing new in this country, but
it is unfortunate how quickly most Americans forget them or
ignore their threat to the founding fathers' democratic designs.
This is the chief assertion and warning from Charles L. Zelden in
Bush v. Gore: Exposing the Hidden Crisis in American Democracy. These
crises are not hidden like classified documents, but are hidden in
plain sight--entwined in partisan politics, litigation, and bureaucratic shortfalls.
True to its title, the book focuses on the events and people surrounding one of the most disappointing legal predicaments in the
nation's history. Zelden explains that the Bush v. Gore case was the
dramatic finale of an intense-five week period that saw dozens of
lawsuits initiated in relation to Florida's selection of federal electors in the 2000 presidential election. The difference in Electoral
College votes between Vice President A1 Gore and Republican
George W. Bush was so narrow that Florida became a "winner-takeall" state. Exacerbating the tension was a razor-thin margin of a
few hundred popular votes between the two candidates.
Complaints that Florida election officials wrongfully denied many
citizens voting rights, confused voters with poorly designed ballots,
and used faulty "punch card" voting machines that invalidated
thousands of votes, received extensive national attention.
In response, lawyers and staffers for both candidates quickly
descended on the state, determined to manage the vote recounts
and discussions with tactics that would benefit their candidate the
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most. A dizzying number of legal complaints soon followed.
Zelden notes that the law firm of Florida Secretary of State
Katherine Harris took part in forty suits filed in only thirty-six days
(63). Gore's lawyers and supporters deliberately targeted four
counties-Volusia, Palm Beach, Broward, and Dade-and sought
liberal recount procedures that would include many ballots previously invalidated by election officials and counting machines.
Bush's supporters attacked this approach and interpreted the confusing state election statutes and codes much more narrowly. They
also held distinct advantages over Gore: a Republican secretary of
state willing to c e r t q election results as quickly as possible, a
Republican majority in the legislature, and better access to the
state's top law firms. The result was an election that left the control of voters and voting officialsand landed in the hands of a small
number of judges and attorneys. Zelden concludes that: "What
developed in Florida before the horrified eyes of the nation and
the world was the legalization of politics and the politicization of
the law" (86).
Zelden includes several cases that stemmed from the election,
including notable ones that were underreported or ignored amidst
the highly politicized debates. The Florida Supreme Court played a
prominent role, ultimately ordering a statewide recount of votes. But
the U.S. Supreme Court surprised many experts by hearing arguments for what became Bush v. Palm Beach County Canvassing Board
and Bush v. Gme. As a federal deadline loomed and public pressure
mounted, a tenuous majority opinion reversed the state court, ending the Florida recount and Gore's hopes for the presidency.
Zelden capably culls and explains the most important parts of
this complex myriad of legal issues and actions. Thanks to extensive media coverage, court records, and Florida's broad
"Sunshine" Law for public records and meetings, Zelden has adequate primary sources to describe the timeline of events. While
everyone knows Bush became president, few understand how the
political process evolved into a unique legal case. Bush v. Gore is an
effective education tool in this respect, and will appeal to those
who purchase similar books, even ones not printed by university
publishers. Several authors seized the opportunity to immediately
analyze the Bush v. Gore case, including law professors Richard
Posner and Alan Dershowitz, and legal scholars have published
several articles on its ramifications. Though Zelden admits it is too
soon to include insightful documents like the personal papers of
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U.S. Supreme Court justices, the timing of the book presents an
opportunity for a scathing progress report on federal election
reforms. However, many years must pass before the 2000 election
will become ripe for an academic, historiographical discussion.
Zelden's analysis of judicial opinions and constitutional law is
strong enough to render some of his speculations unnecessary and
out of place. In particular, hypothetical scenarios in chapter nine
propose how Congress might have handled the election crisis, even
though the lawmakers were sidelined by the U.S. Supreme Court.
The problem is, "what-ifs" serve no purpose in discussions of what
happened. But this does not cloud Zelden's point that if Americans
are going to have fair and efficient elections, they must demand a
lot from not only their government, but from themselves.
Russell Moore

University of Central Florida

Lowcounty Hurricanes: mree Centuries of S t m at Sea and Ashore.
By Walter J . Fraser,Jr. (Athens and London: The University of
Georgia Press, 2006. Map, illustrations, appendix, notes,
index. Pp. xiii, 319. $19.95 paper.)
In his book Lowcountly Hurricanes: Three Centuries of S t m at Sea
and Ashme, Walter Fraser, professor emeritus at Georgia Southern
University, has recounted what seems like every gale that so much
as brushed the coast of South Carolina and Georgia from 1786 to
2004. Readers confront dark clouds, torrential rains, raging winds,
surging tides, and crashing waves on page after page. Again and
again, the storms wreck ships, drown sailors, uproot trees, ruin
crops, and collapse houses. Indeed, Fraser examines in full detail
the destructive power of nature along the Lowcountry coast.
Unfortunately, he barely touches the more important issues of how
storms changed the culture of the Lowcountry over time and, in
turn, how the residents of the area responded to the certainty that
storms would blow, seas would rage, and people would die.
The best environmental histories weave together the dynamic
affect that human culture and nature have on one another over
time. Fraser tells us a great deal about the few days that each storm
blew; and he relates some very broad economic and historic
changes in the region. However, in this book, details of the weather and general contours of Lowcountry history are listed side-by-
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side but seldom integrated. And the historical changes that are
most relevant for the topic and those that might have offered special insight into the particulars of customs, race, class, and demographics in the area have not been included. For example, we
read multiple stories of heroic rescues at sea but nothing of local
marine rescue organizations, the evolution of life-saving techniques at sea, or the role and impact of the United States Coast
Guard. We learn that after the storm of 1911 white officials rejected assistance from the Red Cross because they feared it might
undermine black initiative to work. However, there is little information provided on intermediate or long-term responses to the
storms, social services or public or private welfare agencies for
blacks and whites between the eighteenth and twentieth centuries.
With so many storms and so much destruction, surely preparations
were made, and plans executed, for what has come to be called
relief and recovery from hurricanes. Even his account of hurricane Hugo, "the most costly storm ever to strike the lowcountry
and state" (247), begins and ends on September 21-22, 1989, the
days that the storm hit. Likewise, the course and consequences of
massive coastal development in the post-World War I1 era is mentioned briefly in the conclusion, but not examined in the body of
the book. And Fraser refers only in passing, toward the end of the
book, to the all-important effort to more accurately predict the
path and power of storms; although weather forecasting, particularly storm forecasting, was a constant pre-occupation for
mariners, farmers, and a host of other coastal residents throughout the time span of the book. The Weather Service, the U.S.
Weather Bureau, and the National Hurricane Center do appear,
but a fuller discussion of their histories and mission would be helpful. In a similar regard, a brief discussion of the evolution of communication equipment and technology seems essential to the story
of how humans responded over time to this particular threat of
nature, but is absent from the book.
Fraser's emphasis on narrative over analysis suggests that this
book will find a better reception among the general public than
scholars. His research in secondary sources, manuscripts, and a
long list of newspapers has uncovered gripping eyewitness descriptions of the devastating power of wind and water. An abundance
of photos confirms the tales of destruction told in the text. Fraser
also includes rich descriptions of the flora and fauna of the
Lowcountry, and augments clear explanations of Carolina and
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Georgia geography with an excellent map of the coast. The appendix consists of a well-designed chart of all the major storms in
chronological order and includes columns on wind speed, storm
surge, damage, and death.
For some readers, these storms stories will make striking
human drama, but others may question how much detail is too
much. For example, do readers need or want to know that on
October 19, 1950, "World War I1 veteran, Q. E. Hooks, who had
recently been acquitted in a fatal shooting, was hunting marsh
hens in a creek near Brunswick when high winds (from a tropical
storm) capsized his boat and he drowned" (230). And titles of
chapters and subheadings such as "The First Storms of the New
Century," "Last Storms of the Cycle," "Another Cycle of Tropical
Storms," "Tropical Storms and a Hurricane," "Storms, Hurricanes,
and a Tornado," and "Hurricanes, 1960s and 19'70s"insinuate that,
in this book, it is same old wind and water; just different trees,
houses, and beach towns that are destroyed.
Stephen O'Neill

Furman University

Education for Liberation: The American Missionary Association and
Afican Americans, 1890 to the Present. By Joe E . Richardson and
Maxine D. Jones. (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press,
2009. Preface, Acknowledgements, Afterword, Notes on
Sources, Notes, Images, Index. Pp.368. $49.50 cloth)

The American Missionary Association (hereinafter referred to
as the AMA) played a critical role in African-American education
in the South. Its role during the Reconstruction era has perhaps
been most closely studied. Yet, the group's efforts during the
Gilded Age and Progressive Era and beyond have proven to be
equally important. In the formative years of the Civil Rights
Movement, the AMA was an important resource, giving support to
education facilities, helping to develop African-American universities, and creating a generation of civil rights leaders. Often,
authors will attempt to attract attention by declaring their story is
a forgotten one that deserves to be told; in the case of the AMA,
such a claim happens to be true.
Richardson and Jones have written an important volume that
documents the role of the AMA from the 1890s to the early Civil
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Rights Movement. The AMA was but part of a range of private
efforts to support both education and integration of AfricanAmericans into the mainstream of American life. However, what
made the AMA unique was that it remained engaged with the issues
of African-American education over many decades. Moreover,
unlike the deeply racist General Education Board, its principal
focus was on improving the lives of southern African-Americans.
Indeed, the national leadership of the AMA was deeply committed
to the ideal of.racia1equality. This was demonstrated not only by
the way its members expressed opposition to lynching, disfranchisement, and segregation, but also in the organization's striving
for an integrated teaching environment at universities.
As Richardson and Jones demonstrate, the approach of the
AMA also revealed shifts in education philosophies across time. In
the earlier period, the AMA often provided support for the lower
grades, but as state support for education increased, it gradually
scaled back its efforts. This willingness of the AMA to cede control
to southern state governments was at times resented by black parents, something that is not surprising considering how frequently
southern politicians denounced African-American education in
shrill tones. Outside of urban areas, the quality of state support
was often quite minimal. Nevertheless, with limited resources
AMA officials preferred to invest in the higher levels of schooling.
This monograph also serves as a way of charting the progress
of southern education at the local level. In many ways, it is stunning to see the inadequacy of educational facilities for AfricanAmericans well into the twentieth-century. The authors'
document the incredible consequences of decades of neglect of
African-American children. One has to wonder how much worse
it would have been but for the active assistance of private supporters of African-American education.
Of course, besides simply encouraging African-American education in a formal sense, the AMA also sought to use education as
a way to benefit the larger black community. Historians have at
times become overly involved in a lengthy rhetorical struggle
between the supporters and detractors of African-American educator and race leader, Booker T. Washington. When discussed in
the wider literature, vocational education thus often becomes less
about the purpose this form of education served and more about
what it represents in a symbolic sense. However, that was not the
way that rural African-American southerners thought about voca-
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tional education. Instead, all forms of education were valued,
although they certainly recognized the limitations imposed during the segregationist era. Richardson and Jones' fourth chapter,
which discusses vocational education and how it merged with the
creation of community centers, is one of the more interesting discussions. These efforts at practical education were also ways to
connect with the concerns of a rural, adult community that often
remained deeply interested in using education as a way to
improve their families' livelihood. Vocational education thus resonated with the larger African-American community, garnering
focus and attention.
The authors also address some of the difficulties that the AMA
faced throughout the twentieth century. Contrary to a widely held
belief among the African-American community that the AMA was
awash with money, it often had very limited resources. While the
AMA was fortunate to have a number of wealthy benefactors, the
amount of money it had to work with was limited. Moreover, the
support of the Congregational Church for the AMA's educational
mission gradually lessened over time. Eventually, the Home
Missions Board absorbed the AMA and the latter lost its separate
identity. Of course by then, several other groups had begun to
provide institutional support for African-American education.
After World War I1 the AMA played a less critical role in
African-American education, but it remained engaged in the
issues of the larger Civil Rights Movement. Especially interesting
is the chapter on the Race Relations Department. The Race
Relations Department engaged in a range of activities that sought
to support a civil rights agenda. It conducted institutes, trained
future leaders of the movement, and administered a series of selfsurveys for requesting cities. The fact that places as diverse as
Pittsburgh, Minneapolis, Baltimore, and San Francisco were
beginning to pay close attention to the issue of racial discrimination suggests how times had changed. Naturally, the AMA
became a target of segregationists when it organized an institute
in Nashville. That could hardly have been considered a new experience for the AMA because it had faced white southern hostility
since the early days of Reconstruction.
This is an important work that deserves a wide audience. The
authors present a wealth of evidence on the way that AfricanAmericans and their supporters remained engaged in important
issues throughout the segregationistera. This book clearly debunks
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the myth of African-Americanwithdrawal after disfranchisement. It
also demonstrates that civil rights activism took place over many
decades before the final dramatic breakthroughs in the 1950s
and 1960s.
Lewie Reece

Anderson University

Tabloid Valley: Super-rnarket News and American Culture. By Paula E.
Morton. (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2009.
Prologue, acknowledgments, images, bibliographic essay, bibliography, index. Pp. 224 $24.95 cloth.)

Most in the academy who study the press have avoided the
supermarket tabloids, much as they do while standing at the grocery check-out counter. Page-one stories about an actress's massive
weight gain (or anorexia) are too removed from the "serious" concerns of mainstreamjournalism. A few scholars have broken ranks,
notably S. Elizabeth Bird in For Inquiring Minds (1992), a cultural
study of the tabloid. Although not a formal history, Bird's book
took the "tabs" and their readers seriously. Paula E. Morton's
Tabloid Valley, though published by a university press, is far less
scholarly than Bird's book, and will be less satisfying to historians
of American journalism and mass culture.
The supermarket tabloids deserve better. Theirs is a fascinating history. Moreover, to the horror of innumerable journalism
teachers, including this reviewer, the tabs became much more central to American journalism. In the 1980s, the leading tab, The
National Enquirer, figured prominently in the reporting of the
death of the actor John Belushi, the sexual assault trial of a member of the Kennedy family, and the marital infidelities of presidential aspirant Gary Hart. The established news media-prestige
dailies and network TV news programs-felt compelled to take
such reporting seriously.
The guardians of prestige journalism found no relief in the
1990s. The tabs feasted on that decade's peculiarly dysfunctional
celebrity culture, Bill Clinton's affairs, Tonya Harding's thuggery,
and the murder trial of 0.J. Simpson. The tabs' rise can be largely attributed to Generoso Pope, Jr. In 1952, Pope purchased the
struggling New York Enquirer. Rather than compete with New York's
other tabs, Pope made the Enquirer a national weekly; he moved
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the paper's headquarters to Lantana, Florida, in 1971. Pope honored the tabloid's traditional emphasis on a story's entertainment-as opposed to news-value. Features might be uplifting,
items on a drug to cure swearing and tips on waking up alert.
Headlines were provocative. Finally, the Enquirer offered visual
explicitness. Most famously, when the singer Elvis Presley died, the
Enquirer arranged to have a distant relative take a picture of the
King's open coffin. "The Last Picture" appeared on the first page.
( p 82)
Getting the image-and
the story-became
much more
important to the Enquirer than ethical convention. Unlike most
news organizations, the Enquirer practiced "checkbook journalism," paying for photographs, and for stories. There were deceptions. An Enquirer reporter and photographer, disguised as priests,
covered the funeral of the singer Bing Crosby. Most notoriously,
an Enquirer correspondent sifted through the garbage of Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger.
The Kissinger controversy conveyed a larger truth, that the
Enquirer reporters were more aggressive than many of those working for more prestigious outlets. This was especially true of veterans of London's tabloids, hired by Pope. "The Fleet Streeters
understood news-gathering," Morton writes (p. 63). The Enquirer
also spent lavishly, with generous salaries and expense accounts.
Reporters looking for the Abominable Snowman did so in relative comfort.
Equally critical to the Enquirer's ascendancy was Pope's distribution strategy. In the 1960s, Pope chose to concentrate sales on
the nation's supermarkets. He persuaded most store owners to sell
the Enquirer on special racks located near the cash registers. With
a more feminine market in mind, Pope toned down or simply
dropped the crime coverage that had characterized the Enquirer.
Instead of graphic stories about mutilated female skiers, Enquirer
reporters searched for the Abominable Snowman. The approach
worked. Between 1964 and 1970, weekly sales increased from
'700,000 to just under two million. The Enquirer's success encouraged imitators, all of whom eventually based their operations in
the Sunshine State.
As Morton notes, the tabs' position faltered in the 1990s and
the early 2000s. The Enquirer's average circulation slipped steadily.
Consumers, tiring of the investigative pieces the Enquirer staff had
done so well, much preferred news about celebrities. This appar-
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ent shift in consumer interest posed a threat to the tabs. They
could certainly do celebrity news, but so could television programs
like "Entertainment Tonight." The new century saw an explosion
in internet web sites like TMZ and Gawker focusing on celebrity
deeds-and misdeeds. The tabs, like much of the older print
media, failed to find a way to prosper from the web.
Tabloid Valley makes few demands on the reader. Morton plainly admires many of the tabloid reporters. Yet one wishes for more
analysis. More could have been said about who reads the tabs.
(Bird, in contrast, discusses market research on readers.) Morton
refrains from speculating on the impact of People and other, higher-end gossip magazines, on the tabs.
Despite their struggles in the new century, the tabs may have
won the war over the American news agenda. When Presley died
in 1977, the established news media failed to recognize how profoundly his passing affected many Americans. Perhaps Elvis had
grown too old and too fat to be taken seriously by newspaper editors and network TV news producers. The tabs, by comparison,
got it. They realized Elvis still had millions of fans, mainly lower
class whites. The tabs, in a sense, never let Elvis die. Stories continued to be run about him and the possibility he was not, in
fact, dead. Some three decades later, the tabs' competitors did
not make the same mistake. When Michael Jackson died suddenly in June 2009, the major media treated Jackson's passing as
a major story.
James L. Baughman

University of Wisconsin-Madison

The Histoy of the North Carolina Communist Party. By Gregory S.
Taylor. (Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press,
2009. Acknowledgements, introduction, notes, bibliography,
index. Pp. 248. $39.95 cloth.)
Historian Gregory Taylor traces the development of the North
Carolina Communist Party (NCCP) from its origin in 1929 when
the Communist Party of the United States of America (CPUSA)
first attempted to organize the South by taking advantage of the
class unrest brought on by the Gastonia textile mill strike of that
year, to its demise in 1960 caused by FBI infiltration, the arrest of
its leader Junius Scales, and mass defections. Taylor has two pri-
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mary objectives: to tell the story of the NCCP on its own terms,
instead of through the lens of better known events like the
Gastonia strike or McCarthyism, and to cast North Carolina communists as loyal Americans within the reform traditions of the
Populists and Progressives. He succeeds on the first count but is
only partially successful on the second.
Taylor spends over half the book detailing the ebb and flow
of the NCCP's fortunes in Gastonia to 1939. During this time, the
NCCP focused on organizing mill workers regardless of race, agitating at trade union strikes, protesting "creeping fascism," and
calling for an end to Jim Crow. Although the NCCP never had
more than a few hundred members, it had some success at attracting new members and organizing workers. The party continually
struggled, however, due to internal bickering, arrogance, focusing
on ideology over the needs of the workers, and race issues trumping class consciousness among the mill workers. It is here that
Taylor is at his best, showing the NCCP on its own terms. He
effectively shows how the NCCP had some successes despite the
bungling at CPUSA headquarters, where national leaders understood little about Southern race relations, sent incompetent
organizers, provided little funding, and were willing to sell-out
defendants as martyrs at the Gastonia trial in order to score propaganda points (a move that stymied their efforts to organize white
workers for the next twenty years). Local leaders, too, had their
problems as they quarreled among themselves, sought personal
glory, and failed to take advantage of the Great Depression.
Taylor effectively shows a decentralized Party apparatus as the
NCCP routinely ignored CPUSA instructions. He is also evenhanded in his assessment of the NCCP, demonstrating both their
attributes and flaws.
Taylor allows for less space to cover the years between World
War I1 and the NCCP's demise in 1960. During this period, the
NCCP continued to fight Jim Crow and warn against "creeping
Fascism," but it focused more on international affairs and academic freedom as young dynamic leaders emerged at the
University of North Carolina (UNC). A mix of undergraduates,
graduate students, and faculty at UNC spearheaded the propaganda effort, especially in relation to Jim Crow and legal lynchings. This mix of communism and civil rights advocacy created a
political firestorm. Mainstream politicians, such as a young Jesse
Helms who dubbed UNC the "University of Negroes and
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Communists" (187), the press, and anti-communist activists overestimated the amount of communist infiltration at UNC and
demanded the University take action, which for the most part, it
ignored. The NCCP received much free publicity, but some graduate student leaders lost their funding as a result. As the anticommunist hysteria of the postwar years intensified during the
1950s, the NCCP unraveled. Key leaders like Ralph Long left the
Party after hard line lessons learned at CPUSA training schools
caused disillusionment, and he later testified against the NCCP.
Other leaders left the state and Junius Scales was eventually arrested, robbing the NCCP of its most effective agitator. This loss of
leadership, along with infiltration by the FBI, marked the end of
the NCCP by 1960.
Because the NCCP opposed the status quo, called for world
peace, and created a social justice platform demanding civil
rights, labor rights, and individual liberty, Taylor places the
NCCP in the reform tradition of Populists and Progressives. This
is true on the surface as these earlier American reformers also
challenged the existing political economy. The comparison
breaks down, however, when one considers the rampant racism
among earlier reformers (something Taylor acknowledges), their
acceptance of capitalism and hostility toward socialism, and their
skeptical view of unions even as they advocated specific labor
reforms. Curiously, Taylor says little about the NCCP view of New
Deal reforms, other than that they criticized the Agricultural
Adjustment Act for helping landowners at the expense of sharecroppers. The NCCP view of the Wagner Act, Tennessee Valley
Authority, and Social Security, for instance, would give us a better understanding of just how reform-minded these communists
were. Instead of putting the NCCP in the reform tradition,
Taylor would have been better served to show them as a bridge
between the Old Left and New Left. Member after member of
the NCCP left the Party as experience in the segregated South
caused them to see race as important as class and Marxist dogma
came to be seen as lacking in explaining and rectlfylng the plight
of the downtrodden. The labor organizers who ran the NCCP
during the 1930s gave way to young, academic, social egalitarians
who sounded more like SDS than "Big Bill" Haywood as they
called for an end to imperialism and Jim Crow.
This criticism over the historical tradition of the NCCP should
not detract from this well researched and immensely readable
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book. In fact, one of the greatest strengths of this book is it forces
readers to reconsider their preconceived ideas of mid-twentieth
century communists, whether one is a fellow traveler or a
McCarthyite. Taylor makes a significant contribution to the
expanding historical literature on American communism that
destroys the old stereotype of violent revolutionary ideologues tak-
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End Notes
CALL FOR PAPERS

2010 Annwal Meeting of the Florida Historical Society
May 27-29,2010
Casa Monica Hotel, St. Augustine, Fla.
THEME: Florida: Multicultural from the Start
Please Submit Papers or Panels by FEBRUARY 1,2010
The Florida Historical Society requests submissionsfor its 2010
Annual Meeting to be held May 27-29, 2010 in St. Augustine, Fla.
The conference will be held at the Casa Monica Hotel, St.
Augustine. Due to expected high attendance, participants are
urged to reserve their rooms early by calling 1(800)648-1888,
Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.- 6 p.m. Please reference "2010 Florida
Historical Society Room Block" to receive our negotiated rate of
$130.00 per night.

Papers, panels, and roundtable discussions in all areas of Florida
history are welcome:
To submit an individual paper, please send a title, 150-word
abstract and one-page vita.
Proposals for panels should include* 150-word abstract and one-page vita for each panel
member plus a session title
150-word abstract of the panel and a suggested moderator/discussan t.
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Submissions:
By email as an MSWord attachment to the program committee chair at jgcusick@ufl.edu If submitting by email please
put 'FHS Paper" i n your email heading.
Paper copy to James Cusick, Special & Area Studies
Collections, George A. Smathers Library, University of
Florida, Gainesville, FL 3261 1-7005.
The deadline for proposal submissions is February 1,2010.
The Society also seeks submissions for its annual awards. A full
listing of awards and submission procedures can be found at
http://www.myfloridahistory.org/.

The Friends of the Florida Historical Society Present
The 2009/2010 Discover Florida Series Speakers

All Lectures are at 2:00 p.m.
In the Library of Florida History
435 Brevard Avenue, Cocoa, Florida 32922
321-690-19'71
www.myfloridahistory. org

Saturday,January 9

Gregg Turner

"Florida Railroads"

Satunlay, January 23

Erwin Wunderlich

"Salvos on
the Backwater"

Satunlay, February 6 Sudye Cauthen

"Southern Comforts'"

Saturday, March 6

Dr. Judith Bense

"Marine
Archaeology"

Saturday, April 3

~ e a Bean
n

"The First
Hollywood"
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FLORIDA FRONTIERS: THE WEEKLY RADIO MAGAZINE OF
THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the Florida
Historical Society is a weekly, half-hour radio program currently airing on public radio stations around the state. The program is a
combination of interview segments and produced features covering history-based events, exhibitions, activities, places, and people
in Florida. The program explores the relevance of Florida history
to contemporary society and promotes awareness of heritage and
culture tourism options in the state. Florida Frontiers joins the
Florida Historical Quarterly and the publications of the Florida
Historical Society Press as another powerful tool to fulfill the
Society's mission of collecting and disseminating information
about the history of Florida.
Florida Frontiers began airing in January 2009, with the first few
programs including a discussion with Patrick Smith about his novel
A Land Remembered, a look at Florida's role in the Cuban Missile
Crisis, a remembrance of Florida folk singer Bobby Hicks, a feature
on Judy Lindquist's new historical novel Saving Home, and an
exploration of Florida's frog leg industry of the 1920s and 1930s.
People who remembered manufacturing and distributing moonshine whisky in Florida during Prohibition were interviewed, listeners were taken to the home of Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, the
Cape Florida Lighthouse was discussed, oral histories from the
1970swere rediscovered and renowned poet Maya Angelou reflected on the importance of Florida writer Zora Neale Hurston.
Florida Historical Society Executive Director Ben
Brotemarkle is producer and host of Horida Frontiers, with weekly
contributions from assistant producers Janie Gould and Bill
Dudley. From 1992-2000,Brotemarkle was creator, producer, and
host of the hour-long weekly radio magazine The Arts Connection
on 90.7 WMFE in Orlando. In 2005, Gould became Oral History
Specialist at 88.9 WQCS in Ft. Pierce. Since 1993, Dudley has
been producing an ongoing series of radio reports for the Florida
Humanities Council.
The program is currently broadcast on 90.7 WMFE Orlando,
Thursdays at 6:30 p.m.; 88.1 WUWF Pensacola, Thursdays at 5:30
p.m.; 89.5 W I T Melbourne, Sundays at 7:00 a.m.; and 88.9 WQCS
(HD2) Ft. Pierce, Sundays at 7:00 a.m. Additional public radio stations are expected to add Florida Frontiers to their schedules later in
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2009. The program is archived on the Florida Historical Society
web site and accessible any time at www.myfloridahistory.org.
Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the Florida
Historical Society is made possible in part by the Florida Humanities
Council and the National Endowment for the Humanities; the
Jessie Ball duPont Fund; and by the Brevard County Board of
Commissioners through the Brevard Cultural Alliance, Inc.

FLOMDA MSTOMCAL QUARTERLY PODCASTS
The Florida Historical Quatmly has entered a new era of media.
Dr. Robert Cassanello, Assistant Professor of History at the
University of Central Florida and a member of the FHQ editorial
board, has accepted a new role as the coordinator for podcast productions. In conjunction with the Public History programs at
UCF, Dr. Cassanello will produce a podcast for each issue of the
Quarterly. Each podcast will consist of an interview with one of the
authors from the most recent issue of the Quarterly. The podcasts
are uploaded to iTunes University and are available to the public
at http://publichistorypodcast.blogspot.com/. The first podcast
was conducted with Dr. Jack E. Davis on his article "Sharp Prose for
Green:John D. MacDonald and the First Ecological Novel," which
appeared in Volume 87, no. 4 (Spring 2009). Dr. Michael D.
Bowen was interviewed for the second podcast. His article "The
Strange Tale of Wesley and Florence Garrison: Racial
Crosscurrents of the Postwar Florida Republican Party" appeared
in Volume 88, no. 1 (Summer 2009). All podcasts are archived. In
making this service available, the FZorida Historical Quarterly joins a
handful ofjournals that have entered the digital age.

FLORIDA HISTORICAL QUARTERLYJORVSJSTOR
The Florida Historical Quarterly is now available to scholars and
researchers through JSTOR, a digital service for libraries, archives,
and individual subscribers. JSTOR editors spent more than a year
digitizing FHQ volumes 3-83; it became available to academic
libraries and individual subscribers in August 2009. The FHQwill
be available within a 5-year window. Recent issues of the Quarterly
are available only in print copy form. JSTOR has emerged as a
leader in the field ofjournal digitization and the FHaoins a num-
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ber of prestigious journals in all disciplines. The Florida Histom'cal
Quarter& will continue to be available through PALMM, with the
same 5-year window.

Florida History Lecture Series
Florida Southern College
Lakeland, Florida
January 14

Frederick "Fritz" Davis (Associate Professor of
History, Florida State University)
"TheMan Who Saved Sea Turtles: Archie Carr and the
&gins of Consmation Biology"

An avid and lifelong naturalist, Frederick Rowe Davis studied the
history of science at Harvard, the University of Florida, and Yale,
where he completed his doctorate. Currently, he teaches the history of science and medicine and environmental history. Davis is
the author of The Man Who Saved Sea Turtles, a study of conservation biologist Archie Carr, which was published by Oxford
University Press in 2007. Through Archie Carr's remarkable
career (1937-87), Davis explored the important developments in
biology and conservation including the rise of conservation biology as an independent discipline. Carr dedicated most of his life to
the study of all kinds of turtles, but his studies of the ecology and
migration of green turtles are widely credited with helping save the
species from extinction. More than that Carr popularized conservation by writing books accessible to even the most science-phobic
that chronicled his own studies and adventures.
Davis recently received a two-year grant from the National
Institutes of Health to complete his second book, Pesticides and
Toxicology:A Century of Environmental Health. Along with colleagues
from the Biological Sciences and Philosophy, Davis is currently at
work on a three-year collaborative research grant from the
National Science Foundation, which seeks to strengthen interdisciplinary graduate education in biology and the history and philosophy of science. Davis was the recipient of the coveted FSU
University Graduate Teaching Award in 200607. He lives in
Tallahassee with his son Spenser.
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February 25

Dan Warren
Florida)

(Attorney at Law, Daytona Beach,

"If it Takes all Summer: Martin Luther King, the KKK,
:sightsin St. Augustine, 1964"
A native of ~ieensboro,
North Carolina, Dan Warren joined the U.
&$>tat:

.
C
I
-

--c

S. Army Air Corp in 1943 at age 17, serving in Italy during World
War I1 as a nose gunner on a B-24. After the war Warren attended
Guilford College and then Stetson Law School. Settling in
Daytona Beach Warren practiced law and took part in many civic
initiatives, principal among which was his work with NASCAR head
Bill France in the building of the Daytona Beach Speedway. In
1961 Gov. Farris Bryant appointed Warren State Attorney and later
during the 1964 racial crisis in St. Augustine, his Special Council.
Working diligently with Martin Luther King, the S. C. L. C. and
local officials, Warren eased racial tensions by using the law to
crack down on Klan violence. Intensely unpopular with the Mayor
and other public officials who resisted his effort to integrate,
Warren nevertheless ignored the threats of the Klan and the political repercussions of his position and proceeded to afford protection for the civil rights demonstrations. Resigning his position as
State Attorney in 1968, Warren resumed the private practice of
law, spending the remainder of his legal career defending the constitutional rights of others, especially minorities. Warren has written extensively on constitutional rights, especially freedom of
speech and freedom of the press, as well as Fourth and Fifth
Amendment rights. Encouraged by his wife Stasia, a Volusia
County Judge, Warren set out to document his part in the St.
Augustine uprising, and the resulting if it Takes all Summer (2007)
is an insider's view of one of America's most important Civil Rights
struggles. The book won the Florida Historical Society's Harry T.
Moore Award. Warren is the recipient of many other awards
including the NAACP Trail Blazer Award, and the Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Civil Rights Award.
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*March 25

Randolph Roth (Professor of History, Ohio State
University)
James M. Denham (Professor of History, Florida
Southern College)
"Homicide on Horida 's Antebellum Frontier"

A native of Denver, Colorado, Randolph Roth holds degrees from
Stanford University (BA) and Yale University (Ph.D) Roth has
taught at the University of Vermont, Grinnell College and in 1985,
he joined the history faculty at Ohio State University. His research
interests focus on the history of the United States from colonial
times through the nineteenth century, with an emphasis on social
and cultural history, and the history of crime and violence. Roth's
most recent book, American Homicide, published in 2009 by the
Belknap Press of the Harvard University Press, is an interregional
study of homicide from colonial times to the present. It examines
patterns of marital murder, romance murder, and other kinds of
murders among adults in an effort to understand how and why the
United States has become the world's most homicidal industrial
democracy. Dr. Roth is co-founder of the Historical Violence
Database, a collaborative international project to gather data on
the history of violent crime and violent death. Dr. Roth's research
has been supported by the National Science Foundation, the
National Endowment for the Humanities, the Harry Frank
Guggenheim Foundation, and other organizations. A popular
public speaker and award winning teacher, Roth received the
Ohio Academy of History Distinguished Teaching Award (2007)
and the university-wide OSU Alumni Award for Teaching (2009).
James M. Denham is Professor of History and Director of the
Center for Florida History at Florida Southern College. Before
coming to Lakeland in 1991, Denham held teaching appointments
at Florida State University, Georgia Southern University, and
Limestone College in South Carolina. A specialist in Southern and
Florida history, Denham is the author of Echoes from a Distant
Frontier: the Brown Sisters' Correspondence in Antebellum Florida
(Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 2004), with Keith
Huneycutt. Denham is also the author three other books including Florida Sherzfls: A History, 1821-1945 (2001), with William W.
Rogers; Cracker Times and Pioneer Lives: The Florida Reminiscences of
George Gillette Keen and Sarah Pamela Williams (2000), with Canter
Brown, Jr.; and "A Rogue's Paradise": Crime and Punishment in
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Antebellum Florida,
1821-1861 (1997). Denham's articles and
reviews have appeared in the American Historical Review, Journal of
Southern History, American Journal of Legal History, Florida Historical
Quarterly, Florida Bar Journal, Southwestern Historical Quarterly,
Military History of the West, Gulf Coast Historical Review, and the
Georgia Historical Quarterly. An award-winning author and public
speaker, Denham was the recipient of the Florida Historical
Society's Arthur W. Thompson Prize and its James J. Horgan Book
Prize for Florida Shmrs. He has also served fellowships at the U. S.
Military Academy at West Point, the University of South Carolina,
the University of Wisconsin, Harvard University, Columbia
University, the National Humanities Center, and the Virginia
Historical Society.
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John B. Boles, Rice University
11 This study strikes a serious blow

at the
misperception of Florida's progressive
part by examiningits civil rights history."
David H. Jackson, Florida A & M University

4'

Winsboro's book is a powerfhl tribute
to the long history of black struggle in
Florida, the entrenched barriers that
had .to be overcome, and the effectiveness of historiansof Floridain revealing
the truth of the state'spast

"

William H. Chafe, Duke University

modern civil rights movement with a reputation for tolerance and progression? Old South, New South, or Down South?: Florida and the Modern Civil
Rights Movement exposes the image, illusion, and reality behind Florida's
hidden story of racial discrimination and violence. By exploring multiple
perspectives on racially motivated events, such as black agency, political
stonewalling, and racist assaults, this collection of nine essays reconceptualizes the civil rights legacy of the Sunshine State. Its dissectionof local, isolated acts of rebellion reveals a strategic, political concealment of the once
dominant, often overlooked, old south attitude towards race in Florida.
lrvin D.S. Winsboro is Professor of History, African-American Studies,
and Florida Studies at Florida Gulf coast University.
Contributors Indude: Abel A. Bartley, Gregory Bush, Marvin Dunn, Leonard R.
Lempel, Connie L. Lester, Paul Ortiz, Amy Sasscer, and Lise M. Steinhauer.
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